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Abstract

Biological membranes are self-assembled bilayer structures composed of a large variety
of lipids and embedded with proteins. They act as a dynamic barrier separating intra- and
extra-cellular matrices and encapsulate various subcellular organelles. The self-assembly
of the lipid membranes is a consequence of the amphiphilic nature of the lipids and the
tendency to avoid hydrophobic interactions between water and the hydrophobic tails of
lipids. At the same time, polar headgroups of the lipids are stabilized by a hydration shell.
Hence, not only the lipid-lipid and lipid-protein interactions, but also interactions between
lipids and water molecules hydrating the membrane play a significant role in determining
the structure, organization, and dynamics of the membrane and its constituents. Intrigu-
ingly, the membrane does not always experience abundant hydration conditions - many
biochemical processes, such as cell fusion, viral entry, fertilization, neurotransmission, or
adsorption of macromolecules, are associated with the local and transient dehydration of
the membrane. Lipid diffusion is an elementary process in the cellular membrane that
actively and continuously contributes to the reorganization of the membrane constituents,
maintenance of lipid homeostasis, signal transduction, cell signalling, and transport. It
is therefore crucial to understand how the hydration of the membrane influences the dy-
namics of the lipids and the organization of the membrane. However, investigations of the
effect of local hydration on the structure and, in particular, on the diffusivity of membrane
components have so far been hindered by the challenges in preparing desiccation-tolerant
membranes. In this doctoral thesis, I addressed the lipid dynamics at varying hydration
conditions by developing a method of preserving the intact structure of membranes over
multiple dehydration and rehydration cycles. Using fluorescence microscopy and fluores-
cence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) technique, I demonstrated that the hydration
shell around the lipid headgroup facilitates lateral diffusion of lipids acting as an aqueous
lubricant. The diffusion coefficient (D) of lipids decreases steadily with the decrease in
relative humidity (RH) of membranes environment from ∼ 90% to ∼ 50%, whereas below
∼ 50% RH, lipid mobility remains almost constant, indicating a key role played by the
water molecules desorbed from the hydration shell around lipid headgroup. From fully
hydrated to dehydrated membranes (∼ 0% RH), approximately a six-fold decrease in D
value is observed. Moreover, the change in D values of lipids is completely reversible and
repeatable with the change in the hydration states of the membrane, and it is sensitive to
only a few water molecules per lipid. Based on this significant dependence and the high
sensitivity, I proposed lipid diffusion as a hydration-sensing tool to investigate local hydra-
tion heterogeneities in lipid membranes. Next, I extended the research to lipid-water-ion
interplay in the context of lipid diffusion, as ions are vital constituents of the lipid-water
interface, and modulate the hydration structure of the lipids. I discovered that Na+ and
K+ ions support lipid mobility after the partial membrane dehydration by strengthening
the hydration shell around the PC lipid headgroups. In contrast, Ca2+ and Mg2+ ions are
unable to show this effect. Finally, I focused on elucidating the nature of the diffusion of
lipids at varying hydration conditions. Using fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS),
I showed that the lateral diffusion of lipids transforms into anomalous sub-diffusion in the
absence of the membrane’s external hydration layer, in contrast to free diffusion taking
place in fully hydrated membranes. Overall, the studies presented in this thesis shine light
on the importance of the hydration layer around the lipid headgroups and lipid-water-ion
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interactions in defining the lateral diffusion of lipids in biomimetic membranes and provide
new insights into the molecular interactions during lipid de/rehydration processes. Thus,
the research possesses important implications in the fields of membrane biology, biophysics
and physical chemistry.
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Streszczenie

Błony biologiczne są samoorganizującymi się dwuwarstwowymi strukturami złożonymi
z wielu różnych lipidów oraz z osadzonych w nich białek. Pełnią one funkcję dynamicznej
bariery oddzielającej matryce wewnątrz- i zewnątrzkomórkowe i okalającej różne organelle
wewnątrz-komórkowe. Samoorganizacja błon lipidowych jest konsekwencją amfifilowej
natury lipidów i tendencji do unikania oddziaływań hydrofobowych między wodą a hy-
drofobowymi ogonami lipidów. Jednocześnie polarne główki lipidów są stabilizowane przez
powłokę hydratacyjną. W związku z tym nie tylko interakcje lipid-lipid i lipid-białko, ale
także oddziaływania między lipidami i cząsteczkami wody uwadniającymi błonę odgrywają
znaczącą rolę w definiowaniu struktury, organizacji i dynamiki błony i jej składników. Co
ciekawe, błona nie zawsze doświadcza warunków obfitego nawodnienia - wiele procesów bio-
chemicznych, takich jak fuzja komórek, wnikanie wirusów, zapłodnienie, neurotransmisja
lub adsorpcja makrocząsteczek, wiąże się z lokalnym i przejściowym odwodnieniem błony.
Dyfuzja lipidów jest podstawowym procesem w błonie komórkowej, który aktywnie i stale
przyczynia się do reorganizacji składników błony, utrzymania homeostazy lipidów, trans-
dukcji sygnałów, sygnalizacji komórkowej i transportu. Dlatego też kluczowe jest zrozu-
mienie, w jaki sposób uwodnienie błony wpływa na dynamikę lipidów i organizację błony.
Jednak badania wpływu lokalnego uwodnienia błony na jej strukturę, a w szczególności
na dyfuzyjność składników błony, były dotychczas utrudnione przez wyzwania związane
z przygotowaniem błon odpornych na osuszanie. W niniejszej pracy doktorskiej przed-
stawiłam swoje badania nad dynamiką lipidów w różnych warunkach hydratacji poprzez
opracowanie metody pozwalającej na zachowania nienaruszonej struktury błony lipidowej
wystawionej na wiele cykli odwodnienia i rehydratacji. Wykorzystując mikroskopię fluores-
cencyjną i technikę odzyskiwania fluorescencji po fotowybielaniu (z ang. FRAP - fluores-
cence recovery after photobleaching), wykazałam, że powłoka hydratacyjna wokół główek
lipidów ułatwia dyfuzję lateralną lipidów, działając jako wodny ’smar’. Współczynnik
dyfuzji (D) lipidów stale maleje wraz ze spadkiem wilgotności względnej (RH) środowiska
błony z ∼90% RH do ∼50% RH, podczas gdy poniżej 50% RH mobilność lipidów pozostaje
prawie stała, co wskazuje na kluczową rolę odgrywaną przez cząsteczki wody desorbowane
z otoczki hydratacyjnej wokół główek lipidów. Dla odwodnionej błony (∼ 0% RH) obser-
wuje się około sześciokrotny spadek wartości D w stosunku do w pełni uwodnionej błony.
Co więcej, zmiana wartości D lipidów jest całkowicie odwracalna i powtarzalna wraz ze
zmianą stanu uwodnienia błony i co ważne, jest ona wrażliwa na zmiany udownienia błony
rzędu kilku cząsteczek wody przypadających na lipid. Opierając się na tej silnej zależności
i wysokiej czułości, zaproponowaliśmy pomiar dyfuzji lipidów jako narzędzie do określa-
nia hydratacji w celu badania lokalnych heterogeniczności nawodnienia błon lipidowych.
Następnie rozszerzyłam badania na interakcje lipid-woda-jon w kontekście dyfuzji lipidów,
ponieważ jony są istotnymi składnikami interfejsu lipid-woda i modulują strukturę hydrat-
acji lipidów. Odkryłam, że jony Na+ i K+ wspierają mobilność lipidów po częściowej dehy-
dratacji błony poprzez wzmocnienie powłoki hydratacyjnej wokół główek lipidowych PC.
Natomiast jony Ca2+ i Mg2+ nie wykazują tego efektu. Wreszcie, skupiłam się na wyjaśnie-
niu dokładnej natury mechanizmu dyfuzji lipidów w różnych warunkach nawodnienia błony.
Wykorzystując spektroskopię korelacji fluorescencji (z ang. FCS - fluorescence correlation
spectroscopy), wykazałam, że lateralna dyfuzja lipidów przekształca się w anomalną sub-
dyfuzję w przypadku braku zewnętrznej warstwy hydratacyjnej błony, w przeciwieństwie
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do swobodnej dyfuzji zachodzącej w całkowicie uwodnionej błonie. Reasumując, badania
przedstawione w niniejszej rozprawie rzucają światło na znaczenie warstwy hydratacyjnej
wokół główek lipidów i interakcji lipid-woda-jon w definiowaniu lateralnej dyfuzji lipidów w
biomimetycznych błonach oraz zapewniają nowe spojrzenie na interakcje molekularne pod-
czas procesów odwadniania/nawadniania błon lipidowych. Badania te mają zatem istotne
implikacje w dziedzinie biologii błon, biofizyki i chemii fizycznej.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Preface

Cellular membranes are chemically highly heterogeneous structures, whose components
work in a concerted manner, facilitating a broad range of important cellular functions. The
organization of the cell membrane and the assembly of membrane constituents into various
micro and nanostructures are strongly related to the intricate combination of hydrophilic
and hydrophobic interactions of the polar and nonpolar parts of the lipids with the hy-
drating water. Since defects in membrane organization may translate into dysregulation of
membrane activity, it is crucial to understand the interactions of membrane components
with their hydration layer. The hydration layer, i.e. the water molecules at the lipid-water
interface of the cellular membrane are comparatively more ordered than the ones in bulk
water. The charge and the H-bonding ability of the lipid headgroup greatly influence the
orientation and diffusion of the hydration layer around the lipid headgroups[1, 2, 3]. Such
less mobile and ordered water layer in the close vicinity of biomolecules, the so-called “bio-
logical water”, is known to modulate inter- and intra-molecular interactions of biomolecules
in many ways. For example, the water molecules present around the DNA double helix
mediate the interactions of any other molecule coming to bind to DNA by H-bonding[4].
Moreover, the hydrophobic base-pairing of the DNA double helix structure is strengthened
in the presence of water molecules around the DNA[5]. The importance of the biological
water around lipids is no exception. For instance, it is believed that the water molecules
around the lipid headgroup decrease the inter-lipid electrostatic repulsions between the
adjacent lipid headgroups[6, 7]. Therefore, a solid impact of this biological water layer
at the lipid-water interface could be anticipated on various properties of the membrane,
such as structural organization or lipid diffusion. Lateral diffusion of lipids plays a key role
in maintaining membrane homeostasis and cell-cell communication. Hence, understand-
ing lipid diffusion at various physiological conditions is of utmost importance. Various
spectroscopy studies and molecular dynamics simulation studies have confirmed that the
diffusion of bound water molecules at the lipid-water interface becomes restricted due to
interaction with lipid headgroups[1, 8, 9, 10]. Moreover, the mobility of functional groups,
such as carbonyl, at the lipid headgroup region also depends on the H-bonding with the
surrounding water molecules[11]. At lower hydration conditions longer residence time of
water molecules at the polar hydrated carbonyl functional groups leads to lower orienta-
tional mobility of those moiety of lipids[12, 13]. Water has been mentioned as “lubricant”
in lipid bilayer[2]. Transition temperature (Tm) of lipids was also shown to decrease at
lower hydration conditions[14, 15]. Furthermore, dehydration causes decrease in the area
per lipid and consequently an increase in membrane thickness and order parameter[13].
Previous studies have pointed toward the possibility of hampered lateral diffusion in the
absence of sufficient water at the lipid-water interface[16]. All these make a strong ground
to investigate how the lipid hydration layer modulates lipid diffusion. To explore how
the water molecules at the lipid-water interface affect lipid mobility, the water layer has
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

to be perturbed. As lipid bilayers curl up to form vesicles and aggregates during dehy-
dration, preparation of desiccation-tolerant membranes has been very challenging. This
has hindered experimental investigation on the activity and dynamics of dehydrated mem-
branes. In this thesis, I report my doctoral work on developing a protocol for preparing
membranes with a well-defined hydration properties and addressing the lipid dynamics in
phase-seaparted biomimetic membranes at varying hydration conditions.

1.2 Motivation

Water is an irreplaceable element of life that pervades both the outer and inner layers
of the lipid membrane in biological systems. At first glance dehydrated lipid membrane
may not sound like a physiological condition. But if we dig deeper into the molecular basis
of various biochemical reactions, local dehydration of membranes is not only possible, but
also essential for many biological processes. As the self-assembled structure of the bilayer
originates from the hydrophobic and hydrophilic interactions of the lipids with water, re-
moval of the water molecules is required to break the bilayer structure of lipids. Such
scenario takes place during fusion of two lipid membranes, where the bilayer structure of
lipids has to be disturbed to initiate fusion and then restored once the fusion event is com-
plete. Therefore, at the initial stage of the membrane fusion, water molecules have to be
moved away from the lipid headgroup region for the hydrophobic chains from two different
bilayers to interact and finally merge (the so-called hemifusion). Such membrane fusion is
at the heart of many fundamental biological processes – fertilization, neurotransmission,
viral entry, to mention a few. Moreover, a local temporary dehydration of the membrane
occurs in some other processes, such as absorption of a macromolecules. Additionally,
many living organisms survive at severe dehydration stress. This unique ability is known
as anhydrobiosis[17, 18, 19]. In such conditions also membranes are exposed to low hydra-
tion conditions. To understand the mechanisms behind these biological processes involving
membrane dehydration, it is necessary to explore lipids behavior at low hydration condi-
tions. The lipid diffusion studies at reduced water availability conditions may reveal the
importance of membrane fluidity/rigidity during cellular fusion depending on the chemical
mechanism of the fusion process. On one hand, it can be anticipated that a minimum
fluidity/diffusion of lipids is an essential factor during fusion as initiating a defect in the
bilayer is required for the fusion to take place[20]. On the other hand, various membrane
protein complexes take part in regulating the fusion process, where slowing down of lipid
diffusion may facilitate the local increase in local concentration of the key proteins at the
active zone to form the essential complexes. All these speculations are yet to be verified,
and the first step would be to understand how water molecules at the lipid-water interface
influence lipid diffusion. Furthermore, not only water alone, but the presence of various
ions in the intra- and extra-cellular matrices also has to be considered in this regard, as it
has important implications in defining the hydration structure at the interface[21]. Thus,
in this thesis I have started a journey with the foremost steps to answer these key questions
of membrane dehydration-related phenomena by investigating the hydration dependence
of lipid mobility. During the course of my doctoral study, the path was also extended to
understanding the lipid-water-ion interplay and nature of lipid diffusion at perturbed hy-
dration conditions. Further investigations in this topic still await realization, the outlook
of which is discussed at the end of this thesis.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.3 Outline

In this doctoral dissertation, I present the molecular-level details of the interplay be-
tween the hydration layer of membrane lipids and their dynamical properties in the mem-
brane. This thesis is based on three, original, peer-reviewed research articles and one chap-
ter showcasing a draft manuscript to be published in the nearest future, all supplemented
with an extensive discussion on the theoretical background of the performed scientific in-
vestigations. Starting with a general introduction to the topic, the thesis is arranged in
two parts: Part I (Chapters 2-6) - theoretical background and experimental methods –
where readers will be introduced to the concept of biomimetic cell membranes and their
interactions with water. An extensive discussion on the lateral diffusion of lipids in model
membranes, including fluorescence techniques and probes to study lipid diffusion is also
presented. Part II (Chapters 7-10) - the second part comprises of the following three,
peer-reviewed scientific articles, published in journals indexed in Journal Citation Reports
(JCR), Scopus and Scimago Journal & Country Rank (SJR) databases:

• Madhurima Chattopadhyay*, Emilia Krok, Hanna Orlikowska, Petra Schwille,
Henri G. Franquelim and Lukasz Piatkowski*, Hydration layer of only few molecules
controls lipid mobility in biomimetic membranes,
Journal of the American Chemical Society, 2021, volume 143, issue 36, page
14551-14562, IF: 16.383

• Madhurima Chattopadhyay*#, Hanna Orlikowska#, Emilia Krok and Lukasz
Piatkowski*, Sensing hydration of biomimetic cell membranes,
Biosensors, 2021, volume 11, issue 7, page 241, IF: 5.743

• Madhurima Chattopadhyay*, Emilia Krok, Hanna Orlikowska-Rzeznik and Lukasz
Piatkowski*, Cooperativity between sodium ions and water molecules facilitates lipid
mobility in model cell membranes,
Chemical Science, 2023, issue 14, page 4002-4011, IF 9.969

A short summary of each of these articles is included in the thesis and the full-length pub-
lished versions of the articles and their supplementary information is attached in the re-
spective chapters. Moreover, in an additional chapter, an unpublished research manuscript
is included.

In publication 1 (chapter 7), I reported a successful protocol for preparing stable,
desiccation-tolerant, phase-separated artificial membranes with well-defined hydration prop-
erties using a humidity control setup, co-designed and constructed by me. Furthermore,
in the same article, exploiting this novel dehydration method, I showed the dependence
of the lateral diffusion of lipids in phase-separated, supported lipid bilayers (SLBs) on the
lipid hydration state and explained its molecular basis.

Next, in publication 2 (chapter 8), I investigated the dependence of lipid mobility
in single-component (single phase) SLBs. Moreover, knowing the hydration dependence
of lipid mobility, a novel method of hydration sensing in biomembranes based on the
measurements of diffusion coefficient of lipids was proposed.

In the next publication 3 (chapter 9), I have extended my lipid-water interaction stud-
ies to lipid-water-ion interactions as ions are an important part of the membrane-water
interface in biological systems. I have investigated the role of four biologically relevant
ions (sodium, potassium, magnesium and calcium ions) in shaping lipid mobility at full
and reduced hydration conditions.
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In the next chapter (chapter 10), I explored the nature of the lateral diffusion of lipids in
SLBs at low water availability conditions and compared it with fully hydrated conditions.
This work will be submitted to a peer-reviewed journal in the nearest future.

Finally, the conclusions and outlook of the topic are discussed at the end.

Figure 1.1: Thesis at a glance: the whole journey starting with understanding of lipid diffusion as
a function of hydration and thereafter extending the study to hydration sensing approach, inves-
tigating lipid-ion-water interplay and finally addressing the nature of lipid diffusion in membranes
at different hydration states.
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Chapter 2

Lipid bilayers - cell membranes to
biomimetic membrane systems

2.1 Lipids

Lipids comprise a class of compounds, that are amphiphilic in nature, having a small
hydrophilic headgroup and long hydrophobic hydrocarbon tails. As it is said, “like dissolves
like” - the headgroup region, either charged or zwitterionic, is polar and hence stays solvated
in polar water molecules. On the other hand, the acyl chain tails are nonpolar and tend to
remain unexposed to water. This binary interaction of lipid molecules with water drives
them into a specific pattern of self-assembled structures. As in the case of any amphiphilic
molecules, lipids dispersed on water form a monolayer with their headgroups encapsulated
in water and fatty acid chains exposed to air at the air-water interphase (Figure 2.1A).
Above a certain concentration of lipids, the so-called critical micelle concentration (CMC),
when the air-water interphase is saturated, the lipids form spherical micelle structures with
the headgroups pointing outside and the hydrophobic tails hidden inside the micelle. In
biological systems, such micelle structures are called lipid droplets. (Figure 2.1B). However,

Figure 2.1: (A) Lipid monolayer on water surface, (B) Micelle structure of lipids, (C) Liposome
structure of lipids.

at even higher concentrations, lipids form liposomes, which are single or multilamellar
spherical structures, where lipids are arranged in bilayer structures with the headgroups
exposed to water and acyl chains forming a hydrophobic core (Figure 2.1C). Nature has
made a proper use of this beautiful self-assembled system by choosing it to form the cellular
boundary – the cell membrane, a semi-permeable encapsulation allowing selective transport
of particles in and out of the cell.

Lipids found in biological systems are structurally highly diverse due to the wide va-
riety of headgroups and fatty acid chain structures. For easier understanding, apart from
the generally accepted International Union of Pure and Applied Chemists and the Inter-
national Union of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology (IUPAC-IUBMB) Commission on
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Figure 2.2: (A) An arbitrary classification of different types of lipids, (B) Chemical structures of
selected, commonly used lipids in biomimetic membrane systems.

Biochemical Nomenclature, another systematic nomenclature system for lipids according
to their headgroup structure, hydrophobic chain length and saturation, cis/trans, R/S
conformations proposed by LIPID MAPS is followed[22, 23]. The basic rule in this nomen-
clature is to name lipids in the following format – (no. of carbon atoms: no. of double
bonds) in the hydrocarbon chain followed by a short name of the lipid headgroup struc-
ture. For example, 1,2-Dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC) lipid can be termed
as 18:1 PC as it has 18 carbons and 1 double bond in each hydrocarbon chain, and the
headgroup is PC i.e. phosphocholine. If a lipid has two different types of hydrocarbon
chains, such as, 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoylphosphatidylcholine (POPC) having one unsaturated
16-carbon acyl chain and the other acyl chain with 18 carbon atoms and one double bond,
it is then termed as 16:0 18:1 PC (Figure 2.2B). Moreover, specific rules are maintained to
specify stereochemistry and the cis/trans forms of the lipids.

The vast variety of the lipids present in the biological membranes can be classified in
few groups according to their chemical structure. A rough classification of various types of
natural and synthetic lipids is demonstrated in Figure 2.2A. However, it should be noted
that here I mention only few most common classes of lipids, highlighting those that are
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the most relevant to the studies carried out in this thesis. The most abundant membrane
lipids are phospholipids[24], which have a polar headgroup with a phosphate group and two
hydrocarbon tails. These tails are mainly fatty acid chains of varying lengths (typically
ranging from 14-24 carbon atoms)[24]. Lipids with one saturated and one unsaturated
tail are very common in biological membranes[24, 25]. Moreover, the hydrocarbon chains
can be saturated or unsaturated. Generally, in biological membranes, the unsaturated
hydrocarbon tails contain one or more cis double bonds resulting in a kink in their structure
due to the planar nature of the double bond. The presence of unsaturation has important
implications as it affects the packing of the lipids in the bilayer, which will be discussed
later.

One common class of phospholipids is phosphoglycerides having a glycerol backbone
attached to the phosphate group. Their long fatty acid chains are connected to the two ad-
jacent carbons of the glycerol backbones by ester bonds. The third carbon of the glycerol
is linked to the phosphate group, which again is connected to one of a few other func-
tional groups, such as choline, serine, ethanolamine, glycerol – resulting in diverse groups
of various phospholipids, namely, phosphatidylcholines (PC), Phosphatidylserines (PS),
Phosphatidylethanolamines (PE), Phosphatidylglycerols (PG) etc. (Figure 2.2B).

Another class of phospholipids are sphingolipids, where the phosphate group and the
fatty acid chains are interlinked by a sphingosine moiety instead of glycerol. The most
common sphingolipid is sphingomyelin (SM), where one fatty acid chain is attached to
the amino group of sphingosine moiety and the phosphocholine group is connected to the
terminal hydroxyl group (Figure 2.2B).

Besides phospholipids, glycolipids are also important constituents of biological mem-
branes. Their structure is similar to sphingolipids, but with phosphate head groups re-
placed by sugars. Another crucial membrane constituent molecule is cholesterol, which has
a sterol structure – a rigid ring structure along with a polar hydroxyl group (figure 2.2B).
All these phospholipids:PC, PS, PE, SM and cholesterol together form the major mass of
the cell membrane[24].

2.2 Cell membrane

Cell, the fundamental unit of life, is largely composed of four groups of macromolecules
– nucleic acids, proteins, carbohydrates and lipids - the main building blocks of life. The
functioning of the cells is governed by the arrangements and interactions of these macro-
molecules, actively facilitating life-supporting biochemical reactions inside and outside
the cell. The cellular machinery and the extracellular matrix are separated by a self-
assembled thin bilayer (or two in case of some bacterial membranes) of lipids – the cell
membrane. In some cases, however, for example in gram negative bacteria, membranous
barrier around nucleus, mitochondria or in chloroplast, the envelopes are made of two
stacked lipid bilayers[26]. The cell membrane not only acts as a semipermeable barrier
encapsulating the cell and other organelles, but also plays a crucial role in cell signaling,
membrane trafficking, and selective transport of biologically important molecules across
the membrane[27]. Moreover, the membrane shelters various transmembrane proteins that
catalyze vital reactions involving molecules inside and outside the cells[28]. Thus, clearly,
the importance of understanding the structure and dynamics of biomembranes, which serve
functions much beyond simple compartmentalization of cells, cannot be overstated. Lipids
are the main building blocks of biological membranes. As discussed above, to minimize
the exposure of the hydrophobic tails to aqueous environments around the cell membranes,
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they self-assemble into a bilayer structure. Around five decades ago, to explain the struc-
ture and organization of cell membranes, the famous “fluid mosaic model” by Singer and
Nicolson proposed the structure of plasma membrane to be a homogeneous lipid bilayer
embedded with proteins, arranged in an amphipathic structure, where the polar groups
are protruding on the edge of the membrane towards the aqueous phase and the nonpolar
parts are buried inside the hydrophobic core of the membrane[29]. However, later exten-
sive experimental studies revealed that cell membranes are structurally and chemically
highly heterogeneous. A single cell membrane may contain hundreds of lipid species. The
complex architecture of the biological membranes emerges both from the wide variety of
lipids, in terms of their head group structure and hydrophobic chain length and satura-
tion as well as their intricate organization. Numerous studies suggested the presence of
dynamic, highly packed and viscous nanodomains, often termed as “lipid rafts”, enriched
with saturated sphingolipids and cholesterol[30, 31, 32]. The selective incorporation of
various membrane proteins into these rafts is believed to play an important role in mem-
brane trafficking and cell signalling[30]. Due to the nanoscopic and transient nature of the
rafts (and the high complexity of biomembranes) they can hardly be detected in native
plasma membranes by conventional light microscopy, rising considerable controversy about
their existence[33, 34]. Additionally, the interaction of the membrane lipids with the cell
cytoskeleton further complicates the system to explore. Thus it became extremely nec-
essary to design simpler systems that resemble the chemical and structural environment
of biomembranes to systematically investigate various properties of the membrane from a
physical point of view.

2.3 Biomimetic cell membranes

“Everything should be made as simple as possible, but not simpler.”

–Albert Einstein

Given the intricate, diverse molecular interactions and structural complexity that tran-
spire plasma membranes, biomimetic model membrane systems are especially appealing
choice for biophysicists for controlled exploration of many physicochemical properties of
the membrane. Model membrane systems can be supported or floating, planar or spherical
lipid bilayer systems, where biologically abundant lipids, such as various phospholipids,
sphingolipids, cholesterol, or other lipids are mixed at a tunable ratio, with optional incor-
poration of membrane proteins, to create an artificial lipid bilayer to mimic the biological
membrane in a simplistic way.

2.3.1 Thermodynamics of model membrane systems

To mimic the heterogeneity of biomembranes, model membrane systems are often
prepared using saturated and unsaturated lipids along with cholesterol. Depending on
the chemical structure of the lipids, such as hydrocarbon chain length, chain saturation,
head group and charge, each lipid has a transition temperature (Tm), below which they
form highly ordered and viscous gel phase with elongated, straightened hydrophobic tails,
whereas above Tm, they form more fluid liquid crystalline phase with disordered hydrocar-
bon chains. Due to compact packing of the hydrocarbon chains, saturated lipids have higher
Tm than that of unsaturated lipids. At room temperature, saturated lipids stay in gel phase
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whereas unsaturated lipids remain in highly fluid liquid disordered state. Cholesterol acts
as a buffer regulating the fluidity of the lipid phases - with the addition of cholesterol,
the order of the gel phase decreases, whereas the fluid phase order increases[35]. When
saturated and unsaturated lipids of similar hydrocarbon chain length are mixed at room
temperature, the difference in their Tm results in differences in their structural packing
and fluidity. Moreover, a height mismatch is present between the highly ordered and longer
saturated lipids and shorter, fluid unsaturated lipids. This height mismatch brings part
of the hydrocarbon chain of the longer saturated lipids in contact with water at the lipid-
water interface, leading to the exposed hydrocarbon chain-water interactions - the so-called
“hydrophobic mismatch”. Thus, this unfavourable interactions, between the saturated and
unsaturated lipids induce a phase separation between highly ordered liquid-ordered (Lo)
phase with preferential partitioning of cholesterol and more fluid liquid-disordered (Ld)
phase. Presence of lipid rafts in the highly heterogeneous cell membranes, are thought to
be result of such phase separation. To understand its nature and properties, the phase sep-
aration has been extensively studied in different types of model membrane systems. The
most important and commonly used model membrane systems will be discussed below.

2.3.2 Supported lipid bilayers (SLBs)

Supported lipid bilayers (SLBs) are flat lipid bilayers formed on top of a smooth and
hydrophilic solid substrate such as mica, glass or silica, with a very thin (∼ 1 nm, though
still debated) water layer between the membrane and the substrate (Figure 2.3A). At
the beginning SLBs were prepared by sequential transfer of two monolayers from air-
water interface to a solid substrate[36]. Afterwards vesicle deposition method became
very popular, where small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs) or large unilamellar vesicles (LUVs)
are deposited on the surface to burst and form bilayer (Figure 2.3B). The electrostatic
interactions between the substrate with the lipid headgroups play a vital role in the process
of adsorption and rapturing of the vesicles on the substrate[37]. Positively charged lipids
spontaneously burst on the negatively charged substrate like mica and silica, whereas metal
ions, in particular Ca2+ mediate these interactions promoting adsorption and rapturing of
the vesicles on the substrate in case of zwitter-ionic and negatively charged lipids[38].
Another common method of SLB preparation is the solvent-assisted lipid bilayer (SALB)
formation technique, where the lipid mixture dissolved in organic solvent is deposited on the
surface followed by the solvent exchange to aqueous buffer to form lipid bilayers[39]. Apart
from these, various other methods such as spin coating, lipid wetting, bicelle adsorption
are used to prepare SLBs[40, 41, 42, 43].

SLBs are widely accepted as biomimetic model membrane systems for studying vari-
ous physicochemical properties of the membrane, such as phase-separation, lipid diffusion,
fluidity and mechanical strength, lipid protein interactions, to mention a few[44, 45, 46,
47, 48, 49, 50]. Moreover, SLBs are also an attractive platform for biosensing and biotech-
nological applications for their easy preparation and handling procedures[51, 52]. SLBs
being constrained to a solid support, not only have been investigated by various opti-
cal microscopies, but also high-resolution surface probing techniques like atomic force mi-
croscopy (AFM), scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and tunneling electron microscopy
(TEM)[46, 53, 54, 55]. On the other hand, the interactions with the substrate may affect or
alter certain properties of the lipid bilayer, such as the diffusion of membrane constituents.
To get rid of the lipid-substrate interactions, often free standing bilayers are used, where
the lipid membrane remains hanging in free air/buffer while supported on the sides. This
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Figure 2.3: (A) Schematic representation of phase-separated SLB, (B) Representative confocal
image of a phase-separated SLB, (C) Cartoon representation of formation on SLB by vesicle
deposition method.

configuration allows to obtain similar environmental conditions at both leaflet interfaces.
However, such bilayers are very unstable, and it is very tricky to vary the environmental
conditions (such as ionic strength of the buffer). Unlike in case of free standing bilayer,
the physical conditions of the membrane can be easily varied when using SLBs. Thus,
to overcome the major drawback of SLBs, that is the lower leaflet-substrate interactions,
scientists have introduced some solutions, such as the use of polymer cushion between the
substrate and the bilayer in order to increase the hydration layer therein or creating the
bilayer on top of a porous substrate to obtain free-standing membrane like behavior along
with the benefits of a flat SLB[56, 57, 58]. Overall, the SLBs can be very well-regulated
and form a convenient biomimetic membrane system of a desired composition to study the
membrane structure, phase-separation, lipid diffusion and other physical properties, and
to explore the effects of changing the external environment. In order to understand the
role of biological water in lipid diffusion, SLBs have been chosen for the research works
described in this thesis for their suitability to our dehydration procedure.

2.3.3 Giant Unilamellar Vesicles (GUVs)

In aqueous solution, due to the amphiphilic character, lipids self-assemble into spherical
bilayer/multilayer structures (liposomes), exposing the hydrophilic head groups towards
aqueous phase and hydrophobic tails remain buried inside the core of the bilayer. These
liposomes can be of varying size, and often multilamellar. Subjected to an electric field,
the liposomes may vesiculate into very large unilamellar vesicles with a diameter >1 µm,
termed as Giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs)[59]. The method of preparation of GUVs
with alternating current is called electroformation, where the lipid mixture of the desired
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composition in organic solvent is put on platinum electrodes, and the organic solvent is
evaporated, followed by supplying AC current for certain time while dipping them into an
aqueous buffer[59]. The size of the vesicles produced in this method is much larger than
the SUVs or LUVs prepared by sonication or extrusion through polycarbonate membrane
of specific pore size. GUVs are routinely used as model membrane systems as the bilayer in
GUVs mimic the shape and the size of the native cell membranes, making them a perfect
choice for studying the effect of membrane curvature, fluidity, phase separation, cell-cell
fusion, lipid diffusion or protein-lipid interactions[60, 61, 62, 63]. Moreover, by tuning the
composition of GUVs membrane heterogeneity can be introduced and investigated[64].

Figure 2.4: Cartoon representation of (A) three dimensional view of a half cut GUV, (B) an
equitorial cross-section of a GUV; (C) Fluorescence image of an equitorial cut of a single phase
GUV (image acquisition Emilia Krok).

2.3.4 Bead Supported Lipid Bilayer (BSLB)

Another type of model membrane system is bead supported lipid bilayer (BSLB), where
the lipid bilayer is attached around silica bead of a few microns in diameter. In this case,
both the advantages of GUVs and SLBs are combined to obtain cell-like curvature, shape
and size like in GUVs and higher stability and support like in case of SLBs. BSLBs
are preferred platform for various biological studies, such as, protein-lipid interactions,
T-cell-antigen presenting cells interactions, mimicking the cellular interactions with virus
particles, macrophages or membrane fusion as the curvature is often a crucial factor for
various biological processes[65, 66, 67, 68].

2.3.5 Giant Plasma Membrane Vesicles (GPMVs)

Giant plasma membrane vesicles (GPMVs) or blebs are vesicles filled with cytoplasm
derived directly from plasma membrane by chemically induced vesiculation[69]. Hence
GPMVs are an excellent model membrane system where the complexity and protein di-
versity of the parent plasma membrane are fully retained[70]. Today they are used com-
monly to investigate phase separation, lipid/protein interaction, diffusion or cellular fusion
[60, 70, 71, 62]. Moreover, GPMVs are also used for lipidomics studies of cell membranes
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and employed as a carrier in drug delivery systems[70, 72, 73, 74, 75]. Recent discovery of
the phase separation in GPMVs directly obtained from live cells have indicated positively
towards the validity of the raft hypothesis[70]. However, it should be noted that though
GMPVs represent the native plasma membrane complexity and lipid/protein composition
more than any other model membrane system, it does not completely imitate the structure
of its parent cell membrane. After inducing vesiculation by chemical reagents, asymmetry
of lipid membrane is largely lost. In addition, GPMVs are in equilibrium, whereas cellular
membranes are a dynamic, non-equilibrium systems with constant changes in composition
by membrane trafficking and cellular transport.

Overall, to summarize, all the model membrane systems have their own benefits and
drawbacks. SLBs, GUVs, BSLBs and free standing bilayers allow to tune lipid composi-
tion, which is advantageous for lipid composition related studies of biophysical properties,
such as phase separation, membrane curvature, fluidity, rigidity etc. In contrast, GPMVs
are more appropriate for investigation of biological processes due to their high chemical
resemblance of membrane composition to native plasma membranes. SLBs having a solid
support, are better choice for their stability and suitability for force microscopy experi-
ments and as biotechnological platforms. But they lack the cellular membrane curvature.
In addition, the solid support often influences the lower leaflet lipids through lipid-substrate
interactions. On the other hand, GUVs do not have these problems and possess cell mem-
brane like curvature and allow membrane permeability studies, but GUVs are not as stable
as SLBs or BSLBs. Thus all these biomimetic systems are complementary to each other.
They offer the highest benefits when chosen suitably depending on the experimental tech-
niques to be used and posed the research questions. However, it should be noted, that
although I outlined few widely used biomimetic membrane systems, there are many other
types of systems, such as black lipid membranes, or tethered lipid membranes, and mem-
brane scientists are constantly exploring the possibility of new biomimetic membrane sys-
tems and modifying the existing systems to obtain the best-suited model for their research
questions.
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Chapter 3

Lipid-water interplay

3.1 Biological water

Water is an inseparable part of any living system – as it says in a Bengali proverb,
“another name for water is life”. Water has many unique functions in living organisms.
It acts as a solvent to dissolve various biomolecules and ions, a transporter of biological
substances (such as blood, food, excretory substances), a lubricant in bone joints and pleu-
ral cavity containing the lungs, an essential reactant in fundamental reactions of life e.g.
photosynthesis or temperature control, to mention a few. Apart from these roles at the
macroscale, the presence of water, also at a molecular level, shapes the molecular interac-
tions essential for protein folding, aggregation and stabilization, functioning of DNA, and
self-assembly of membranes[76, 77, 78, 79]. The thin layer of water, directly interacting
with the biomolecules is commonly termed as ’biological water’ and it exhibits distinctive
properties compared to bulk water in terms of rotational and translational mobility, orien-
tation and H-bond strength[3, 80]. Two types of biological water molecules in the vicinity of
the biomolecules can be distinguished – first, the water molecules trapped inside a macro-
molecule, such as, protein or DNA loop, and second, the water molecules adsorbed at the
surface of biomolecules. The first type is comparatively less labile (higher residence time)
than the second category[76]. Various spectroscopic techniques like infrared (IR) spec-
troscopy, sum frequency generation (SFG) spectroscopy, transient absorption and dielec-
tric spectroscopy, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), and neutron scattering studies have
shown detectable changes in the dynamics and structural organization of the interfacial
water molecules compared to bulk water[8, 10, 80, 81]. The hydration shell of biomolecules
may contain water molecules of varying order, both less fluid and more ordered water
molecules as well as comparatively more fluid and more disordered ones[76]. The electro-
static interactions that dominate in the biological water are controlled by Debye screening
length, which is less than 1 nm in physiological ionic strength of 150 mM[80]. However,
recent MD simulation studies reported the presence of bound and unbound water layers
around the phosphocholine headgroups of phospholipids, whose dynamics, structural prop-
erties and hydrogen bonds are affected up to a distance of 2.4 nm[3]. The water molecules
being polar in nature participate in dipole-dipole and ion-dipole interactions. The most
prevalent interaction for water is through the formed H-bonds – water molecules can act
as both H-bond donors and acceptors. With all these interactions with the polar moieties
of biomolecules, water molecules become less labile at the interface. Additionally, the hy-
dration layer also induce electrostatic screening between charged moieties at the interface.
Thus it is evident that water around the biomolecules is not merely a structureless aque-
ous solvent but its implications modulating the molecular interactions in the vicinity of
proteins, lipids and other biomolecules are highly important to consider.
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3.2 Water hydrating lipids

As the amphiphilic lipid molecules are naturally engineered to form self-assembled struc-
tures upon exposure to water, the interaction of lipids with water plays a pivotal role in
determining their structural organization, dynamics and other biophysical properties of
these self-assemblies, i.e. the lipid membranes. A lipid bilayer submerged in water com-
prises three distinct parts. In the outer part, surrounding the bilayer exists the bulk
water region and in the inner part, the core of the bilayer reside the hydrophobic acyl
chains. In between these two parts, there is the lipid-water interface region where the
water molecules interact with the functional groups of the lipid headgroups. As discussed
above, the thin hydration layer of water hydrating the polar headgroup of lipids behaves
differently than the bulk water. Various experimental and MD simulation studies have
confirmed the altered orientation and restricted mobility of the water molecules bound to
the membrane[6, 82, 83]. The water molecules in the close vicinity (≤ 30 Å) of the polar
head group possess an ordered structure of their dipole moments with respect to the bi-
layer normal and this effect varies with the functional groups at the interface[6, 82, 84, 85].
Moreover, the H-bonds formed by the water molecules at the lipid-water interface and the
confinement of the water molecules in between the lipid headgroups makes their diffusion
far from free diffusion[86]. The rotational and translational diffusion of water molecules
at the extended H-bond network of lipid oxygen slow down and the closer they are from
the lipid functional groups, less mobile they are[83, 87]. Presence of two types of water
molecules was reported – water molecules tightly bound to the phosphate and/or carbonyl
oxygens of lipids (bound hydration) and less tightly bound water molecules that can be
displaced by osmosis (unbound hydration layer)[6, 9, 10]. However, lipid-water interac-
tions at the interface not only alter the behavior of the biological water layer but also, in
return, modulate the properties of the membrane itself. The orientation, fluidity, dipole
potential of the lipid headgroups are known to be significantly affected by the presence of
the hydration layer[6]. The depth of penetration of the water molecules into the interface
region depends on the lipid types and their phases[6, 82, 88]. Moreover, the hydration of
the lipid headgroup also influences the area per lipid[89]. Previous X-ray and neutron scat-
tering studies as well as spectroscopic investigations have claimed that in general around
6-20 water molecules per lipid form the hydration layer[6, 10, 90]. However, the exact
nature/structure of the hydration shell around the lipid headgroup is highly dependent on
the chemical structure of the lipid, in particular the headgroup region. The membrane
hydration is also affected by the hydrocarbon tails, or in other words, its phase, due to
differences in the packing. Apart from the lipid structure, the presence of other membrane
components, such as cholesterol or ions also dramatically affects the hydration structure
of the lipids.

The effect of lipid headgroups

As it is the polar headgroup region of the lipids that directly interacts with the in-
terfacial water, the hydration structure of the lipids is largely determined by the type
and character of the lipid headgroup. The major component of mammalian membranes -
PC lipids are zwitterionic in nature with a positively charged choline group and a nega-
tively charged phosphate group. Being only H-bond acceptor, PC can not form inter-lipid
H-bonds, but it can form 2-4 H-bonds with water molecules through the carbonyl and
phosphate oxygens. Both in PC and SM, the choline group being incapable of forming
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H-bonds, a water clathrate cage structure containing around 6-8 water molecules per lipid
is formed around the phosphocholine moiety. Due to the absence of direct H-bonds with
the choline group, the water clathrate cage is not a rigid structure, but rather a dynamic
and comparatively fluid (than H-bonded water molecules) water shell assembled by weak
van der Waals interactions. However, nearly 60% of these clathrate water molecules re-
main simultaneously H-bonded to the phosphate and/or carbonyl carbon of the same or
neighboring lipids[82]. Together with the 2-4 H-bonded strongly bound water molecules
at the phosphate and carbonyl groups and the 6-8 water molecules forming the clathrate
structure, overall 10-12 water molecules form the primary hydration shell of PC and SM
at fully hydrated conditions[6, 82, 83, 91, 92, 87]. In contrast, PE, PS, PG lipids have
different hydration layer structure, that involves water molecules bound with direct H-
bonds to the headgroup moieties. Moreover, being both H-bond donor and acceptor, they
form inter-lipid H-bonds, decreasing the overall number of lipid-water H-bonds and water
molecules (6-7 water molecules per PE or PG) in their solvation shell[93].

The effect of acyl chains

In parallel to the headgroup structure, hydrophobic chains of the lipids also affect their
hydration structure. Though the hydrocarbon tails are not in contact with water, they
influence the lipid hydration by controlling the molecular packing of the bilayer. Systematic
studies on the effect of lipids’ chain saturation showed that the number of H-bonded water
molecules per lipid is higher for unsaturated PC than saturated PC and that the number
of water bridges between adjacent PCs are lower in case of unsaturated lipids[94]. These
results are a consequence of lower area per lipid in case of saturated lipids with relatively
more compact packing compared to unsaturated lipids. The nature of double bonds (cis
or trans) does not affect the hydration structure[94], but the position of the double bond
was found to affect the hydration of lipid headgroups. MD simulation studies involving
variation of the double bond position along the hydrophobic chain for lipids with specific
headgroup, showed that lipids with the double bond linking C9 and C10 carbon, possess
the highest number of H-bonded water molecules and highest area per lipid[95, 96]. It is
interesting to note that in biologically prevalent unsaturated lipids, the double bonds are
mostly present at C9-C10 position.

The effect of cholesterol

Cholesterol is an important constituent of mammalian plasma membranes, and it affects
membrane properties such as structural organization, phase separation, fluidity or area
per lipid. Hydration of lipid headgroups is also influenced by the presence of cholesterol
molecules, which reside in between the lipids with their rigid ring structure aligned along
the hydrophobic tails and the hydrophilic hydroxy group close to the polar headgroup
of lipids. The hydroxy group of cholesterol makes H-bond with the carbonyl group of
glyceride lipids and to the amine moiety in SM[97]. MD simulation results showed that
the water molecules around the lipid headgroups becomes less ordered and more bulk-
like in the presence of cholesterol[98]. Using electron spin resonance (EPR) and NMR
techniques, the surface water diffusivity was reported to increase upon the addition of
cholesterol to DPPC membranes[99, 100]. Presence of cholesterol induces replacement of
the water H-bond bridges between adjacent lipids by lipid-solvent H-bonds leading to an
increase of water diffusivity[99]. In contrast, the translational dynamics of water molecules
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in membrane interior becomes slower with increase in cholesterol concentration[100].

The effect of ions

Ions are an integral part of the aqueous solution around biological membrane. Presence
of ions significantly alters the hydration structure of the lipid headgroups, depending on
the charge distribution of the lipid headgroup and the charge, size and hydration energy of
the ions[82]. Na+ ions penetrate into the carbonyl region in the PC head group, whereas
Cl- ions mostly reside in the bulk water phase[101, 102]. But in the gel phase due to tight
packing of lipids Na+ ions do not penetrate deep in between the lipid headgroups[103].
Ca2+ has high affinity to bind to lipid oxygens (carbonyl and phosphate) resulting in its
complexation with more than one lipid. SFG, small angle neutron scattering (SANS), IR
spectroscopy studies as well as MD simulation results reported partial dehydration of the
lipid head group region caused by the presence of various ions for example, Ca2+, Cu2+ or
Zn2+ ions[101, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108].

In summary, the hydration properties of lipid headgroups result from numerous factors
ranging from chemical structure of the lipids, their physical phase, order, packing or guest
molecules present in the membrane. It is to be emphasized that all these parameters are
deeply interlinked and act together to shape the overall hydration structure of lipids in
biomembranes. Perturbing one factor may have indirect effect on the other parameters.
Although the basic influencing parameters are known, the lipid hydration properties in
complex systems like plasma membrane are still unclear. Therefore, for an in-depth under-
standing of the hydration properties of the membrane, it is important to investigate lipid
membranes of different chemical and structural properties, at different environmental and
compositional conditions as one could expect markedly different lipid hydration properties
in different cases.

3.3 Dehydration of lipid membranes

As discussed above, hydration of lipids is of immense importance that influences mem-
brane structure, dynamics and interactions of lipids and ions. Water is an essential part
of our life supporting machinery. Dehydration may cause serious oxidative stress and cell
death in living systems[109, 110]. But there are several examples in nature (discussed
below) where dehydration takes place in living systems.

3.3.1 Dehydration events in biological systems

One of the most common examples of dehydration in living systems is “anhydrobiosis” –
life without water. This is a unique capability that certain microorganisms have developed
to survive in very harsh environmental conditions. In this state of life all the metabolic
processes almost cease temporarily, and the organisms go to an inactive state of life. But
as the hydration conditions improve, their metabolism revives again. Tardigrades, nema-
todes, bdelloid rotifer, yeasts, various bacteria, seeds, pollens and anhydrobiotic plants are
capable of anhydrobiosis[17, 18, 111]. Extensive investigation has been performed to under-
stand the desiccation tolerance mechanism of these microorganisms. The most prevalent
survival mechanism of anhydrobiosis is production of trehalose, a nonreducing disaccha-
ride of glucose, which interacts with the polar lipid headgroups by H-bonding with the
hydroxy groups of the carbohydrates, and thus stabilizing the membrane while replacing
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the hydration layer[112, 113]. The transition temperature of dry DPPC lipid was found
to be similar to fully hydrated DPPC in the presence of trehalose, whereas it was 30 K
higher without trehalose[112]. Trehalose was also found to protect the cell membrane in
Saccharomyces cerevisiae at dehydrated conditions[114]. In contrast, bdelloid rotifers do
not produce trehalose, but survive dehydration in another way – in dehydrated condi-
tion, they contract their body into “tuns” and reduce their volume allowing slow water
evaporation[18, 115]. Additionally, late embryogenesis abundance (LEA) proteins prevent
damaging protein aggregation during water stress in pollens, seeds, and plants that help
them stay in dehydrated dormant state for a long time[116].

Apart from these anhydrobiotic organisms, local transient dehydration also occurs in
advanced eukaryotic and prokaryotic cellular systems. Various biological processes, such
as cell fusion, neurotransmission, viral entry or fertilization involve merging of two lipid
bilayers[61, 71, 117, 118] (Figure 3.1). In such cases an intermediate stalk (a neck-like
connection between two fusing membranes) formation (Figure 3.1B) occurs where the hy-
drocarbon chains from two different bilayer come in contact. For this, a hydration barrier
has to be overcome to remove water molecules around the lipid headgroups at the fusing
zone in order to get the hydrophobic tails from the two lipid bilayers to interact, finally
leading to membranes fusion[118]. Moreover, in endoplasmic reticulum (ER), Golgi ap-
paratus lipid membranes are closely interleaved with each other creating water depleted
environment. To understand the exact mechanisms of such biological phenomena, it is
important to investigate behavior of lipid membranes at lower hydration conditions.

Figure 3.1: Local and transient dehydration occurs during the merging of two lipid membranes.
The main intermediate steps during such process: A) Two bilayers come in close contact, B)
Hemifusion stalk formation occurs after removing water molecules away from the merging spot,
C) Initial pore formation occurs leading to complete fusion.

3.3.2 Dehydration of biomimetic membranes

To investigate the lipid behavior in membranes at low water availability conditions
and to understand the precise mechanisms underlying the above mentioned biological pro-
cesses, it is crucial to obtain intact lipid bilayers equilibrated to lower hydration levels.
Moreover, lipid bilayers are also used as an excellent biosensor platform and biocompatible
coating materials[119, 120, 121]. Creating air-stable membranes would make their usage
and handling much simpler and effective. However, keeping the lipid membrane structure
intact is experimentally challenging due to the rapturing, delamination and vesiculation
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of the membrane in the absence of water. Naturally, GUVs burst in the absence of wa-
ter as the pressure of the aqueous medium inside the vesicle becomes higher than outside
when water is removed. Hence GUVs are not fit for dehydration studies. SLBs, having a
solid support underneath, are a more suitable platform for dehydration studies. However,
structural preservation of SLBs was also found to be non-trivial. In a solid supported
membrane, when the macroscopic water layer dries, the perimeter of the water droplet
slowly contracts and the water front moves through the surface. During this drying pro-
cess, an interfacial force acts at the air-water interface of the bilayer at the perimeter of
the water droplet, that peels off the membrane from the support[122]. Preservation of
lipid bilayer in lower hydration conditions has been attempted in a number of ways tar-
geting to overcome the destructive air-water interfacial force. The general idea was to
increase rigidity of the bilayer - either by strengthening the bilayer-solid support interac-
tions by chemical modification of the lipids, or by including a protective layer on top of the
membrane. Air-stable SLBs were formed by enhancing the attractive interactions between
solid support and bilayer by using tethered cholesteryl-PEG group, zirconium phosphate,
γ-aminopropylsaline or negatively charged poly(dimethylsiloxane)[123, 124, 125, 126]. Ad-
ditionally, desiccation-tolerant SLBs have also been achieved by chemical cross-linking of
the two leaflets of the bilayer, polymerized bis-diene lipids and attaching polymers to the
lipid headgroups[123, 127, 128, 129]. Besides these chemical modifications, another paral-
lel approach for creating air-stable membrane was introducing physical confinement on the
SLB to dissipate the air-water interfacial peeling force[122]. Moreover, motivated by the
trehalose-producing anhydrobiotic organisms, addition of proteins, enzymes, disaccharides
onto the membrane was also successfully employed for obtaining stable, dehydrated lipid
membranes[120, 122, 130, 131]. Apart from all these dehydration attempts on SLBs, few
experimental investigations have been carried out on lipid monolayers and multilayers at
varying hydration conditions to understand various physical parameters, such as, the wa-
ter and lipid headgroup dynamics, phase transition temperature or the order parameter of
lipids[10, 15, 16, 90]. However, though using all the above mentioned techniques air-stable
SLBs could be obtained, their native properties were strongly altered by the chemical or
physical modification. Moreover, in case of the lipid multilayers, the exact hydration level
in between the distinct lipid layers was not well-defined. Hence, a long-desired method
of creating dehydration resistant lipid membrane with a well-controlled hydration prop-
erties has been still lacking. I have resolved this challenging task by developing a novel
method for controlling lipid bilayer hydration state without the use of chemical or physical
modifications, which is discussed in chapter 7.
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Chapter 4

Lipid diffusion

4.1 Lateral diffusion of lipids in membranes

Biological membrane is a two-dimensional liquid, in which individual lipid molecules
can exchange their places with their neighbours freely within the same leaflet. This gives
rise to a constant lateral diffusion (Figure 4.1) of lipids within the lipid membrane. More-
over, nuclear and electron spin measuring techniques, such as NMR, and EPR spectroscopy
showed that the lipid molecules also rotate and that the hydrocarbon chains wag individ-
ually in space (flexion) (Figure 4.1). The exchange of lipids from the inner to the outer
leaflet of the lipid bilayer and vice versa is very rare as it involves transiting of the polar
headgroup of the lipid through the hydrophobic core of the lipid bilayer costing high en-
ergy. But it is established that a constant compositional asymmetry is maintained in the
plasma membranes. PS and PE lipids are abundant in the inner leaflet of the membrane,
whereas PC lipids are mostly located in the outer leaflet[132]. But during apoptosis (cell
death), PS lipids appear on the outer leaflet to serve as a signalling system to attract the
macrophages[133]. The purpose of the assisted flip-flop movement of lipids is served by
various proteins like flippase, floppase and scramblase.

Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of different types of lipid diffusion in a lipid bilayer.

It is well known that the diffusion of lipids in biological membranes is a key physical
process that facilitates cellular signalling, membrane trafficking, and transport as well as
maintains homeostasis of the membrane[134, 135]. Hence comes the importance and sig-
nificance of investigating the lipid dynamics in membranes. As discussed above, the lateral
diffusion of lipids is the most prevalent diffusion type in lipid membranes and also plays a
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significant role in terms of the biological activity of lipids. This encouraged scientists to
study the lateral diffusion of lipids in various cell membranes and model membrane systems
using various dedicated fluorescence microscopy techniques (see Chapter 5). Theoretically,
molecular diffusion of a spherical particle in a three dimensional liquid can be calculated
by the well known Stokes-Einstein equation:

D =
TKB

6πηr
(4.1)

where D is the diffusion coefficient, KB is the Boltzmann constant, η is the dynamic
viscosity and r is the hydrodynamic radius of the spherical diffusing particle. Shaffman
and Delbrook extended this model for a cylindrical object moving laterally and rotating
around the z axis in a two dimensional fluid (such as lipid bilayer membrane) in their
hydrodynamic model for Brownian motion, where the translational (i.e. lateral for two
dimensional fluid) diffusion was quantified by[136]:

D =
KBT

4πhηm

(
ln

(
hηm
Rηf

)
− γ

)
(4.2)

where ηm is the membrane viscosity, h is membrane thickness, ηf is the viscosity of the
surrounding bulk fluid, R is the hydrodynamic radius of the diffusing lipid/protein, and
γ is the Euler constant. It has been demonstrated in biomimetic membrane studies that
the lipid mobility in the membrane depends on various physical parameters, ranging from
the structural parameters (such as the chemical composition of lipids, molecular mass,
aggregation, lipid-protein and lipid-lipid interactions) of the membrane itself to external
environmental parameters (e.g. temperature, viscosity, surface pressure)[137]. The fluidity
of the membrane is an important parameter that highly influences the lateral diffusion
of lipids – higher the fluidity of the membrane, higher is the lateral diffusion of lipids
therein. The fluidity is determined by both the temperature and chemical structure of
lipids. Lipids, above their Tm, behave like a fluid and below Tm change their state to
a two-dimension rigid crystalline or gel phase. The Tm mostly depends on the efficiency
of packing of the hydrophobic tails of the lipids. The shorter the chain length, the less
pronounced is their mutual interaction and packing, leading to lower Tm. Moreover, the
presence of unsaturation in the acyl chain of the lipids also induces a “kink” in the lipid tail
structure originating from the different bond angles of the planar SP2 hybridized unsatu-
rated carbons. This structural deformity inhibits regular packing of the lipids making them
more fluid and decreasing the Tm. Thus plasma membranes of various fishes living in cold
water tend to contain high amounts of mono and polyunsaturated fatty acids that help
to maintain the fluidity of their plasma membrane at lower environmental temperatures.
Cholesterol content in the lipid membrane also greatly influences membrane’s fluidity. For
the Lo phase increase in cholesterol disrupts the tight packing of lipids leading to an in-
crease in fluidity and lipid mobility. In contrast, presence of cholesterol decreases lipid
diffusion in the Ld phase by interacting with the hydrophobic tails and making this phase
less fluid. Moreover, lipid diffusion is greatly affected by the inter-lipid interactions and the
interactions with neighboring proteins[138, 139, 140]. Ions often bind with more than one
lipid at the same time, forming ion-lipids complexes, which altogether move slower than
indevidual lipids[102, 141, 142]. Macroscopic phase separation in model membranes and
nanoscopic domains/lipid rafts within the membrane also hinder the diffusion of individual
lipid molecules[143].

The dependence of lipid diffusion on the above physicochemical parameters can also be
explained by the probability of a lipid molecule to diffuse at a particular time. According
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to the theory of free volume analysis by Almeida et al., at each diffusion step in a bilayer a
lipid molecule must possess certain activation energy of diffusion (Ea) and a minimum free
area to move into[144]. The probability of fulfilling these two criteria together controls if
diffusion takes place or not. When immobile obstructions are introduced into the mem-
brane, the D value of lipids decreases because of lower probability of finding free area to
move into[145]. Similar situation occurs in case of highly packed membranes – free area to
move into is also scarce. Moreover, for a particular lipid bilayer, as the area is fixed, the
diffusion is associated with continuous density fluctuations that occur without any change
in the total energy contained in the membrane. On the other hand, the activation energy
of lipid diffusion depends on various molecular interactions in the membrane, such as intra-
and inter-lipid interactions, lipid-protein interactions, interactions of lipids with the sur-
rounding hydration layer and ions. At higher temperature, lipid mobility also increases as
more lipids possess energy higher than the Ea required for the diffusion step to occur.

4.2 Mechanisms of lipid diffusion

Comparing the lipid mobility in biological and biomimetic systems, it was found that
the lateral diffusion of lipids in plasma membranes is 2-100 times slower than in model mem-
brane systems[146, 147, 148]. The presence of nanodomains, interactions with cytoskeleton
and membrane-associated proteins, extensive compositional complexity and compartmen-
talization in plasma membranes, all act as obstructions and hinder the spontaneous diffu-
sion of lipids[149, 150, 151]. Generally, in the absence of any obstruction, lipids undergo free
diffusion (Brownian motion), where they move within the two dimensional lipid membrane
in a random and chaotic manner with the mean square displacement (MSD) proportional
with time. But, due to the membrane heterogeneity and complexity often the free diffusion
of lipids is converted to anomalous diffusion, having the MSD proportional to tα, with α
being the anomaly parameter[152, 153]. The main criterium of anomalous diffusion is the
time-dependence of the MSD – when α > 1, i.e. MSD increases with time, then it is called
anomalous super-diffusion and when α < 1, i.e MSD decreases with time, then it is termed
as anomalous sub-diffusion. In biomembranes, apart from free diffusion, anomalous sub-
diffusion is commonly observed. There are a variety of underlying mechanisms or types of
anomalous sub-diffusion, such as hop diffusion, transient immobilization or domain incor-
poration. The underlying diffusion types can be distinguished based on the dependence of
the D values on the diameter of the observation spot during the diffusion measurement.
These experiments have become possible with the advent of super-resolution microscopy
and single molecule tracking techniques[154, 155]. For free diffusion, the D values are
completely independent of the observation spot size (Figure 4.2). On the other hand, for
hindered diffusion, at bigger observation spot (diffraction-limited), the measured diffusion
coefficient is an average of D values at hindered sites and free sites. As the observation
spot decreases the occasional slowing down of the diffusion in the obstruction sites be-
comes prominent. According to the picket-fence model, the actin-based cytoskeleton acts
as fences and anchored transmembrane proteins as pickets compartmentalizing the plasma
membrane. Lipids and proteins embedded in the membranes collide with these ‘picket and
fence’ and they temporarily confine in a 30-700 nm sized compartments with occasional
intercompartment diffusion, which is termed as hop diffusion[147, 156]. Another type of
mechanism of hindered diffusion is transient immobilization or trapped diffusion, where a
lipid molecule becomes temporarily immobilized/trapped due to transient interaction with
certain membrane components, such as cholesterol mediated molecular complexes of <20
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Figure 4.2: (A) Various diffusion patterns of membrane constituents. The pink area represents the
membrane surface and the green spot represents the observation spot illuminated with laser. (B)
Difference in the trend of changes of lipid diffusion coefficient values as a function of observation
spot size, differentiating various diffusion patterns.

nm size[157]. It was reported that phospholipids undergo free diffusion with a constant
D, or hop diffusion where D increases with smaller observation spot size[158, 159, 160],
while sphingolipids and glycolipids exhibit transient immobilization where D drops with
decreasing observation spot size (Figure 4.2)[157, 161, 162]. On the other hand, GPI-
anchored proteins undergo domain-like diffusion[163]. Being able to differentiate between
the different diffusion modes of various membrane constituents is very crucial to understand
their bioactivity. In particular, because lipids take part in cellular signalling pathways, the
interactions with various membrane-associated proteins and interaction timescales could
provide important indications about signalling processes. Many membrane proteins con-
tain specific binding sites for specific lipids, and such lipid bindings play an important
role in the bioactivity of those proteins[163]. For example, HIV-1 glycoprotein gp41 con-
tains cholesterol binding motif that controls their lateral sorting and oligomerization[164].
Similarly, the transmembrane domain of the COPI machinery protein contains dedicated
binding site for single sphingolipid species which regulates the equilibrium between inac-
tive monomeric form and the active oligomeric form of the protein[165]. Hence it is very
important to investigate the diffusion of lipids along with their specific diffusion modes in
biomembranes. The next chapter describes the various fluorescence microscopy techniques
to probe lipid diffusion.
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Chapter 5

Fluorescence techniques to study lipid
diffusion

5.1 Fluorescence microscopy

“Progress in science depends on new techniques, new discoveries and new ideas, probably
in that order."

-Sydney Brenner (Nobel Prize in Physiology and Medicine, 2002)

Microscopy reveals a whole new world in front of our eyes allowing to generate mag-
nified images of tiny objects not visible to the naked human eyes. According to the pub-
lished literature, the first compound microscope (with two lens system) was designed by
the Dutch spectacle maker Zacharias Janssen in the late sixteen century. But the men-
tions and descriptions of “Sukshmjeevanu” (molecular life forms invisible to the naked
eye) – microorganisms and leaf cells can be found in the ancient Indian Vedic literature,
written thousands of years BC, indicating the prolonged history of microscopy in human
civilization[166, 167]. The whole concept of microscopy and microorganisms became fa-
mous in the mid-seventeenth century when independently, two fellows of the Royal Society,
Antoni Van Leeuwenhoek observed microscopic organisms, red blood cells and sperm cells
and Robert Hooke published his book Micrographia containing “physiological description
of minute bodies”[168]. Then for almost two centuries the microscope designs remained
more or less similar until the late nineteenth century when the invention of advanced apoc-
hromatic objectives by Hans Abbe paved the road towards high-resolution imaging. Then
gradually the emergence of modern microscopy started leading to the development of a
bunch of microscopy techniques – wide field microscopy, confocal microscopy, total in-
ternal reflection (TIRF) microscopy, two-photon microscopy, photo-activated localization
microscopy (PALM), stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM), stimulated
emission depletion (STED) microscopy, optogenetics, that revolutionized research in bio-
logical as well as material sciences. From the abundance of different microscopy approaches
used in modern research, in this thesis, I include an overview of a few of them that have
been exploited in my doctoral research.

5.1.1 Fluorescence

When light and matter interact, various photophysical and/or photochemical processes
may take place. When a molecule absorbs light energy, it reaches a higher energy level,
from where it can either go back to the ground energy state by typically a combination of
radiative and non-radiative decay (photophysical process) or the activated molecule may
undergo some chemical reaction (photochemical process). When light falls on molecules,
they can absorb photons and go from one electronic energy state to an excited electronic en-
ergy state of the same spin multiplicity (singlet). This process is followed by non-radiative
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decay (vibrational relaxation) and may be followed by a radiative decay from the lowest
electronic excited state (Figure 5.1). This radiative decay is called fluorescence and these
molecules with high probability of having such radiative emission are called fluorescent
molecules. Fluorescence is a photophysical process, typically occurring in the time scales
of 10-7 – 10-10 s. This absorption of the external energy in form of light (photons) by the
molecule is called the excitation and the radiative decay associated with the molecules
dropping down from the higher electronic energy state to lower one is called the fluores-
cence emission. Fluorescence emission is always red-shifted i.e. the wavelengths of the
emitted fluorescence light are higher than the excitation wavelength due to the vibrational
relaxation happening before and after the radiative fluorescence emission. Though the ra-
diative transition from singlet to triplet state is quantum mechanically forbidden, molecules
can sometimes go to the triplet state from singlet state by non-radiative process (inter-
system crossing), and then come back to a ground state radiatively (phosphorescence) or
non-radiatively (external conversion) (Figure 5.1).

Figure 5.1: Jablonski diagram depicting various photophysical processes.

Molecules with delocalized electrons, such as aromatic molecules show fluorescence.
The higher the delocalization of electrons with more aromatic rings and their substitutions,
higher is the probability/intensity of fluorescence. Unlike rotational and vibrational spec-
tra, which are only absorption spectra, both absorption and emission spectra are obtained
in case of fluorescence. Fluorescence is radiative emission from higher electronic energy
level to ground electronic energy level. Difference in electronic energy levels is much higher
than rotational and vibration energy levels, and hence the energy emitted can not be dis-
sipated within the short lifetime of excited electronic states by only non-radiative decay,
leading to radiative emission i.e. fluorescence. The electronic excitation and emission spec-
tra are band spectra with high broadening as the electronic transitions are accompanied by
various rotational and vibrational transitions. Moreover, various inter- and intra-molecular
interactions and energy-time uncertainty contribute to spectral broadening.

The first documented observation of fluorescence was a blue color light from a wood in-
fusion, by Spanish physician and botanist Nikolas Monardes though it was not scientifically
understood then[169]. Physicist Sir George Gabriel Stokes first coined the term “fluores-
cence” and clearly identified the phenomenon when he placed quinine under ultraviolet
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radiation in 1852[169]. After more than half a century, fluorescence staining for biological
samples became possible. Later after the commercialization of microscopes by Hans Abbe
and Carl Zeiss, fluorescence detection was introduced in microscopy by August Koehler and
Oscar Heimstaedt[170]. The discovery of green fluorescent protein with its incorporation in
cellular organelles and the advent of confocal microscopy brought a new era of fluorescence
microscopy, that is still widely used for visualization and diffusion analysis of biological
systems. Importantly, fluorescence microscopy is still being intensively developed, mainly
in terms of sensitivity and spatial resolution (super-resolution techniques).

5.1.2 Confocal microscopy

Fluorescence microscopy is a special class of optical microscopy, where fluorescent sam-
ple is illuminated with a specific fluorescence excitation wavelength and the emitted fluo-
rescence signal from the sample is detected to obtain the magnified image of the sample.
Wide-field microscopy is the simplest form of fluorescence microscopy, in which the entire
sample is equally illuminated. But in this case, the reflected light or fluorescence emit-
ted from below and above the focal plane reach the detector acting as background noise
and blur the image formed by the light from the desired focal plane. To overcome this
drawback, Marvin Minsky patented his idea of rejecting all the out-of-focus light by using
pinhole apertures in the illumination and detecting path of the light, making it “confo-
cal”. Moreover, the pointed illuminating light source scanned in X and Y directions on
the sample allows to obtain intensity information point by point to build up the whole
image[171, 172]. This improved version of fluorescence microscopy is called confocal mi-
croscopy, which is one of the most widely used light microscopy techniques applied in
today’s molecular biology and cell dynamics research. Thanks to its ability to filter out
all of the out-of-focus light, confocal microscopes can generate images not only with high
spatial resolution, but also it is a very efficient tool for optical sectioning of deep tissues for
the 3D reconstruction of images. Thus, the fundamental difference between conventional
wide-field microscopy and confocal microscopy lies in the point illumination of the sample
and the pinhole aperture used in the detection. Apart from eliminating the out-of-focus
light, closing the pinhole to its minimum also improves the resolution of the images. In
light microscopy, the resolution, i.e. the minimum separation between two adjacent points
at which they can be distinguished, is termed as diffraction limit. When light passes
through an object, a diffraction pattern with a central high intensity spot surrounded by
circular alternating dark and bright fringes with diminishing intensity, called Airy disk,
is formed. The resolution is determined by the Rayleigh criterium, which says that two
adjacent points can be distinguished if the central bright peak of one point’s Airy pattern
coincides with the first dark fringe of the neighboring point’s Airy pattern. The minimum
detectable distance between the two neighboring points is then defined as,

d =
0.61λ

nsinθ
=

0.61λ

NA
(5.1)

where, λ is the wavelength of the illuminating light, θ is the half-angle subtended at the
specimen by the pupil of the lens, NA is the numerical aperture of the objective, n is the
refractive index medium between the objective and the specimen.

Depending on what is considered to be resolvable points, the minimum detectable dis-
tance can also be calculated by Abbe and Sparrow criteria. Abbe demonstrated resolution
limit using a fine and periodic grid structure, that forms a diffraction pattern while illumi-
nated by parallel light. The undeviated, 0th order light does not contain any information
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Figure 5.2: Schematic representation of a wide-field (A) and confocal (B) fluorescence microscopy
system.

from the sample. At least the first order diffraction is required to form an image. The
optical resolution depends on the NA, which is defined by the angle at which the first order
is diffracted by the sample. The higher is the NA, the higher order of light can be captured
by lens, leading to improved resolution. According to Abbe criterion of optical resolution,
the resolution limit is reached when two neighbouring structures become indistinguishable,
and the grid of periodic structures generate an image with equal intensity. In that case,
lateral resolution Rlateral and axial resolution Raxial are:

Rlateral =
0.5λ

NA
(5.2)

and
Raxial =

2λ

(NA)2
(5.3)

On the other hand, Sparrow criterium of resolution limit largely resembles the Raleigh
criterium, with some modification. Sparrow resolution limit is met when the central part
of the two Airy patterns of two adjacent points are at a distance where there is no dip in
intensity between their maxima, rather there is a constant intensity maintained across this
region. According to Sparrow criterium of resolution[154],

d =
0.47λ

NA
(5.4)

Using oil immersion, for the common high NA objectives, around 1.45 NA is reached (with
few exceptions such as for “ZEISS α Plan-Apochromat 100× / 1.57 Oil-HI DIC Corr ob-
jective” NA is 1.57). Consequently, considering light of wavelength 550 nm, theoretically,
according to Abbe criterium, resolution can be reached down to around 180 nm laterally
and 520 nm axially. However, experimentally this is not always achieved. In practice,
pinhole can not be made as small as the laser’s focal spot size. Moreover, various optical
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aberrations introduced by the objective lenses, such as chromatic aberration and/or spher-
ical aberration, reduce the lateral resolution[173]. However, despite using the pinhole, the
axial resolution can not go down as low as the lateral resolution, causing the 3D reconstruc-
tion of images to blur in the Z direction. This is a major technical problem in live cell or
tissue imaging, where improved microscopy strategies like light sheet microscopy or total
internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy are being used. Many other variants
of fluorescent microscopy, including two-photon microscopy and various super-resolution
approaches, such as stimulated emission depletion microscopy (STED), stochastic opti-
cal reconstruction microscopy (STORM), photoactivated localization microscopy (PALM),
single molecule localization microscopy (SMLM) are also used for precise, high resolution
imaging of biological samples.

Since the axial dimension of lipid membranes is much lower (∼ 4 nm) compared to
the typical axial resolution of ∼ 0.6 µm, it can be regarded as 2D, and therefore, the
axial resolution constraint in confocal microscopy is not a major problem in imaging of
biomimetic membrane systems. Hence, confocal imaging, in particular, is used as one
of the most suitable tools for studying lipid membrane systems. In my doctoral research
showcased in this thesis, all imaging and diffusion studies were performed using fluorescence
confocal microscopy.

5.2 Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP)

Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) or fluorescence photobleaching
recovery (FPR) is a standard and powerful technique to study diffusion of fluorescent
molecules in two dimensional systems. With the advent of confocal microscopy, FRAP
became a readily available quantitative method that have been widely used for investigat-
ing lipid and protein diffusion in biomimetic as well as cellular membrane systems. The
basic principle of FRAP is based on the irreversible photobleaching of fluorescent molecules
within a well-defined area and the observation of diffusion-induced fluorescence intensity
recovery in this area (Figure 5.3A-B). One small area of the sample is photobleached with
high power and short laser illumination causing an immediate drop in fluorescence intensity
in this area. Then the fluorescence intensity of the bleached area is monitored over time
as other unbleached fluorescent molecules diffuse into the spot, while the bleached ones
move out due to their natural diffusion. Thus an intensity trace of the bleached area over
time is obtained, which reflects the dynamics of the fluorophores. This intensity trace is
then fitted to an appropriate mathematical model of diffusion to get the diffusion coeffi-
cient (D) values (Figure 5.3C). When all the fluorophores are mobile, after a certain time
the intensity in the bleached spot should reach the intensity value equal to that before
the bleaching event. The difference in fluorescence intensity between the initial (before
bleaching) and final time points (theoretically after infinite time, and practically when no
significant change in the fluorescence signal is observed) indicates the fraction of molecules
that are immobile. The mobile fraction (MF ) of the molecules is defined as

MF =
Ii − I0
I∞ − I0

(5.5)

where Ii is the initial intensity of the bleached spot before photobleaching, I0 is the
intensity immediately after bleaching and I∞ is the intensity of that spot after infinite time.
And the immobile fraction of molecules is (1- MF). In practice, even in model membrane
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systems, there is always some immobile fraction observed, though the reason is not always
clear.

Figure 5.3: (A) Fluorescence images of a single component SLB before photobleaching (I), im-
mediately after photobleaching (II), few seconds after photobleaching (III) and after fluorescence
recovery (IV), (B) A schematic representation of lipid molecules in a bilayer diffusing during
FRAP experiments, (C) A typical FRAP trace.

While the concept and instrumentation for FRAP is relatively simple, the theoretical
calculations and mathematical models to analyze FRAP data are complicated. Commonly,
the mathematical fitting of the FRAP intensity trace is performed assuming Brownian
diffusion model developed by Soumpasis[174]:

f(t) = e−
2τD
t

[
J0

(
2τD
t

)
+ J1

(
2τD
t

)]
(5.6)

where,
J0 = Bessel function of 0th order,
J1 = Bessel function of 1st order, and

τD =
ω2

4D
(5.7)

where τD is the diffusion time and ω is the radius of the circular bleached spot. The above
fitting formula is modified to F (t) = A+Bf(t), to consider the immobile fraction and
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the incomplete bleaching of the bleached area, where A is the amplitude of the recovery
function (I∞-I0 in Figure 5.3C) and B is the fluorescence intensity remaining right after
the bleaching event (I0 in Figure 5.3C).

To get a reliable output from the fitting of the FRAP image series, certain image
acquisition conditions are highly required to be maintained, such as:

• The frame acquisition time and frame interval have to be as short as possible, at
least before the half recovery period to get as many as data points so that the fitting
procedure is reliable. This is especially crucial for fast diffusion processes.

• Fast imaging should be prioritized with image resolution. Hence averaging should be
avoided and small area imaging is recommended.

• At least 3-10 pre-bleaching images should be obtained to get reliable pre-bleaching
intensity.

• The bleaching should be as instantaneous – as quick as possible to avoid bleached
molecules to go out or non-bleached molecules to come in the bleached spot during
bleaching timeframe.

• The laser power should be kept as low as possible to avoid overall bleaching during
image acquisition.

• The FRAP series should be long enough for the FRAP trace to reach a plateau at
its highest fluorescence intensity after recovery.

• The fitting model depends on the shape of the bleached spot, hence the shape of the
bleached spot should be chosen accordingly.

In spite of using low laser power, overall photobleaching during imaging of FRAP series
often influences the intensity trace, especially for slow moving particles. To get rid of this
issue, photobleaching correction is performed on the raw FRAP trace by dividing it with the
reference intensity trace integrated from all other part of the image frame except the photo-
bleached area, over the entire measurement time. FRAP has been widely used not only for
diffusion studies, but also to understand binding and aggregation of molecules[175, 176].
Moreover, with complex FRAP analysis two component lateral diffusion and anomalous
sub-diffusion have also been identified[144, 177, 178]. FRAP experiments can give infor-
mation about the mobility for relatively slow diffusing molecules in comparison to other
fluorescence based diffusion analysis techniques, down to 0.05-0.1 µm2/s though for such
a slow dynamics the analysis becomes challenging[179]. Diffusion models in FRAP ex-
periments are based on two-dimensional diffusion approximation. Hence, FRAP is not
a suitable technique for measuring diffusion in three dimensional volume. Moreover, the
high laser power used for photobleaching may cause phototoxicity in live cells In spite
of these limitations, due to its simple instrumentational requirements FRAP is one of the
most commonly used techniques for studying lipid/protein dynamics in live cells and model
membrane systems. SLB being a two dimensional system, FRAP is perfectly suited for
diffusion studies therein. In my doctoral research most of the lipid diffusion measurements
were performed using FRAP.

Another technique, that closely resembles FRAP conceptually is fluorescence loss in
photobleaching (FLIP). This technique provides qualitative diffusion information revealing
about diffusional compartmentalization in live cells[180]. In this technique, one part of the
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cell is photobleached iteratively, and the fluorescence intensity drop in other locations is
monitored to understand if there is a diffusional exchange of the molecule of interest in
between these regions.

5.3 Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS)

Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) is a highly efficient and versatile tool to
provide information on molecular dynamics in both two dimensional and three dimen-
sional systems. It is being routinely employed to tackle a diverse spectrum of research
questions - determining diffusion coefficients, concentration, chemical rate constants, bind-
ing, aggregation and molecular brightness[181, 182]. FCS technique was invented in the
1970s, when two groups in Cornell University (USA) and Karolinska Institutet (Swe-
den) separately developed fluorescence fluctuation approach to study chemical kinetics
of untwisting of DNA and rotational diffusion of fluorescent molecules in viscous solvents,
respectively[182, 183, 184].

Figure 5.4: Schematic diagram of the fluorescence correlation spectroscopy. (A) Recording fluo-
rescence fluctuations over time by monitoring fluorescence intensity at the focal volume in a lipid
bilayer sample. (B) Concept of the autocorrelation of fluorescence intensity over time depicting
high correlation at a smaller time gap (τ1) and medium and no correlation at medium (τ2) and
large (τ3) time gap, respectively. (C) A typical FCS curve.

The basic concept of FCS is based on the autocorrelation of the fluorescence fluctua-
tions over time to obtain kinetic as well as thermodynamic properties of the fluorescent
molecules in either equilibrium or nonequilibrium steady state (Figure 5.4). If a sub-
volume of the steady state system is monitored, the diffusing fluorescent particles diffuse
in and out of the monitored volume, or in case of a reaction, the concentration of the re-
actants/intermediates/products fluctuates around their equilibrium values. In either case,
though the overall concentration of the molecules is constant over large, theoretically infi-
nite, time scale, the local fluctuation of concentration occurs due to the Brownian motion
of the diffusing particles and the reaction being a Poisson process (constant probability of
happening in space and time)[182]. But these fluctuations in concentration, reflected in
fluctuations of fluorescence intensity, being stochastic in nature, can not provide informa-
tion on diffusion coefficient by itself. But, according to the Onsager regression hypothe-
sis, the rate of dissipation of these fluctuations is the same as the macroscopic dynamic
processes[182, 185]. Thus, it is possible to apply the concept of a statistical analysis of
the fluctuations data by calculating its autocorrelation over the evolved time, as penned
down by Elliot Elson, one of the pioneers of FCS[182]. The output autocorrelation curves
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(FCS curves) provide a measure of the self-similarity of the fluorescence trace with time
lags, over the entire measurement time. At small time lags (τ1), the fluorescence signal is
very similar to itself and as the time lag increases (τ2 and τ3), the similarity between the
fluorescence signal and the lagged version of itself decreases (Figure 5.4B). The general
equation for the fluctuation autocorrelation function (G(τ)) is:

G(τ) =
⟨δF (t) · δF (t+ τ)⟩

⟨F (t)⟩2 =
⟨δF (0) · δF (τ)⟩

⟨F (t)⟩2 (5.8)

where, δF (t) is the fluctuation of fluorescence intensity (F (t)) from the average fluores-
cence intensity value ⟨F (t)⟩, given by δF (t) = F (t) − ⟨F (t)⟩. The symbol ⟨...⟩ denotes
averaging over an infinitesimally long period of time (temporal average) and τ is the lag
time. In the 2nd equality, the stationary system is alternatively described as the average
over many, randomly selected lag times τ (ensemble average). The denominator is used for
the normalization purpose in both cases.

During the FCS measurement, a small sub-volume of the sample is illuminated by
a laser beam, and the fluorescence intensity from this particular spot is recorded over
time and then the trace is autocorrelated using the above correlation function, generating
an experimental FCS curve. The obtained FCS curve is then fitted with appropriate
physical models, which provide information regarding various basic physical parameters
of the system, such as diffusion coefficient, concentration or molecular brightness. The
time dependence of G(τ) reveals the dynamic characteristics of the system. On the other
hand, the correlation function at τ = 0, G(0) is a thermodynamic property and it provides
information on the concentration and molecular brightness of the diffusing particles. At
such condition,

G(0) =
⟨(δF )2⟩
⟨F ⟩2 (5.9)

where ⟨(δF )2⟩ and ⟨F ⟩2 can be replaced by ⟨(δN)⟩2 and ⟨N⟩2 as fluorescence intensity is di-
rectly proportional to the no. of fluorescent particles (N), when the intensity is normalized.
According to Poisson statistics for random processes, the variance of N , ⟨(δN)⟩2 = ⟨N⟩.
Thus,

G(0) =
⟨(δF )2⟩
⟨F ⟩2 =

⟨N⟩
⟨N⟩2 =

1

⟨N⟩ (5.10)

implying that the amplitude of the FCS curve is numerically reciprocal of the average con-
centration of diffusing fluorescent particles in the system. Similarly, molecular brightness,
η = F (t)

⟨N⟩ can also be obtained as G(0) · F (t).
Experimentally, FCS requires a delicate experimental set-up with a very sensitive,

photon-counting detector. A mandatory calibration of the confocal volume, by measuring
the diffusion time of a standard dye in aqueous solution is performed prior to a specific ex-
periment. Moreover, by precisely adjusting the correction collar of the objective, correction
for the difference in the refractive indices of the sample, coverslip and imaging medium is
done. Additionally, the pinhole is minutely adjusted to achieve the highest photon counts
from the focal plane. Furthermore, the following experimental measures should be taken
to obtain reliable FCS curves:

• The fluorescent dye concentration should be chosen delicately, typically within the
range of >100 pM to <1 µM. When the dye concentration is too high, the rela-
tive fluctuations are very low resulting in low FCS curve amplitude. On the other
hand, in case of too low concentration, the noise starts to dominate over fluorescence
fluctuations.
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• The laser power should be chosen carefully to reduce photobleaching of the dye, but
also to maintain sufficient fluorescence signals.

• For 2D samples, such as lipid bilayers, it is very important to keep the sample in the
focal plane of the objective lens for attaining maximum fluorescence intensity.

• The measuring time has to be sufficiently long for correlation, but too long illumina-
tion may cause photobleaching.

• Highly photostable fluorescent dyes are required for FCS measurements.

Photobleaching of the fluorophore is a serious problem in FCS measurements. Moreover,
FCS fails to provide reliable results for slowly moving particles (<1 µm2/s). In spite of
these limitations FCS has been proven to be a very useful technique for diffusion analysis
due to its sensitivity both in single molecules as well as ensemble averaged measurements.
FCS is also capable of providing distinct information about rotational and translational
dynamics as well as triplet state transitions of the particle of interest. Free diffusion and
anomalous diffusion can also be well-distinguished by this method[186, 187, 188].

Different variations of the conventional FCS are available that stretch the boundary of
tremendous capabilities of FCS, such as scanning FCS (s-FCS), fluorescence cross correla-
tion spectroscopy (FCCS), FCS combined with stimulated emission depletion microscopy
(STED-FCS) or spot variation FCS. S-FCS is performed by collecting fluorescence fluctu-
ation data from a selected line on the sample systematically, many times and generating
a correlation carpet containing FCS curves for each pixel of the line. This technique has
been used to distinguish free diffusion from hindered diffusion[189]. FCCS is performed
by generating cross-correlation between fluorescence fluctuations from two different dyes,
and thus it can detect the interactions between two distinct diffusing particles labeled with
different dyes, for example, protein-protein or protein-lipid interactions[190]. STED-FCS
is a super-resolution microscopy technique coupled with FCS, where the focal spot size can
be controlled, and diffusion can be measured at varying volumes of the sample, revealing
the diffusion mechanism by analysing the dependence of the D value on the observation
spot size (or volume)[154].

5.4 Single particle tracking (SPT)

Although FRAP and FCS are the most common fluorescence-based techniques to probe
lateral diffusion of lipids, the lateral resolution in both of these methods (with an excep-
tion of FCS combined with super-resolution techniques, e.g. STED-FCS) is limited by the
diffraction barrier of the confocal microscopy and an average of many molecular diffusion
events is used to acquire the diffusion information. These two limitations can be over-
come by single particle tracking (SPT), where the movement of a single, isolated, diffusing
particle is tracked over time. The particle/molecule of interest is typically tagged with a
fluorescent bead, gold nanoparticle or a quantum dot and its motion is recorded over time
as a trajectory, analyzed by calculating the MSD, and finally fitted with a suitable theo-
retical model[179]. Various studies of lipid diffusion using SPT technique have proved that
lipid diffusion should not be considered as free diffusion in plasma membranes – the in-
teractions with the cytoskeleton often makes its movement restricted[152, 155]. Moreover,
studies using SPT revealed that lipids and transmembrane proteins undergo hop diffusion
and/or confined diffusion in cellular membranes[158].
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5.5 Comparison of FRAP, FCS and SPT

All the above-discussed techniques are broadly used to study lipid diffusion in both
model membranes and biological membrane systems, though all of them have some advan-
tages and disadvantages.

In terms of optimal dye concentration, FRAP, FCS and SPT fall in different regimes.
For FRAP higher concentration (0.1 – 0.5 µM) of the fluorophore compared to FCS is
required – around 100 fluorophores in 1 µm2 is optimal for FRAP measurements[179].
The quality of FRAP traces i.e. signal to noise ratio increases with dye concentration.
In contrast, for FCS optimal dye concentration is commonly within 1-100 nM range and
increase in concentration deteriorates the FCS curves by lowering the initial amplitude
of the autocorrelation trace. For SPT single molecule level concentration is used (typical
concentrations on the order of 10-10 M).

These techniques also differ in temporal resolution scale. FCS has higher temporal
resolution than FRAP allowing it to probe very fast dynamics, but it is not the most
appropriate technique for slow diffusion (<1 µm2/s) as photobleaching hampers the quality
of the FCS curves in this case. On the other hand FRAP is a better approach for measuring
diffusion of slower particles. SPT can measure both slow and fast diffusing particles but
attaching a relatively big probe to the diffusing molecule can interfere with the native
diffusion time of the particle of interest.

The applicability of these fluorescence techniques varies for different sample systems.
FRAP is suitable for two-dimensional samples, such as supported lipid bilayers, while FCS
and SPT can be used to study both two-dimensional and three-dimensional systems.

In addition to the diffusion coefficient values, these techniques are complementary in ob-
taining various other supplementary information about the system under study. For exam-
ple, FRAP can provide information on the mobile and immobile fraction of the molecules.
From FCS and SPT measurements this information can not be obtained. In contrast, FCS
and SPT can clearly point out the potential presence and nature of anomalous diffusion,
which FRAP method can not detect precisely.

Thus overall all these three fluorescence techniques for measuring lipid diffusion are
complementary to each other and should be chosen carefully according to the specificity of
the system and the posed research question.
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Chapter 6

Fluorescent probes: seeing the invisible
The development of fluorescence imaging and diffusion-sensitive techniques is not only

based on the technical development of the microscopy setups, but also on the development
of proper fluorescent dyes to probe specific molecules/organelles in cellular systems. The
advantages of sophisticated fluorescence imaging methods would go in vain without the
availability of suitable fluorescent labels selectively going to the desired organelles or bind-
ing to membrane components. After the discovery of the green fluorescent protein (GFP)
in 1962 by Osamu Shimomura, it took three decades more to realize the huge potential of
fluorescent dyes in biological research until Martin Chalfie demonstrated that GFP can be
functionally encoded in the gene of the eukaryotic and prokaryotic cells [191, 192]. Since
then GFP and its variants have been widely used to visualize the native localization of
various proteins in the biological systems. But it could not be of much help elucidating
lipid diffusion due to its comparatively large size, which influences the lipid dynamics it-
self. Hence, various synthetic, organic fluorescent dyes chemically conjugated with lipids
are used to probe the diffusion of lipids in model membrane systems as well as in cell
membranes. Moreover in the last decade direct and selective labeling of specific lipids in
vivo was reported and used to image lipid membranes and visualise transport in the cells
using click chemistry[193, 194, 195]. In this chapter I briefly discuss the various fluorescent
probes commonly used to understand the structural organization and the lateral diffusion
of lipids in cellular membranes. The membrane binding fluorescent probes can be classified
into two major categories: phase specific probes and environment sensitive probes.

6.1 Phase-specific probes

Phase specific fluorescent probes are most commonly lipid analogs covalently linked to
a synthetic, organic dye. Depending on the hydrophobic tail saturation (which determines
lipid packing) of the lipid analog, and the structure of the dye, it may specifically partition
into different lipid phases, for example, the Lo or Ld phase. A number of systematic studies
investigating the correlation of phase specific binding of lipid probes with their chemical
structures have concluded that majority of these probes preferentially partition to the
Ld phase, with only a very few exceptions[196, 197, 198, 199]. Saturated lipids in Lo or
gel phase, because of their tight packing, generally prohibit insertion of saturated lipids
attached to big organic dye molecules. For example, NBD-DOPE preferentially partitions
to Ld phase since the lipid analog (DOPE) has two unsaturated hydrophobic chains, which
fit well within the fluid Ld phase[197]. But, NBD-DPPE, in spite of having saturated
tails, was reported to still preferentially partition into the Ld phase in GUVs due to highly
ordered structure and tight packing of the Lo phase[197]. Similarly, both Rh-DOPE and
Rh-DPPE prefer to bind into the Ld phase[197]. Both headgroup and acyl chain labeled SM
(saturated lipid) analogs were shown to partition more into the Ld phase in GUVs[199].
To overcome the problem of specific labeling of the Lo phase, dyes are often connected
with the saturated lipid analog via a hydrophilic spacer polymer chain polyethylene glycol
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(PEG), which keeps the organic dye molecule protruding out of the highly packed Lo phase
without perturbing the tail packing when the lipid analog embeds into the Lo phase. Thus,
DSPE-KK114 partitions more into the Ld phase, whereas DSPE-PEG-KK114 binds more
specifically to the Ld phase in model membrane sytems[186].

Apart from phospholipid and sphingolipid labeling, various dyes are also attached to
cholesterol to visualize the lipids in vitro and in vivo[197]. It is generally accepted that
cholesterol preferentially partitions into the Lo phase. But it should be noted that partition-
ing of the fluorescently labeled cholesterol is highly dependent on the attached fluorophore
– TopFluor-cholesterol binds more to the Lo phase[199], whereas NBD-cholesterol prefers
to partition into the Ld phase[197]. More polar character of NBD compared to BODIPY
(TopFluor) inhibits the natural cholesterol insertion into the Lo phase.

Figure 6.1: Fluorescence image of an exemplary SLB showing Atto-633-DOPE partitioning into
the Ld phase and GM1-CTxB-AlexaFluor-488 dye into the Lo phase.

Apart from lipid analogs, fluorescently labeled, specific proteins that attach selectively
to a particular lipid component present in the membrane are also used to label particular
membrane phases. One common example is fluorescently labeled Cholera Toxin subunit
B (CTxB), that selectively binds to monosialotetrahexosylganglioside (GM1 ganglioside)
pentamer and altogether partitions into the Lo phase in the membrane[200]. Another
common approach is to use the specific binding ability of antibodies for selective labeling of
specific membrane components. Fluorescent antibodies that bind specifically to cholesterol
are used to localize cholesterol rich regions in membranes [196].

The biggest advantage of such synthetic fluorescent lipid analogues is that they leave
us with a large variety of organic dyes that can be conjugated to various lipids. The
fluorescence properties of these dyes generally result from the extended conjugation in
the aromatic ring structure. By modifying the conjugating functional groups of these
dyes, it is possible to adjust their photophysical properties, most notably their excitation
and emission wavelengths, for example Atto dyes are produced with different excitation
and emission wavelengths resulting from suitable chemical modifications, such as Atto-
390, Atto-465, Atto-488, Atto-495, Atto-633, Abberior STAR Red, Abberior STAR green.
Moreover, structural modification also helps in achieving beneficial optical properties such
as high quantum yield or improved photostability for these dyes. The dyes can be attached
either to the head group of the lipids or to their acyl chains. Mostly polar dyes are
linked to the lipid head groups and nonpolar hydrophobic dyes are conjugated to the acyl
chains, with some exceptions – for instance, non-polar dye NBD is often attached to the
ethanolamine (PE) or serine (PS) phospholipid headgroups. For their wide versatility and
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phase-specificity the discussed dyes are inevitable for imaging of lipid membranes.

6.2 Environment-sensitive probes

The second category of fluorescent labels used to study lipid membranes are phase
sensitive or environment sensitive probes that undergo a change in their fluorescence
properties, such as intensity and/or emission spectrum in response to a change in their
microscopic environment. Unlike phase-specific dyes, these “smart dyes” can efficiently
penetrate into both Lo and Ld phase of lipid membrane, and are capable of reporting
on the physical properties of the membrane, such as fluidity, viscosity, hydration and or-
der by sensing their molecular environment[201, 202]. The main molecular mechanism of
such sensing ability results from various excited-state phenomena, such as conformational
change, charge transfer, proton transfer or non-covalent interactions with the surroundings,
for example, H-bonding, dipole-dipole or van der Wall interactions[202]. The most com-
mon solvatochromic environment-sensitive dyes show red shift of their single emission band
in more polar environment resulting from the enhanced dipolar relaxation in the excited
state[12]. Upon electronic excitation, due to excited state intra-molecular charge transfer
the dipole moment increases, resulting in an enhanced dipolar relaxation of surrounding
molecules[12, 202]. The enhanced dipolar reorientation consumes energy from the excited
state of the dye, causing red shift of the emission spectrum. Laurdan, prodan, nile red are
a few examples of environment sensitive dyes that fall into this category. As their spectral
maxima shift with the change of solvent’s polarity, they are also called solvatochromic
probes. The most common environment-sensitive probe Laurdan was first synthesized by
Gregorio Weber in 1979 to study dipolar relaxation and later Tiziana Parasassi employed
it for distinguishing the different membrane phases[203, 204, 205]. Laurdan and its deriva-
tives (C-Laurdan, Prodan, and other analogs) partition into both Lo and Ld phases but
their emission spectra become more red-shifted in the Ld phase compared to the Lo phase
as some energy is consumed for the reorientation of the polar moieties and their hydration
structure in more polar and fluid Ld phase. The emission maximum of Laurdan in the Ld

phase is centered around 460 nm, whereas for the Lo phase it is centered at around 430
nm (Figure 6.2)[12]. To mathematically express the extent of the emission peak shift in Lo

and Ld phase, an indicative parameter called generalized polarization (GP) is calculated
as:

GP =
(ILo − ILd)

(ILo + ILd)
(6.1)

where ILo and ILd denote the fluorescence intensities at two specific wavelengths or wave-
length ranges close to the peaks in Lo (typically 430 nm) and Ld (typically 460 nm) phase,
respectively.

Another common environment sensitive dye is di-4-ANEPPDHQ, which can sense elec-
trical properties of the membrane such as membrane potential. In this case the dielectric
constant of the solvent determines the shift of the fluorescence spectrum, which results from
the complex relaxation kinetics involving multiple processes[201]. Di-4-ANEPPDHQ can
also detect changes in cholesterol concentration better than Laurdan, which means it can
indicate fluidity properties of the membrane more accurately[134, 201]. Moreover, recent
study demonstrated new environment-sensitive fluorophores to successfully sense various
other biophysically relevant parameters of the local lipid environment, such as degree of
lipid saturation, double bond position and configuration (cis vs. trans), phospholipid head-
group and cholesterol content in a precise manner, depending on the depth of insertion of
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Figure 6.2: Laurdan fluorescence emission spectra acquired from the Ld phase and from the Lo
phase (data acquisition: Hanna Orlikowska-Rzeźnik).

these dyes into the membrane[206]. Thus overall the environment sensitive probes form an
extremely powerful tool for the biophysical mapping of the membrane properties.

The fluorescent membrane probes are an inseparable part of modern fluorescence mi-
croscopy of both biological and biomimetic membrane systems. Still an intensive develop-
ment of fluorescent probes in terms of their stability and/or quantum yield continues. With
the recent presentation of the MINFLUX and MINSTED nanoscopy techniques, the max-
imum optical resolution of the fluorophores has been reached (1-3 nm)[207, 208, 209, 210].
As Stefan Hell, the 2014 Nobel laureate in chemistry claims, the development in fluo-
rescence microscopy now lies only in designing more sophisticated fluorophores for the
visualization of cellular systems[211].
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Chapter 7

Hydration layer of few water molecules
control lipid mobility in biomimetic cell
membranes

Figure 7.1: A schematic diagram summarizing the main
findings of Publication 1.

The main goal of my doctoral
research was to understand the
effect of the hydration layer in
the vicinity of lipid headgroups
on the lateral diffusion of lipids
and their molecular interactions.
To investigate the role of the in-
terfacial water on lipid dynamics,
gradual perturbation of the wa-
ter layer is required, while keep-
ing the membrane structure in-
tact. In publication 1, I proposed
a novel method of preservation of
SLBs at lower hydration condi-
tions without any external, chem-
ical or physical modifications. In
order to prepare membranes with a well-controlled hydration state, I designed and con-
structed a humidity control setup that allows for the preparation of nitrogen gas of desired
relative humidity (from completely dry N2 gas with 0% RH to N2 with >90% RH) and
precise control of its flow over a biomimetic cell membrane. Upon removal of bulk water, in
which the membrane is submerged, I could immediately purge N2 gas with the desired RH
over the sample and gradually vary it (2-3% RH per minute) to successfully prepare stable,
desiccation-tolerant, phase-separated biomimetic cell membranes. This approach readily
allowed me to investigate the structural and dynamical properties of lipid membranes in
different hydration states. Using fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) tech-
nique, I addressed hydration-dependent diffusivity of membrane components embedded
in phase-separated, supported lipid bilayers. I determined the diffusion coefficient (D)
of membrane constituents at different hydration conditions and found that D decreases
sharply in the range of 90-50% RH. At RH below 50% the mobility remains almost con-
stant at a very low level. Intriguingly, upon rehydration D follows the same trend and
nearly regains its initial value. At full hydration, around 10-12 water molecules are present
in the first hydration shell of PC lipids, among which around 6 water molecules form hy-
drogen bonds with phosphate and carbonyl oxygen. The choline group is not involved in
the formation of hydrogen bonds. Instead, a clathrate cage structure containing 6.4 water
molecules surrounds the phosphocholine moiety. I established that the sharp decrease of D
is related to the breaking of the clathrate cage structure around the phosphocholine moi-
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ety. At lower membrane hydration levels only those water molecules are left, which form
very strong hydrogen bonds with the lipids phosphate and carbonyl moieties. These water
molecules clearly are not involved in modulating the lateral diffusion of lipids. To unravel
the details of the physical mechanism of the hydration-dependence of lateral mobility of
lipids, I performed temperature variation experiments. These experiments allowed me to
determine the activation energy of diffusion (Ea), which revealed that (Ea) for dehydrated
membranes is approximately two times higher than that of fully hydrated membranes.
This can be explained by considering the fact that water molecules in the first hydration
shell around the lipid headgroup screen the electrostatic repulsion between the adjacent
lipid head groups. Consequently, in the absence of these shielding water molecules, the
repulsive interactions between lipids become more prominent, which in turn increases the
activation energy of diffusion. The details of this work can be found in the research article,
and the associated supplementary information, published in the prestigious Journal of the
American Chemical Society (JACS) and attached below. I am the first and corresponding
author in this publication (publication 1). The significance of this work has been further
corroborated by the fact that our illustration was chosen to decorate the front cover of the
JACS issue.
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ABSTRACT: Self-assembly of biomembranes results from the
intricate interactions between water and the lipids’ hydrophilic
head groups. Therefore, the lipid−water interplay strongly
contributes to modulating membrane architecture, lipid diffusion,
and chemical activity. Here, we introduce a new method of
obtaining dehydrated, phase-separated, supported lipid bilayers
(SLBs) solely by controlling the decrease of their environment’s
relative humidity. This facilitates the study of the structure and
dynamics of SLBs over a wide range of hydration states. We show
that the lipid domain structure of phase-separated SLBs is largely
insensitive to the presence of the hydration layer. In stark contrast,
lipid mobility is drastically affected by dehydration, showing a 6-
fold decrease in lateral diffusion. At the same time, the diffusion
activation energy increases approximately 2-fold for the dehydrated membrane. The obtained results, correlated with the hydration
structure of a lipid molecule, revealed that about six to seven water molecules directly hydrating the phosphocholine moiety play a
pivotal role in modulating lipid diffusion. These findings could provide deeper insights into the fundamental reactions where local
dehydration occurs, for instance during cell−cell fusion, and help us better understand the survivability of anhydrobiotic organisms.
Finally, the strong dependence of lipid mobility on the number of hydrating water molecules opens up an application potential for
SLBs as very precise, nanoscale hydration sensors.

■ INTRODUCTION

Biological cell membranes are dynamic barriers composed of a
large variety of lipids and embedded with various proteins. Due
to the complex miscellaneous molecular interactions occurring
in cellular membranes, lipid model systems are particularly
attractive alternatives for the controlled investigation of various
physicochemical processes affecting the membrane architecture
and dynamical properties. In this regard, self-assembling
supported lipid bilayers (SLBs) have been well accepted as
one of the most suitable model membrane systems, due to
their analogous physical and structural properties to those of
biomembranes and their easy preparation and handling
methods.1 Consequently, SLBs have been exploited to
investigate membrane architecture and properties such as
domain formation,2,3 lateral diffusion or ion transport,4,5 and
biological processes at the cellular and molecular levels, such as
protein−membrane interactions,6 ligand−receptor interac-
tions, cellular signaling,7,8 or cell adhesion.9,10

Various types of chemical and physical interactions
determine the complex properties, architecture, and activity
of the membrane. Membrane intricacy results not only from
the interactions between membrane constituents, such as
lipid−lipid and lipid−protein interactions, but also from the

hydrophobic mismatch that arises from the interplay with
water hydrating the membrane. In fact, hydrophobic mismatch
is considered to be one of the key physicochemical
mechanisms that regulate membrane organization and
promotes nanoscopic and microscopic separation of liquid
ordered (Lo) and liquid disordered (Ld) phases. It also
determines the position and orientation of transmembrane
proteins in both model and living cell membranes.6 The thin
layer of water that directly hydrates the membrane, commonly
referred to as biological water,11,12 has been proven to actively
participate in the biological functioning of DNA.13 Moreover,
biological water is inherently connected with the process of
protein folding,14 aggregation,15,16 and stabilization of the
structure even in extreme thermodynamic conditions.17

Numerous experiments aimed at understanding the properties
of biological water, using nuclear magnetic resonance,18 X-ray
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and neutron scattering,19,20 infrared spectroscopy,21 sum
frequency generation,22,23 and molecular dynamics simula-
tions,24−27 among others, showed that water molecules form a
network structure, being bound by hydrogen bonds and weak
van der Waals interactions around the polar head group, the
so-called clathrate hydration structure.24 Moreover, water
molecules present in the direct or indirect hydration shell
around the head group region exhibit markedly different
properties from those of bulk water.28−30

Water is unambiguously essential for maintaining biological
activities in living systems. But, in fact, nature shows various
phenomena of anhydrobiosis (“life without water”) in which
the cell membrane not only survives harsh dehydration but
also regains full activity upon rehydration. The most common
method allowing dehydration is an increased production of
carbohydrates (mostly trehalose) in organisms such as
tardigrades,31−34 nematodes,35 and yeasts.36,37 The water-
replacement hypothesis states that trehalose stabilizes the head
groups and enables maintaining the spacing between the fatty
acyl chains.38 On the other hand, Bdelloid rotifers base their
survival mechanism on the contraction of the body, which
reduces the surface exposed to the environment and allows
slow evaporation.39,40 High desiccation resistance in seeds,
pollens, and anhydrobiotic plants is associated with the
production of LEA (late embryogenesis abundant) proteins
that are responsible for ion sequestration, protection of
membranes, and renaturation of proteins that unfolded due
to the lack of water.41

Importantly, it should be noted that local, temporary
dehydration of the cell membranes also occurs continuously
in our bodies during, for example, adsorption of biomacro-
molecules or cell−cell fusion events. A prerequisite for
membrane fusion is establishing close contact between the
outer leaflets of lipid bilayers such that the thin layer of water
molecules is expelled (the clathrate hydration structure is
disturbed) and finally overcoming the energy barrier,
commonly referred to as “hydration force”, present mainly
due to the repulsive forces between lipid bilayers.42,43

Last but not least, various studies of the electrical,
mechanical, and physicochemical properties of planar lipid
bilayers have revealed that these platforms have huge
application potential from a technological standpoint as
biosensors and biocoatings.44,45 These bioapplications require
SLBs to be exposed to changes of external conditions such as
temperature during preservation, reagent addition, and,
importantly, humidity.
Hence, understanding the interplay between the hydration

layers and the cell membrane is of utmost importance, both in
unraveling mechanisms behind membrane organization and
activity and in the frameworks of biotechnology and
bioengineering. Unfortunately, the ability to investigate the
intimate interactions between the membrane and the biological
water has so far been hindered by the lack of appropriate
experimental approaches for the preparation and study of lipid
membranes in a controlled hydration state. In particular,
keeping the membrane structure intact under decreased
hydration conditions is challenging.24,26 So far, several
approaches to protect the membrane from rupturing and
vesiculation have been utilized: modification of lipid head
groups in order to strengthen the SLB−mica attractive
interactions,46−49 cross-linking the lipid bilayer,50,51 attaching
polymers to the head group of lipids,46,52 and adding
biomolecules such as proteins, disaccharides, or en-

zymes.45,51,53−55 These approaches, however, inevitably alter
the intrinsic properties of the SLBs. Moreover, the exact
hydration state of the membrane is unknown. Consequently, a
method for preparing and stabilizing the membrane under
varying, well-controlled hydration conditions without the use
of additional stabilizing agents or chemical modification is
needed.
Here, we present an unprecedented way to obtain phase-

separated, stable SLBs with a well-controlled hydration state
without interfering with membrane composition, which
enables the investigation of bilayer structure and dynamics
under arbitrary hydration conditions. Using a combination of
fluorescence microscopy imaging and fluorescence recovery
after photobleaching (FRAP) experiments, we report interest-
ing observations of the structural and dynamical changes taking
place. We show that the structure of SLBs can be preserved
under dry conditions by a controlled drying process with a
slow and sequential reduction in relative humidity of the
membrane environment. Such an approach revealed that the
lateral diffusion dynamics of the liquid disordered phase is
significantly reduced with dehydration. Importantly, the
membrane can undergo multiple de- and rehydration cycles
always reviving its native dynamics. We also show that the
diffusion activation energy for lipids in a dehydrated
membrane is much higher than for fully hydrated SLBs.
Finally, we provide molecular-level insights into how and
which water molecules around lipids play a key role in
regulating lipid dynamics in the membrane.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. 1,2-Dimyristoleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (14:1

PC), egg yolk sphingomyelin (SM), 23-(dipyrrometheneboron
difluoride)-24-norcholesterol (TopFluor cholesterol), and cholesterol
were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids, Alabaster, AL, USA.
Monosialoganglioside (GM1) from bovine brain and 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-
glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine labeled with Atto 633 (DOPE-Atto
633), 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)piperazine-1-ethanesulfonic acid (HEPES)
sodium salt, sodium chloride (NaCl), 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphoethanolamine-N-(7-nitro-2−1,3-benzoxadiazol-4-yl)-
ammonium salt (18:1 NBD PE), sodium dithionite, and chloroform
(HPLC grade) were purchased from Merck KGaA, Darmstadt,
Germany. Alexa Fluor 488 conjugated with cholera toxin B subunit
(CTxB 488) and Alexa Fluor 594 conjugated with cholera toxin B
subunit (CTxB 594) were obtained from Molecular Probes, Life
Technologies, Grand Island, NY, USA. All the materials were used
without further purification.

Vesicle Preparation. The SLB was prepared by the vesicle
deposition method following a formerly established protocol56 with
suitable modification. In order to form multilamellar vesicles (MLVs),
14:1 PC, SM, and cholesterol in chloroform solution were mixed at a
molar ratio 1:1:1 with the addition of 0.1 mol % of GM1 and 0.1 mol
% of DOPE-Atto-633 to form a 10 mM solution of the lipids. The
lipid mixture was dried under nitrogen gas, leaving a thin film of lipids
deposited on the bottom of the vial, followed by desiccation under
vacuum for at least 2 h. The lipids were resuspended in buffer solution
(10 mM HEPES and 150 mM NaCl, pH adjusted to 7.4) and exposed
to a few cycles of heating on the hot plate at 60 °C and vortexing. The
lipid suspension containing MLVs was aliquoted into sterilized glass
vials and diluted 10 times (final concentration of lipids 1 mM) using
buffer solution. Aliquots were stored at −20 °C for further use.

SLB Preparation. Aliquots containing MLVs of the desired
composition were bath-sonicated for 10 min at maximum power to
generate small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs). Freshly cleaved mica was
glued to a coverslip by UV-activated glue (Norland 68), and the top
layer of mica was removed right before the deposition to keep the
surface properties of freshly cleaved mica intact during deposition. A
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half-cut Eppendorf tube was placed on the top of the coverslip and
sealed with silicone. A 100 μL amount of SUV solution was deposited
on top of mica followed by the addition of 2 μL of 0.1 M CaCl2
solution and 9 μL of 0.01 mM CTxB dissolved in buffer solution, all at
room temperature. The SLB was allowed to settle for 30 s, and then
400 μL of buffer solution (10 mM HEPES and 150 mM NaCl, pH
adjusted to 7.4) was added and the sample was incubated for 30 min.
The bilayer was rinsed 10 times with 2 mL of buffer solution to wash
out excess unfused vesicles. The Eppendorf tube reservoir was fully
filled with buffer solution, closed with a glass coverslip, and sealed
with silicone to prepare a fully hydrated sample containing bulk water.
Preparation of SLBs at Different Hydration Levels. In our

work, two distinct methods were implemented for drying the SLBs.
(a) The bulk water was pipetted out and the sample was left open to
dry and equilibrate to atmospheric humidity (∼30% RH) at room
temperature, and (b) after removal of bulk water by micropipet the
sample was equilibrated in an atmosphere of different relative
humidity (RH%). An atmosphere of different relative humidity was
created inside the open half-cut Eppendorf tube by purging nitrogen
gas of a specific relative humidity using a home-built control unit (see
Figure 1A). The setup consisted of three flow meters, three manual
valves, a reservoir with water, and an electronic hygrometer with 0−
95% RH range and 1% precision. The relative humidity of nitrogen
gas was adjusted and maintained by mixing a suitable amount of wet
(saturated with water vapor, 90% RH) N2 and dry (2−3% RH) N2
gas. The electronic hygrometer was used to monitor the final relative
humidity and temperature of the N2 gas being purged toward the
sample. To study the SLB structure and dynamics at different relative
humidity, the silicone seal of the sample was cut, water was pipetted
out completely, and purging of wet nitrogen gas of 90% RH was
started immediately toward the SLB. The RH was decreased (and

subsequently increased) in steps of ∼20% at a rate of 2−3% RH per
minute. Next, the SLB was equilibrated at a given RH for about 10
min before FRAP measurements were performed. The relative
humidity of wet nitrogen gas was decreased gradually from 90%
(62 × 1019 water molecules/min) to approximately 70% (48 × 1019

water molecules/min), 50% (34 × 1019 water molecules/min), and
30% (20 × 1019 water molecules/min), and finally dry nitrogen
(around 2−3% RH) was purged to the SLB. Similarly, rehydration of
the dried SLB was done by purging wet nitrogen gas with increasing
relative humidity and finally resealing the half-cut Eppendorf tube
filled with water.

Fluorescence Microscopy and FRAP. Laser-scanning confocal
imaging and FRAP experiments were performed on SLBs using an
upright Zeiss LSM 710 (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany) microscope with
a 40× 1.3 NA oil immersion objective. Lasers of wavelengths 488 and
633 nm were used for excitation of Alexa Fluor 488 and Atto-633-
DOPE, respectively. In the case of 3-fold labeling with TopFluor
cholesterol, CTxB-Alexa Fluor-594, and Atto-633-DOPE, lasers of
488, 543, and 633 nm were applied accordingly. Laser power was
adjusted during imaging to avoid excessive photobleaching of the
sample. A small circular spot of 10 μm diameter was bleached, and the
area of the bleached spots was kept constant for all FRAP
experiments. Diffusion coefficients were calculated by fitting the
fluorescence recovery curve considering free Brownian lateral
diffusion of lipid molecules in the membrane using the modified
Soumpasis formula:57 F(t) = b + a × f(t), where a is the amplitude of
the recovery function, b is the remaining fluorescence after bleaching,
and f(t) is the Soumpasis function. Fitting was done for data
normalized with respect to the reference intensity signal of the whole
image excluding the bleached spot. A complete dehydration and
rehydration cycle was performed for three samples, and FRAP

Figure 1. (A) Schematic representation of the home-built humidity-controlling setup. (B) Cartoon depiction of the three types of SLBs studied
here: (i) fully hydrated with bulk water, (ii) exposed to the ambient humidity, where the lipid membrane curls up, forming vesicles and aggregates,
(iii) exposed to atmosphere with well-controlled humidity, which at complete dehydration resembles the fully hydrated membrane. (C)
Fluorescence images of the representative SLBs exhibiting phase separation into Ld (labeled with Atto-633-DOPE, shown in red) and Lo (labeled
with CTxB-Alexa488, shown in green) domains in different hydration conditions indicated in panel B. The two middle panels show progressive
rupturing and delamination of the SLB abruptly exposed to ambient RH. Upon dehydration the lipid membrane detaches from the solid support,
leaving areas of bare mica (black). The curled-up membrane forms big clusters composed of both phases, which are visible as orange and yellow
aggregates. Scale bar corresponds to 10 μm.
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experiments were performed in at least five different spots at a
particular relative humidity for each sample. Diffusion coefficients
were averaged over a range of RH at which particular traces were
measured.
Temperature Dependence Experiments. Variation of D(T)

was examined for two hydrated and two dehydrated samples in the
temperature range 25 ± 1 to 45 ± 1 °C. A resistive tape was attached
to the sample reservoir tube for heating, and a thermocouple was
placed inside the reservoir tube for continuous monitoring of sample
temperature. Activation energies for the two samples were calculated
using the Arrhenius equation: ln D = ln A − Ea/RT where D is the
diffusion coefficient, A is the pre-exponential factor (assumed to be
temperature independent in this range), R is the universal gas
constant, and T is the temperature in Kelvin scale. For Arrhenius
plots, weighted linear regression of ln D values was presented. The
confidence bounds generated by the fitting of FRAP traces were
considered as error bars for D and their reciprocals to be the weights.

■ RESULTS
Structure. In this study, the changes in the membrane

structure at different hydration conditions have been examined
by fluorescence imaging. In the experiments we considered
three levels of membrane hydration, described in detail in the
Experimental Section and schematically depicted in Figure 1B:
(i) fully hydrated SLB, where the membrane is submerged in
bulk water, (ii) SLB for which most of the bulk water was
pipetted out and the sample was left open to equilibrate to
room humidity (∼30% RH), and (iii) SLB for which bulk
water was removed to the highest extent and the sample was
immediately exposed to a N2 atmosphere with ∼90% RH.
Fully hydrated SLBs, marked as (i) in Figure 1B,C, exhibit

homogeneously distributed domains of liquid-ordered (Lo)
phase with an average area of 1.77 ± 0.29 μm2. The domain
size, distribution, and shape are typical of Ld/Lo phase-
separated SLBs prepared in such conditions, in full agreement

with previous reports.58 SLBs are far from static; over time
they slowly merge with each other to form bigger domains.
Over the course of ∼24 h the average domain size increases by
up to 40%.
The SLB (marked as (ii) in Figure 1B,C) for which most of

the bulk water was removed and the surface was exposed to
open air of low RH (∼30%) initially exhibits an identical
structure to the fully hydrated sample. Compared to fully
hydrated SLBs, here we observed an increase in vesicle-like
aggregated structures, mainly composed of Ld phase residing
on the surface of the SLB. However, as spontaneous drying
proceeds, the remnant bulk water layer shrinks, causing the
drop-like macroscopic water layer wavefront to pass over the
membrane surface. The local changes of surface tension induce
delamination of the membrane from the mica support (the two
middle panels in Figure 1C). Intriguingly, in most cases, the Ld
phase detaches from mica first, while Lo domains remain
attached to mica (extended time series is shown in Figure S1
and in Movie M1). Shortly after, over the course of a few
minutes, also Lo domains shrink and form curled-up vesicle-
like structures mixed with the Ld phase lipids. Delamination of
the membrane ceases as soon as the residual bulk water is
evaporated. However, it should be noted that even when the
process of dehydration is conducted in a rapid manner, in
several areas confined by mica terraces the SLB structure
remains unperturbed (Figure S2). This mechanism of
membrane preservation in the presence of mica terraces as
mechanical supports is explained in more details in the
Discussion section.
Markedly different behavior was observed when the SLB was

exposed to a N2 atmosphere with a high RH of ∼90%, directly
after bulk water removal. The SLB kept under a continuous
flow of a N2 atmosphere with high RH (denoted as (iii) in

Figure 2. Consecutive fluorescence images of the same area of SLB exposed to 90%, 70%, 50%, 30%, and 3% RH. Top row (A) and bottom row
(C) show the zoomed-in region indicated by the blue and yellow rectangles in images in the middle row (B), respectively. Equilibration time for
each hydration condition and between consecutive images was ∼30 min. The Ld phase is labeled with Atto-633-DOPE (red), and the Lo phase is
labeled with CTxB-Alexa488 (green). Scale bar corresponds to 10 μm.
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Figure 1B,C) qualitatively closely resembles a fully hydrated
SLB. Minor delamination was observed solely on the perimeter
of the sample, close to the mica edges. This curling up of the
membrane occurs during the time required to remove bulk
water and expose the membrane to an atmosphere of high RH.
These events are likely responsible for the increased number of
vesicles and aggregates at the top of the membrane (Figure
2A−C). The aggregates that appear due to bulk water removal
are initially mobile and float while the residual water
evaporates. Once the sample equilibrates with an atmosphere
of high RH (70−80% RH), the aggregates become stagnant.
No change in the structure or quality of the SLB kept in such
conditions was observed over the course of a few hours. No
significant change in the quality of the membrane structure was
noticed, although the perimeter of domains became increas-
ingly jagged with further, gradual decrease of the RH down to
about 50%.
At around 50% relative humidity, the appearance of

seemingly hole-like dark spots within Lo domains (labeled
with CTxB-Alexa 488) is observed at several locations on
confocal microscopy images. In the range of 50% through 30%
to nearly 0% RH, the membrane structure does not change
significantly except for the appearance of dark spots in Lo

domains in a few more locations. Noticeably, the formation of
these hole-like dark spots is limited to a few areas, while an

unperturbed and continuous phase-separated membrane
structure can be observed over the prevalent sample area
even at a relative humidity close to 0%. Evidently, by means of
a slow, well-controlled, and gradual (∼2−3% RH/min; for
details see the Experimental Section) decrease of membrane
hydration, an air-stable membrane can be formed without the
addition of external stabilizing agents. Additional confocal
images of the sample as a function of hydration are shown in
Supporting Information Figure S3. On lowering the hydration
below 50% RH, the big aggregates (ranging from 5 to 25 μm2),
located at the top of the membrane, break into smaller ones.
It should be noted that the membrane equilibrated at

different hydration states is stable for up to a few hours.
Intriguingly, the process of dehydration is fully reversible; that
is, the dehydrated membrane can be rehydrated back to the
state compliant with high RH and further to full hydration by
addition of bulk water (Figure S4). Upon rehydration, the
darker spots within Lo domains become homogeneously bright
again and the domains regain their former (rounder) shapes at
around 70−85% RH. Images of SLBs at different RH during
rehydration are shown in Figure S3.

Dynamics. Next, we examined whether the hydration state
of the membrane affects the mobility of the lipids by
performing FRAP experiments on membranes equilibrated at
different hydration conditions. The mobility of lipids

Figure 3. (A) FRAP traces of fully hydrated SLB and SLB equilibrated to 90%, 70%, 50%, 30%, and 0% relative humidity. (B) Diffusion coefficient
for the Ld phase for SLBs at different relative humidity during dehydration (red squares) and rehydration (blue triangles). The data points
correspond to the diffusion coefficient averaged from at least 5 FRAP traces from each of the 3 samples at a particular RH. The two black dashed
lines are separate linear regressions of the data points at >55% RH and at <55% RH. The red dashed and blue dotted lines correspond to diffusion
coefficient for a fully (bulk) hydrated SLB (averaged over three different samples) before dehydration and after rehydration, respectively. (C)
Mobile fractions extracted from the fits of the modified Soumpasis formula (see Experimental Section) to the FRAP traces during dehydration (red
squares) and rehydration (blue triangles). The black dotted lines are guides to the eye highlighting the data changes similar to those in panel B. The
red dashed and blue dotted lines correspond to mobile fractions for a fully hydrated SLB (averaged over three different samples) before
dehydration and after rehydration, respectively. (D) Diffusion coefficient (black squares) averaged over 5−7 FRAP traces at each hydration level
during consecutive dehydration and rehydration (87% ↔ 33% RH) cycles (blue circles). Purple dashed and dotted lines correspond to the average
diffusion coefficient for all the measured FRAP traces for SLBs kept at high (85−90% RH) and low (30−35% RH) relative humidity, respectively.
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constituting the membrane depends on the composition of the
SLB.59 The measured single-component fully hydrated
membrane of 14:1 PC shows a higher diffusion coefficient
(2.93 ± 0.44 μm2/s) than the Ld phase of our, phase-separated
SLB (∼1.7 μm2/s), which is consistent with the previous
reports.60

FRAP traces obtained for the phase-separated SLBs in
different hydration states are shown in Figure 3A. Evidently,
with lowering hydration of the membrane, the mobility of the
Ld phase decreases significantly. At a fully hydrated condition,
i.e., before removal of bulk buffer solution, the Ld phase lipids
showed the highest mobility of 1.66 ± 0.22 μm2/s. After the
withdrawal of bulk water and being equilibrated to ∼90% RH,
the mobility remained unaltered. With a further decrease in
hydration level, the diffusion coefficient (D) of lipids has been
observed to decrease prominently (Figure 3B). The average D
decreases over 6 times during dehydration from 1.69 ± 0.29
μm2/s for 87 ± 2% RH to 0.27 ± 0.29 μm2/s at 3 ± 2% RH. A
steady decrease in the mobility of lipids is observed from full
hydration to around 50% RH. Below 50% RH, the mobility of
Ld lipids remains almost constant. The fluorescence recovery
for fully hydrated membranes and membranes equilibrated
with high RH% (∼90%) reaches 93 ± 3% of the initial
fluorescence intensity. At a relative humidity less than 85% the
fluorescence does not recover up to the initial intensity, and in
the case of RH lower than 50%, fluorescence recovery is
significantly lower and amounts to less than 50% of the initial
fluorescence intensity. The extracted mobile fraction, defined
as the amplitude of the fitted recovery function normalized to
the total bleach depth ( −

a
b(1 )
), as a function of (de)hydration

state of the membrane, is shown in Figure 3C.
Interestingly, during rehydration of the SLB, by increasing

the relative humidity level gradually from 0% to 90%, the
mobility of lipids increased accordingly and was strongly
correlated with the diffusion coefficient observed during
dehydration of the membrane (Figure 3B).
The extracted mobile fraction during the rehydration

process also closely resembles that observed during dehy-
dration for each specific hydration state. Upon a full
dehydration/rehydration cycle, both the average D value and
mobile fraction reach their initial values. Taking all the data
into account, we observed two regimes. In the range of 50−
90% RH, D exhibits significant changes with hydration. On the
other hand, below 50% RH, D is nearly independent of the
hydration of the membrane. The linear regressions performed
on the data points in these two ranges show a clear turnover
point at about 50% RH. A similar trend is observed for the
mobile fraction: a significant decrease above 50% RH and little
dependence in the hydration range below 50% RH.
Consecutive cycles of drying and rehydrating the SLB in the

range of 87% to 33% RH were performed three times on the
same sample while at each hydration state recording FRAP
traces from a minimum of six spots. The sample was
equilibrated for 10 min at a particular RH%. Remarkably,
once bulk water is completely removed, the membrane exhibits
very good stability in terms of structure and full reversibility of
its dynamics. Keeping the membrane in such conditions allows
strong modulation of the mobility by a factor of nearly 4: ∼0.3
μm2/s vs ∼1.2 μm2/s (see Figure 3D).
In accordance with previous reports the diffusion rates of Lo

and Ld phases are significantly different: 1.66 ± 0.22 μm2/s for
Ld and 0.1 ± 0.01 μm2/s for Lo. While qualitatively it appears

that the diffusion coefficient decreases for the Lo phase when
lowering a membrane’s hydration, it is very difficult to quantify
this change in a reliable manner for two reasons: (a) the
diffusion coefficient is already very low at full hydration, as it
corresponds to the diffusion of the GM1-CTxB-AlexaFluor
complex, where one CTxB molecule binds to 1−5 units of
GM1,61 leading to the diffusion of few lipids at the same time,
and (b) the signal-to-noise ratio of the signal is quite low due
to the much lower (4−8 times) fluorescence quantum
efficiency of the CTxB label at low hydration conditions (see
Figure S8). However, to still address the mobility of the Lo
phase under different hydration conditions, we used an
alternative fluorescent label (TopFluor cholesterol), which
participates in both Lo and Ld phases with a roughly 80:20
ratio, respectively.62 To this end, we prepared membranes with
only the Lo phase, composed of cholesterol and SM at a molar
ratio of 1:1. The obtained FRAP traces and extracted diffusion
coefficients are presented in Figure S5. We observed that the
mobility of the Lo phase decreases with the lowering of the
membrane hydration, following the same trend as for the Ld
phase. It can be concluded that although the absolute values of
the diffusion coefficient for the more dynamic Ld phase and the
less mobile Lo phase are different, the response of both phases
to the hydration changes is similar.

■ DISCUSSION
Structure. The multicomponent SLBs composed of 14:1

PC, SM, and cholesterol exhibit substantial structural changes
with abrupt dehydration, but remain largely intact at lower
hydration conditions when subjected to a well-controlled,
gradual decrease in hydration level.
After bulk dehydration, the membrane is covered with a

remnant, thin layer of water that desorbs over time. Exposing
the membrane to the ambient RH causes the residual water to
evaporate rapidly, causing fast shrinking of the water layer and
inducing delamination and curling up of the membrane
followed by lipid aggregation (see Figure 1C, Figure S1, and
Movie M1). This is due to the domination of the air−water
interfacial force over the attractive forces between the mica
substrate and the proximal leaflet of the SLB.45 Detachment
and curling up of the Ld phase prior to the Lo phase during
drying can be explained by differences in mechanical properties
of the two phases. The Lo phase is stiffer (higher bending
modulus and area expansion modulus) than the Ld phase,63

which results in lower steric forces and stronger interaction
with the substrate. The observed stronger interaction of the Lo
phase with mica than the Ld phase is consistent with the
stronger adhesive interactions observed for DSPC gel phase
domains, reported in previous research.64 It should be noted
that the probability of survival of SLBs during rapid drying is
increased by the presence of intrinsic defects of the support,
such as mica terraces and/or cleaving defects (see Figure S2).
The defects obstruct the drying water, decreasing the local
water−air tension and protecting the membrane from
delamination. This observation is in accordance with the
previous report on preparation of an air-stable membrane by
generating an obstacle network made of peripheral enzyme
phospholipase A2 as physical confinement, where the presence
of defects affects the local surface tension and stops the water−
air from propagation, leaving the membrane intact.45

In contrast, for the SLB exposed and equilibrated to high
relative humidity (∼90%) the overall membrane structure
remains largely unaffected, except for the deposition of a few
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aggregates on top of the bilayer (see Figure 2). Upon
decreasing the relative humidity further in the range of 90−
55%, we observed no significant changes to the structure of the
membrane: the SLB still exhibits homogeneously distributed
Lo domains in an Ld matrix. With decreasing hydration,
however, the perimeter of the Lo domains becomes
increasingly jagged (see Figure 2A). The ragged outlines of
the Lo domains are mostly evident in the AFM topography
image acquired on a membrane equilibrated to 30% RH (see
Figure S6). AFM studies of fully hydrated SLBs of analogous
composition showed round Lo domains with a smooth
perimeter.65 Moreover, the thickness difference between the
Ld and Lo phases for a dehydrated SLB is nearly 3 times lower
(∼0.6 nm, see Figure S6) compared to the thickness mismatch
for a fully hydrated SLB with the same composition (∼1.56 ±
0.13 nm).65 Clearly, lowering the hydration of the membrane
leads to a decrease in the hydrophobic mismatch between the
Ld and Lo phases and consequently of the line tension.
At lower hydration conditions (<50% RH), dark spots in

some of the Lo domains appear (see Figure 2C), where
fluorescence of the labeled GM1-CTxB complex is not
detected. At the same time, parts of these Lo domains exhibit
locally higher fluorescence intensity. Detailed analysis of the
fluorescence images reveals the nature of the dark spots within
the Lo domains. The shape (outline) of the domains before the
appearance of the dark spots (RH > 50%), with the dark spots
present (RH < 50%), and after the disappearance of the dark
spots (upon rehydration) remains the same (see Figure S7). If
the dark spots were due to the formation of holes within the
membrane, one would expect that upon rehydration the shape
would randomly change; that is, the holes would be filled
randomly by the Ld and/or Lo phase. Instead, we observe that
the Lo domains maintain their original shape and regain a
fluorescence distribution as before the dehydration.
Next, we analyzed the fluorescence intensity of selected Lo

domains containing the dark spots as a function of hydration.
The total integrated fluorescence intensity of an Lo domain
before, during, and after filing the dark spots remains the same
and is only affected by the overall photobleaching of the dye
(see Figure S8). Thus, the dark spots do not result from the
local bleaching of the CTxB label, but rather from the local
redistribution/aggregation of the GM1-CTxB complexes.
More detailed insights and the proof for the aggregation of

the CTxB within Lo domains comes from fluorescence images
with the 3-fold labeling. We kept the labeling of the Ld and Lo
phases (DOPE-Atto and GM1-CTxB, respectively), but we
added fluorescently labeled cholesterol (TopFluor), which
should partition in both Ld and Lo phases (see Figure S9). As
expected, for domains that exhibit a homogeneous distribution
of CTxB within the Lo domain, we observe homogeneous
colocalization of CTxB and labeled cholesterol within the Lo
phase. For domains that exhibit aggregation of CTxB, we still
observe the homogeneous distribution of the labeled
cholesterol. This unambiguously proves that the local
appearance of dark areas within the Lo phases is solely related
to CTxB aggregation and not to structural changes of the
membrane. While the exact reason behind the CTxB
aggregation remains elusive, it should be noted that it is
mainly observed where aggregates of other membrane
constituents on top of the membrane are present. We also
note that at about 50% RH, aggregates on top of the
membrane break into smaller pieces, likely taking up the
energetically more favorable structure at the anhydrous

conditions. Intriguingly, when increasing the hydration state
of the membrane, the homogeneous fluorescence signal within
the Lo domains is recovered, indicating that the distribution of
the GM1-CTxB complexes becomes homogeneous (Figure
S3).
It is evident that the dehydration process itself, when carried

out in a controlled manner, does not affect the structure of the
SLB. Such preserved membrane structure-wise remains
insensitive to dehydration and rehydration cycles. This
conclusion is consistent with the recent molecular dynamics
simulations study, which for a strongly dehydrated lipid bilayer
reported the presence of four bridging water molecules per
lipid (discussed in detail later). These strongly H-bonded
water molecules at the interior of the membrane (bound to a
carbonyl and/or phosphate group) contribute strongly to the
structural and mechanical integrity of the membrane.66

Dynamics. With a decrease in hydration level, the mobility
of Ld lipids decreases. As evident from Figure 3B, we find that
the diffusion coefficient decreases between the fully hydrated
sample and the fully dehydrated sample by over a factor of 6
(from 1.69 to 0.27 μm2/s), which confirms a major role of
water in lipid dynamics.
Upon removal of bulk water when the SLB is equilibrated to

a humid environment (90% RH), the diffusion coefficient
remains unchanged and the fluorescence intensity recovers to a
similar extent after photobleaching, as in the case of fully
hydrated SLB (Figure 3C). This implies that the fluidity of Ld
lipids remains unhindered in the absence of bulk water and
that water molecules present per lipid at 90% RH are sufficient
for the lipids to retain their native (read in full hydration)
mobility. This is understandable, as at high RH membrane
constituents can coordinate as many water molecules as it is
energetically most favorable, likely completely filling their
direct hydration shell. The biggest changes to the diffusion
coefficient are observed with lowering the RH down to about
50%. Further lowering of RH brings little change to the
diffusion coefficient.
So far we assumed that the measured lipid mobility reflects

the entire bilayer, that is both the upper and lower leaflet.
However, the literature is inconsistent as to whether the lipids
in the upper and lower leaflet of a bilayer exhibit similar
diffusional dynamics. Hetzer et al. showed that for bilayers on
silica beads the diffusion coefficient of lipids in the upper
monolayer is roughly 2 times higher than for lipids in the lower
monolayer.67 On the other hand, studies by Zhang and
Granick68 showed that regardless of whether the DLPC
bilayers were deposited on quartz or on a polymer cushion, D
was the same for the outer and inner leaflet within the
experimental uncertainty. To address this issue, we redesigned
the experiment and used DOPE coupled with NBD dye, which
undergoes irreversible fluorescence quenching upon addition
of sodium dithionite,69 allowing the detection of lipids from
only the lower leaflet. Addition of sodium dithionite to the
fully hydrated membrane indeed leads to a 2-fold decrease in
mean fluorescence intensity of the membrane, indicating that
the upper leaflet is quenched and the fluorescence signal only
comes from the lower leaflet (Figure S10A). The diffusion
coefficient (Figure S10B) and extracted mobile fractions
(Figure S10C) are nearly identical before and after quenching,
revealing that for the used, fully hydrated membrane
diffusional dynamics of the upper and lower leaflet are very
much alike. The diffusion coefficient for the half-quenched
bilayer shows a strong decrease with dehydration of the
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membrane (see Figure S11B). The measured roughly 5-fold
decrease in D is very similar to the ∼6-fold decrease of D with
dehydration in the case of FRAP acquired for both leaflets,
giving a clear indication that the two leaflets respond very
similarly to the dehydration. Hence in what follows we assume
similar mobility and hydration properties of lipids in the upper
and lower leaflet. However, we note here that the fluorescence
signal intensity during dehydration process shows a significant
increase (Figure S11A). This originates from an increase in the
fluorescence quantum yield of NBD dye at lower hydration
conditions.70,71

In order to understand the changes in the diffusion
coefficient under varying hydration conditions, we need to
consider the hydration structure of individual lipid molecules.
Phosphatidylcholine (PC) molecules are zwitterionic lipids
c o n t a i n i n g a p o s i t i v e l y c h a r g e d c h o l i n e
((CH3)3N

+CH2CH2OH) moiety and a negatively charged
phosphate (PO4

3−) group. Three distinct regions have been
identified (Figure 4) within PC, where water molecules are

bound either by weak van der Waals interactions or by H-
bonds.72 Region I corresponds to the interior water molecules,
buried deeper in the membrane and forming H-bonds with
carbonyl oxygens of the glycerol region. Region II refers to
water molecules forming a cage-like (clathrate) structure
around the whole phosphocholine group. Finally, the
consecutive hydration shells/bulk water around the head
group belong to region III.25 Molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations of a PC bilayer revealed that there are 10−12 water
molecules in the first hydration shell, and among these, up to
three water molecules remain tightly attached to lipids (in the
glycerol and/or phosphate region), even after drastic drying.24

Another MD simulation by Gierula et al. showed that
nonesterified oxygen atoms of the phosphate group form
about four H-bonds and the two carbonyl oxygen atoms form
about one H-bond each;26 thus approximately six H-bonded
water molecules per PC are present in the first hydration shell
(regions I and II). The choline group cannot form a H-bond
with water molecules; instead it remains surrounded by a
clathrate hydrate containing ∼6.4 water molecules,26 held via
weak electrostatic and van der Waals interactions.
The experimental studies using X-ray diffraction (XRD) and

infrared spectroscopy also showed that upon bulk water
dehydration of stacked lipid bilayers and equilibration of the

system at ∼95% RH there are around 11 to 12 water molecules
per lipid, confirming quantitatively the structure of the first
solvation shell around the lipid group.21,73 Both theoretical and
experimental studies are thus consistent as to the number of
water molecules (∼12) per PC lipid in the first solvation shell.
The same experimental works determined that a further
decrease in RH (95% → 75% → 50% → 25%) of the
environment of bilayer stacks leads to a lowering of the
hydration of lipids to approximately 10.9, 6.3, 3.6, and 2.4
water molecules per lipid (averaged from the two experimental
works), respectively. Naturally, the desorption of water
molecules should occur according to their H-bonding energies.
Previous studies reported that H-bonds between the water
molecule and the phosphate group are stronger than water−
carbonyl group H-bonds, while both of these H-bonds are
stronger than interwater molecule H-bonds.72 Therefore, water
molecules loosely bound with weak van der Waals interactions,
as well as bound to other water molecules, will detach first,
followed by a detachment of water molecules bound through
the strongest H-bonds to phosphate and/or carbonyl moieties.
This is in accordance with the molecular dynamics simulation
results, which showed that, upon dehydration, water−water
hydrogen bonds break, while the lipid−water bridging
hydrogen bonds persist.66,74

Supplementing our experimental observations with the
considerations above, a clear picture of the interplay between
the water and the lipid membrane emerges (Figure 4). Upon
withdrawal of bulk water and equilibration of the SLB with
high RH, outer solvation shells are removed and only the first,
direct solvation shell containing around 12 water molecules per
lipid remains. Under these conditions, the diffusion coefficient
of the Ld phase remains unaffected. Clearly, the water
molecules beyond the first hydration shell are not involved
in the mobility regulation of the lipids in SLBs. When
decreasing the RH down to ∼50%, a sharp and continuous
drop in the mobility of Ld phase lipids occurs. In this regime,
each lipid loses six to seven water molecules. This implies that
the clathrate structure breaks apart because at 50% RH only
about four water molecules are left, which is insufficient to
form a stable cage around the phosphate moiety. In the regime
below 50% RH the lipid mobility hardly changes. Apparently,
the remnant two to four water molecules tightly attached to
phosphate and, in particular, carbonyl oxygen atoms do not
affect lipid mobility. Interestingly, both molecular dynamics
simulations and experimental works revealed that the diffu-
sional and orientational mobility of the strongly bound water
molecules is diminished at low hydration states.21,74 These
findings strongly correlate with our current observation of the
very low mobility of lipids at low hydrations. It is evident that
out of the water molecules within the first solvation shell, those
forming the clathrate structure are mostly involved in
facilitating the lateral diffusion of the lipids in SLBs.
After establishing which water molecules contribute to the

regulation of the lateral mobility of lipids, the question arises of
why and how these water molecules affect the mobility of
lipids. For each diffusion step, a lipid molecule needs to possess
energy higher than the activation energy of diffusion (Ea) and
to have sufficient free volume in the vicinity.75 Free volume in
our SLBs could decrease if small perforations (or nanoholes)
were formed in the bilayer in a dehydrated condition.
However, fluorescence images and AFM topography images
(Figure S6), revealing a flawless and uniform Ld phase in

Figure 4. Schematic description of stepwise detachment of water
molecules from the three regions of a 14:1 PC lipid during a
controlled dehydration process.
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dehydrated SLBs, nullify this scenario. Therefore, the
activation energy factor must dominate here.
Water molecules forming the clathrate screen the repulsive

Coulombic interactions between adjacent lipid head
groups.24,76 Consequently, in the absence of this shielding
water cage, the repulsive interactions between adjacent head
groups become more prominent, increasing the activation
energy for diffusion. In other words, for dehydrated SLB, a
lower population of lipids possesses sufficient energy to
overcome the diffusion activation energy barrier. Conse-
quently, the probability for a lipid molecule to overcome the
activation energy barrier at a particular time decreases, leading
to an overall decrease in diffusion coefficient and mobile
fraction. We confirmed this by measuring the activation energy
for diffusion for fully hydrated and dehydrated (∼30% RH)
SLBs. Figure 5A depicts representative Arrhenius plots for
hydrated and dehydrated SLBs. Ea for fully hydrated bilayers
averaged over four data sets (two SLBs, increasing and
decreasing temperature for each SLB) amounts to 23 ± 4 kJ

mol−1, which is consistent with the previous reports.77 Ea for a
dehydrated membrane, averaged over four data sets, is
approximately twice as high and amounts to 47 ± 17 kJ
mol−1. An increase of Ea for a dehydrated lipid monolayer has
been qualitatively predicted earlier based on theoretical
considerations.78 The higher standard deviation of Ea for the
dehydrated sample results from higher uncertainty in fitting the
very slow fluorescence recovery in the FRAP data. Evidently,
decreasing hydration of the SLB leads to a noticeable increase
in activation energy for the Ld phase.
Importantly, the significant increase in Ea for diffusion with

dehydration explains the observed decrease in mobile fraction
during dehydration. As Ea increases, the population of
molecules having enough energy to overcome the barrier at a
particular time decreases (Figure 5C), which is reflected in the
slower recovery of FRAP traces and lower mobile fraction. In
this case, an increase in mobile fraction should be observed
with increasing the temperature, as more energy is delivered to
the lipids. For a fully hydrated sample, the mobile fraction is
already greater than ∼95% and there is very little or no room
for it to increase further. In the case of the dehydrated SLB, the
mobile fraction indeed tends to increase at higher temperatures
(Figure 5B).
Altogether, the observed slowing down of the diffusion with

an increase in diffusion activation energy suggests that the SLB
quasi-gellifies (stiffens) upon dehydration, in particular upon
the removal of the clathrate water molecules. This is in
agreement with previous studies, which indeed suggested that
dehydration leads to an increase in the main phase transition
temperature of lipids,79,80 indicating fluid-to-gel-like transition
at lower hydration conditions.
Finally, we note that with rehydration the former mobility of

lipids is restored. The variation of diffusion coefficient with
hydration state for a few dehydration and rehydration cycles
demonstrates that the mobility of lipids strongly depends on
the availability of the water molecules per lipid, and the
diffusion coefficient is instantaneously responsive toward water
content. It is also evident that, for the intact membrane that
survived the dehydration process, losing or gaining mobility of
lipids due to change in hydration is completely reversible and
repeatable.

■ CONCLUSIONS
We successfully prepared desiccation-tolerant, phase-separated
lipid bilayers without mechanical or chemical alterations. While
a rapid reduction in water content causes irreversible damage
to the SLB structure, a gradual and controlled dehydration
process allows the preparation of stable SLBs even in the
complete absence of water. Dried SLBs can be brought back to
full hydration without affecting their integrity and reused as
functional membranes after rehydration. Thus, storage and
handling of such desiccation-tolerant SLBs become much
easier for bioengineering applications such as biocoatings.
We carefully addressed the structural and dynamical

properties of SLBs across a wide spectrum of hydration states.
While structurally, SLBs showed little sensitivity to the
hydration state of the SLB, we observed a 6-fold decrease in
lateral diffusion coefficient for the lipids forming an Ld phase
with lowering hydration of the SLB. Importantly, we correlated
the observed changes of the diffusion coefficient with the lipid
hydration structure and established that these are six to seven
water molecules hydrating the phosphocholine head group and
forming a cage-like structure that acts as a lubricant for the

Figure 5. (A) Arrhenius plots for one representative fully hydrated
(blue circles) and dehydrated (red squares) SLB. (B) Temperature
dependence of the mobile fraction extracted from the data shown in
panel A. (C) Schematic representation of the relation between the
diffusion activation energy and the lipid mobile fraction in the
dehydration experiment.
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diffusion and modulates the lateral mobility of disordered
phase in the SLBs. We demonstrate that the observed slowing
down of the diffusion is directly related to an increase in
activation energy for diffusion at lowered hydration conditions.
Together with the unpredicted overall structural stability, these
findings point toward quasi-gellification of the SLB with
lowering its hydration. Intriguingly, the native dynamics of the
fully hydrated SLB is recovered with rehydration. Con-
sequently, the dried SLB with unperturbed membrane
structure and dramatically reduced mobility can be considered
as a less active form of the membrane, which can be compared
with the dormant stage of organisms exhibiting anhydrobiosis.
Local “anhydrobiosis” occurs also in our organisms during for
instance cell−cell interactions or during binding of large
biomacromolecules, when the water molecules are expelled
from the interaction site. It is thus conceivable that the
observed slowing down in SLB dynamics also occurs locally
and leads to stiffening and stabilization of the membrane,
potentially stabilizing transient molecular interactions.
Our studies on the interplay between the membrane and its

hydration open up a range of exciting experiments that could
certainly provide new molecular-level insights into effects such
as hydrophobic mismatch, line tension, or the properties of the
interphase boundaries of the membrane structural complexes.
Finally, a clear relation between the diffusion coefficient and

the number of water molecules hydrating the membrane could
be utilized for biosensing applications to monitor the local
hydration state of biomimetic systems. This idea further gains
in impact when the hydration sensing is done on a single-
molecule/probe level using, for example, fluorescence
correlation spectroscopy or single-particle tracking techniques.
Our findings thus hold a huge application potential from both
biological and technological viewpoints.
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Figure	S1	

	

	

	

	

	

	

Fig.	S1.	Consecutive	fluorescence	 images	of	the	same	area	of	SLB	exposed	abruptly	to	ambient	RH.	
Desorption	of	water	 causes	 shrinking	of	 the	 remnant	water	 layer	 and	 induces	delamination	of	 the	
lipids	 from	 the	 mica	 substrate	 (black).	 During	 drying,	 the	 water	 layer	 wavefront	 passes	 over	 the	
surface	and	causes	detachment	of	the	Ld	phase	(red).	Lo	phase	(green),	which	has	a	stronger	affinity	
to	the	mica	substrate,	stays	unperturbed	for	a	 longer	time.	With	time	both	phases	pill	off	the	solid	
support.	Dried	 SLB	 (rightmost	 image)	 contains	 aggregates	 composed	of	both	phases	 (yellow	 spots,	
marked	with	white	arrows).	

			

Figure	S2	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	 	

Fig.	 S2.	 The	presence	of	defects	of	 the	 solid	 support	 (mica	 cleaving-induced	defects)	 can	 influence	
membrane	stability	upon	rapid	dehydration.	Mica	terraces	stop	the	drying	waterfront	and	act	as	an	
obstruction	preventing	the	membrane	from	delamination.	(A)	Membrane	curls	up	in	the	bottom-left	
part	of	the	image,	forming	vesicles	and	aggregates	(orange	and	yellow),	and	remains	unperturbed	in	
the	upper-right	part	section	of	the	image,	(B)	Close-up	image	of	the	border	between	the	two	regions.	
During	 dehydration,	 the	 dragged	 lipids	 were	 deposited	 by	 the	 moving	 waterfront	 along	 with	 the	
defect.	 In	 case	 of	 rapid	 dehydration,	 the	membrane	 curls	 up	 in	 the	 absence	 of	 the	mica	 terraces,	
which	 act	 as	 mechanical	 obstruction.	 In	 stark	 contrast,	 during	 controlled	 dehydration	 membrane	
remains	unperturbed	irrespective	of	the	presence	of	the	mica	terrace	as	shown	in	Figure	S3	and	S4. 
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Figure	S3	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

Fig.	 S3.	 Consecutive	 fluorescence	 images	 of	 two	 different	 areas	 (area	 1	 and	 area	 2)	 of	 SLB	 during	
dehydration	(top	row)	and	rehydration	(bottom	row).	At	the	humidity	of	around	50%	RH	and	lower,	
in	 some	areas	of	 the	membrane,	 local	aggregation	of	 the	GM1-CTxB	occurs,	which	 is	visible	as	 the	
formation	of	darker	and	brighter	spots	within	the	Lo	domains.	At	about	50%	RH	aggregates	(orange	
and	 yellow)	 accumulated	on	 top	of	 the	membrane	break	 into	 smaller	ones.	During	 rehydration,	 Lo	
domains	 regain	 homogeneous	 CTxB	 distribution	 (and	 hence	 homogeneous	 fluorescence	 signal)	 at	
about	85%	RH.	The	scale	bar	is	10	µm.	
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Figure	S4	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

Fig.	 S4.	 Confocal	 images	 of	 the	 same	 sample	 recorded	 at	 different	 hydration	 conditions:	 (A)	 right	
after	preparation,	 full	hydration	with	bulk	water,	 (B)	slowly	dehydrated	by	decreasing	the	humidity	
level	 and	 kept	 at	 0%	 RH,	 (C)	 slowly	 rehydrated	 and	 refilled	with	 bulk	water.	Membrane	 structure	
remains	unaffected	after	a	complete	cycle	of	de(re)hydration.	

	

Figure	S5	

	

Fig.	S5.	FRAP	traces	and	diffusion	coefficient	of	the	Lo	phase	 labeled	with	TopFluor	cholesterol	as	a	
function	of	membrane	hydration.	The	single	component	membrane	was	composed	of	only	SM	and	
cholesterol	with	 the	 same	 ratio	 as	 in	 the	 phase	 separated	membranes	 (1:1	molar	 ratio).	 (A)	 FRAP	
traces	 of	 the	 fully	 hydrated	 SLB	 and	 SLB	 equilibrated	 at	 70%	 and	 30%	 relative	 humidity.	 (B)	 The	
diffusion	coefficient	 for	 the	Lo	phase	 for	SLB	at	different	 relative	humidity	during	dehydration.	The	
red	dashed	 line	corresponds	to	the	diffusion	coefficient	of	 the	Lo	phase	at	 full	hydration	conditions	
(bulk	water	hydration).	FRAP	traces	for	lipid	membrane	at	50%,	30%	and	3%	RH	could	not	be	reliably	
fitted	 due	 to	 the	 lack	 of	 fluorescence	 recovery.	 Values	 of	 diffusion	 coefficient	 for	 these	 hydration	
conditions	are	indicated	here	as	immobile	(red	X).	Notably,	the	changes	of	the	diffusion	coefficient	as	
a	 function	 of	 hydration	 exhibit	 the	 same	 trend	 as	 those	 presented	 for	 the	 Ld	 phase	 (see	 Fig.	 3B),	
indicating	that	both	phases	respond	to	the	dehydration	process	in	a	similar	manner.			
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Figure	S6	

	

Fig.	 S6.	 AFM	 images	 of	 dehydrated	 SLB.	 (A)	 Topography	 scans	 confirming	 intact	 membrane	 with	
continuous	 Ld	phase	at	dehydrated	 condition.	Presence	of	nanoscopic	depressions	with	a	depth	of	
∼0.5-0.7	nm	is	noticed	in	Lo	phase	domains.	Given	the	same	height	difference	as	between	the	Lo	and	
Ld	phases,	these	depressions	correspond	to	Ld	nanodomains	trapped	in	the	Lo	phase.	A	similar	effect	
was	 observed	 for	 ceramide-rich	membranes,	 where	 due	 to	 lower	 line	 tension	 of	 the	 Lo	 phase,	 Ld	
nanodomains	participated	in	the	Lo	domains1.	Elevated	features	with	the	height	of	∼6	nm	(from	the	
average	surface	height	of	Lo	domains)	correspond	to	the	GM1-CTxB	complexes.	Scale	bars	are	2	µm,	
0.5	µm	and	0.2	µm	for	the	left,	middle	and	rightmost	image,	respectively.	(B)	Cross-sections	profiles	
highlighting	the	height	difference	between	the	Ld	and	Lo	phase	(marked	by	blue	lines	in	panel	A).	
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Figure	S7	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

Fig.	S7.	SLB	consisting	of	Ld	(red)	and	Lo	(green)	phase	exposed	to	the	relative	humidity	of	70%	and	
50%	(during	dehydration)	and	85%	(during	rehydration).	The	white,	dashed	lines	mark	the	outlines	of	
the	domains.	The	shape	and	area	of	the	domains	during	the	dehydration	and	rehydration	processes	
remain	 largely	 the	 same.	 The	 GM1-CTxB	 complexes	 aggregate	 at	 around	 50%	 RH	 but	 upon	
rehydration	redistribute	again	evenly	within	the	whole	domain.		
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Figure	S8	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

Fig.	S8.	Changes	 in	the	mean	 intensity	of	 the	Lo	domains	with	de(re)hydration.	Green	trace	reflects	
the	native	fluorescence	bleaching	of	 the	Alexa	Fluor	488	dye	caused	by	the	consecutive	 imaging	of	
the	SLB	exposed	to	the	constant	humidity	of	85%	RH.	The	mean	intensity	is	plotted	as	a	function	of	
frame	number	(top	x-scale).	Red	trace	shows	the	changes	in	the	fluorescence	intensity	of	the	domain	
showing	 aggregation	 of	 the	 GM1-CTxB	 complexes	 during	 dehydration	 and	 rehydration.	 Light	 blue	
trace	represents	the	changes	in	the	domain	intensity	for	a	domain	that	did	not	show	any	aggregation	
of	the	GM1-CTxB	complex.	The	overall	fluorescence	intensity	for	the	domains	with	and	without	the	
aggregation	changes	in	the	same	manner	but	it	shows	a	more	rapid	intensity	decrease	than	for	the	
sample	kept	in	constant	humidity.	Upon	rehydration,	at	75-85%	RH,	the	fluorescence	of	the	domain	
is	restored.	The	final	mean	intensity	of	the	fluorescence	after	taking	11	images	at	constant	humidity	
is	the	same	as	after	the	whole	de-/rehydration	cycle.	Evidently,	the	strong	decrease	in	fluorescence	
of	the	Alexa	Fluor	488	dye	is	due	to	the	lower	quantum	efficiency	of	the	dye	at	lower	hydration	and	
not	solely	due	to	photobleaching	of	the	dye.	Lipid	domains	were	analyzed	using	ImageJ	software	by	
measuring	 the	mean	 intensity	 from	 the	 chosen	 Lo	 domains	 (three	 showing	GM1-CTxB	 aggregation	
and	 three	with	homogeneous	GM1-CTxB	distribution).	 Intensities	were	normalized	with	 respect	 to	
their	initial	value.	
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Figure	S9	

	

Fig.	S9	Confocal	images	of	two	areas	of	SLB	equilibrated	at	low	relative	humidity	(~30%	RH),	where	Lo	
domains	show	homogeneous	 (top	 row,	A-B)	and	 inhomogeneous	 (bottom	row,	C-D)	distribution	of	
the	GM1-CTxB.	(A,	C)	Ld	phase	is	labeled	with	Atto-633-DOPE	(red)	and	Lo	phase	is	labeled	with	CTxB-
Alexa594	 (blue).	 (B,	 D)	 Ld	 phase	 is	 labeled	 with	 Atto-633-DOPE	 (red),	 while	 cholesterol,	 which	
partitions	in	both	Ld	and	Lo	phase	is	labeled	with	the	TopFluor	dye	(green).	Ld	phase	appear	yellow	in	
panels	B	and	D,	as	it	overlaps	homogeneously	with	the	green	signal	assigned	to	the	cholesterol	label.	
It	 is	 clear	 that,	 while	 in	 some	 areas	 GM1-CTxB	 tends	 to	 aggregate	 leaving	 dark	 (no	 fluorescence)	
spots	within	the	Lo	domains	 (panel	C,	white	rectangle),	 the	structure	of	 the	Lo	domains	 themselves	
remains	 intact.	This	 is	evident	from	the	unperturbed,	homogeneous	distribution	of	the	cholesterol-
TopFluor	(panels	B,	D).	
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Figure	S10	

	

Fig.	 S10	 Analysis	 of	 the	 mobility	 of	 outer	 and	 inner	 leaflet	 at	 fully	 hydrated	 condition.	 (A)	 Mean	
fluorescence	intensity	averaged	over	10	confocal	images	for	the	bilayer	(blue	bar,	indicated	here	as	
“before	 quenching”),	 and	 for	 the	 inner	 leaflet	 only	 (green	 bar,	 described	 as	 “after	 quenching”),	
obtained	after	 the	dithionite	quenching	of	 the	NBD-labeled	 lipids.	 The	dashed,	black	 line	 indicates	
50%	 level	of	 the	mean	fluorescence	 intensity	before	quenching.	The	mean	 intensity	shows	a	2-fold	
decrease	(green	bar)	upon	addition	of	sodium	dithionite.	(B)	Diffusion	coefficient	of	Ld	phase	for	both	
outer	 (upper)	 and	 inner	 leaflet	 (lower/support	 facing)	 and	 for	 inner	 leaflet	 only,	 averaged	 over	 6	
FRAP	traces.	(C)	Mobile	fraction	of	Ld	phase	for	both	leaflets	(blue)	and	for	inner	leaflet	only	(green) -	
values	 were	 averaged	 over	 6	 FRAP	 traces.	 These	 observations	 confirm	 that	 both	 outer	 and	 inner	
leaflets	behave	in	similar	way	for	our	system	at	fully	hydrated	condition. 

 

Figure	S11	

	

Fig.	 S11	Mean	 intensity	 of	 SLB	with	 quenched	 upper	 leaflet	 and	mobility	 of	 the	 lower	 leaflet	 as	 a	
function	of	hydration.	(A)	The	mean	intensity	of	the	SLB	decreases	by	a	factor	of	two	upon	dithionite	
addition	(as	decribed	in	S10).	Upon	dehydration	mean	intensity	of	SLB	with	quenched	upper	leaflet	
increases	as	 the	quantum	yield	of	NBD	dye	 increases	at	dehydrated	conditions2,3.	 (B)	The	diffusion	
coefficient	 of	 the	 inner	 leaflet	 as	 a	 function	 of	 hydration	 condition.	 D	was	 averaged	 over	 6	 FRAP	
traces	at	each	hydration	 level.	The	blue	dashed	 line	shows	the	average	diffusion	coefficient	for	 the	
bilayer	 at	 fully	 hydrated	 condition.	 The	 red	 dashed	 line	 corresponds	 to	 the	 average	 diffusion	
coefficient	 at	 full	 hydration	 for	 the	 inner	 leaflet	 only.	 Change	 in	diffusion	 coefficient	 for	 the	 lower	
leaflet	during	dehydration	follows	the	same	trend	as	for	full	bilayer.			
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Chapter 8

Sensing hydration of biomimetic cell
membranes

Figure 8.1: Schematic representation of hydra-
tion sensing approach of lipids in lipid mem-
branes.

Transient, local dehydration is one of
the crucial steps in various biological pro-
cesses such as the adsorption of macro-
molecules, membrane fusion events, viral
entry, neurotransmission, fertilization or
exocytosis, just to give a few examples. A
certain amount of hydration force has to
be overcome during the fusion of two mem-
branes, where the two separate lipid lay-
ers come in contact, expelling the hydration
layer from the lipid layers interface. Con-
sequently, quantification of the local hydra-
tion state in terms of the number of wa-
ter molecules per lipid for the intermediate
steps is very crucial for the molecular-level understanding of such biological processes. In
Publication 2, I studied the hydration dependence of the lipid mobility of single phase
(single component) PC lipid (14:1 PC). Using FRAP technique, I showed that similarly
to phase-separated membranes, the diffusion coefficient for PC lipids in single component
membranes decreases with dehydration down to 50% RH and then remains stable at very
low values. With an increase in hydration level, D also increases back following the same
trajectory. With the repetition of dehydration and rehydration cycles for a few times, I
established that changes of the D value are completely reversible and repeatable. This
confirms that there is a strong correlation between the lateral diffusion of lipids and the
availability of water molecules per lipid and that the lipid-lipid interactions are instanta-
neously responsive to the changes of the hydration properties of their direct surrounding.
Given the correlation between the number of water molecules present per lipid molecule
and the hydration (read RH) level of the membrane, precise measurement of the diffu-
sion coefficient forms a basis for an unprecedented method for sensing the local hydration
state of biomembranes with a precision down to about 2-3 water molecules per lipid. This
methodology of hydration sensing provides a basis for determining a complete, step-wise
map of hydration structure and interpretation of (de)hydration-mediated processes in lipid
membranes. Importantly, the approach of hydration sensing through lateral diffusion is not
limited only to FRAP technique, but can be easily extended to other diffusivity-oriented
measurement techniques such as FCS or SPT. The above results and the perspective of
the hydration sensing approach were published in the Biosensors journal (publication 2),
which is attached below for detailed reading. Moreover, together with my co-workers, I
filed two patent applications (pending) related to the hydration sensing methodology.
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Abstract: Biological membranes play a vital role in cell functioning, providing structural integrity,
controlling signal transduction, and controlling the transport of various chemical species. Owing to
the complex nature of biomembranes, the self-assembly of lipids in aqueous media has been utilized
to develop model systems mimicking the lipid bilayer structure, paving the way to elucidate the
mechanisms underlying various biological processes, as well as to develop a number of biomedical
and technical applications. The hydration properties of lipid bilayers are crucial for their activity in
various cellular processes. Of particular interest is the local membrane dehydration, which occurs
in membrane fusion events, including neurotransmission, fertilization, and viral entry. The lack of
universal technique to evaluate the local hydration state of the membrane components hampers
understanding of the molecular-level mechanisms of these processes. Here, we present a new
approach to quantify the hydration state of lipid bilayers. It takes advantage of the change in the
lateral diffusion of lipids that depends on the number of water molecules hydrating them. Using
fluorescence recovery after photobleaching technique, we applied this approach to planar single and
multicomponent supported lipid bilayers. The method enables the determination of the hydration
level of a biomimetic membrane down to a few water molecules per lipid.

Keywords: hydration; lipid mobility; lateral diffusion; FRAP; model biomembrane; solid supported
lipid bilayer; biological water; hydration sensing

1. Introduction

Phospholipid membranes are indispensable architectural components of cells, subcel-
lular compartments, and nanometer-sized biological objects such as exosomes or viruses [1].
The basic role of biological membranes is to define boundaries and enable compartmental-
ization of different parts of the cell, thus fulfilling a fundamental condition for the existence
of life [2]. Besides providing structural integrity, biological membranes carry out a variety
of other important functions, including but not limited to, mediating and modulating the
transport of ions and sugars, regulating the permeability of nonelectrolytes, and facilitating
signal transduction and metabolic reactions [3,4].

Lipids, due to their amphiphilic nature, spontaneously self-assemble in the aqueous
environment. This efficient self-organization has been widely used to mimic the essential
lipid bilayer structures of biological systems in both basic and applied research. Bilayers
in the form of black lipid membranes, vesicles (free-standing or tethered to supports),
and planar supported bilayers (interacting directly with a solid substrate or tethered to
the substrate) are commonly used as biomimetic membranes [5]. Such model systems,
on the one hand, preserve the essential characteristic of the lipid bilayer and, on the
other hand, simplify the biological membrane system so that the roles of the individual
membrane components, as well as their organization and dynamics, can be effectively
explored. Consequently, the use of biomimetic membranes, often integrated with functional
proteins, has proven to be a powerful tool used in drug screening [6–8] and delivery
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systems [9,10], artificial cell design [11], nanoreactors [12,13], biosensors [14–16], and the
most commercially developed water purification applications [17–19], to name just a few
spectacular examples from the very long list reported in the literature.

Essential to the activity of biological and biomimetic membranes are their hydration
properties, in which water molecules form partially ordered structures due to dipole in-
teractions and hydrogen bonding with the membrane [20–22]. Of particular interest, yet
remaining elusive, is the local, temporary membrane dehydration, which is believed to
be one of the crucial steps in various biological processes such as adsorption of biomacro-
molecules or membrane fusion events. Membrane fusion constitutes a central mechanism
in phenomena involving subcellular compartmentalization, cell growth, hormone secretion,
neurotransmission, fertilization, viral entry, and exocytosis [1,23]. A certain amount of
hydration barrier has to be overcome to initiate the hydrophobic interactions between
the two fusing bilayers. To understand the molecular-level mechanism of these cellular
processes, information about the local hydration state (i.e., the number of water molecules
hydrating a lipid headgroup) of the membrane components at each intermediate step is
very important.

For the investigation of phospholipid membrane hydration, different experimental
methods have been applied. Among the most widely used, one can mention nuclear
magnetic resonance spectroscopy [24], X-ray [25] and neutron [26] diffraction, dielectric
relaxation spectroscopy [27,28], quartz crystal microbalance measurements [29], linear
and nonlinear infrared spectroscopy [30,31], and various fluorescence microscopy ap-
proaches [32–34], often combined with the theoretical simulations [22,35]. In particular,
fluorescence methods are convenient tools for studying lipid membranes due to the ex-
istence of the ever-expanding palette of fluorescent probes and techniques that allow for
data collection over a wide range of spatial and temporal scales. Fluorescence studies
aimed at understanding the local hydration state of the lipid membrane rely on dedicated
fluorophores, whose spectroscopic and photophysical properties depend on the microen-
vironment (so-called environment-sensitive probes), and in particular, on the polarity of
the immediate environment in which they are located [33]. As such, various fluorescence-
based techniques have flourished such as fluorescent solvent relaxation [36–38], general
polarization [39], and red edge excitation shift [40,41]. Although these techniques provide
important information about the lipid bilayer hydration, they pose two major inconve-
niences, namely the need to know the precise probe location and the challenging process
of data correlation, both crucial for drawing valuable conclusions [42,43]. Consequently,
it is clear that a novel experimental approach towards molecular-level sensing of local
hydration conditions of lipid membranes is needed.

Here, we present a new approach to gain insight into the hydration state of the lipid
membranes. It is based on measuring the change in the lateral diffusion coefficient of lipids
forming a bilayer, which is dependent on the number of water molecules hydrating the
lipids. We illustrate and validate the method using fluorescence recovery after photobleach-
ing (FRAP) technique applied to a planar solid-supported lipid bilayer (SLB). Our approach
exhibits sensitivity at the quasi-single molecule level, enabling the determination of the hy-
dration level of a biomimetic membrane down to a few water molecules per lipid. This new
approach has the potential to reveal the local heterogeneity in hydration of biomimetic and
biological lipid membranes, and thus sheds light on the processes incorporating changes
in membrane hydration, such as membrane fusion.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

1,2-dimyristoleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMoPC), egg yolk sphingomyelin
(SM), and cholesterol were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL, USA). 1,2-
dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine (DOPE) labeled with Atto 633, sodium chlo-
ride (NaCl), and chloroform (HPLC grade) were purchased from Merck KGaA (Darmstadt,
Germany). 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)piperazine-1-ethanesulphonic acid (HEPES PUFFERAN®)
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was obtained from Carl Roth GmbH&Co KG (Karlsruhe, Germany). Calcium chloride
(CaCl2) was purchased from P.P.H. STANLAB sp. j., Lublin, Poland. Optical adhesive
glue Norland 68 was purchased from Thorlabs Sweden AB (Mölndal, Sweden). All the
materials were used without further purification. The ultrapure water (ddH2O) was ob-
tained by using Milli-Q reference water purification system from Merck KGaA (Darmstadt,
Germany).

2.2. Methods
2.2.1. SLB Preparation

SLBs were prepared by a widely used vesicle deposition method [44] with required
modification. For single component SLBs, 10 mM solution of DMoPC was prepared in
chloroform along with 0.1 mol% of DOPE-Atto 633. DMoPC, egg SM, and cholesterol
were mixed in 1:1:1 molar ratio with an overall 10 mM lipid concentration, along with
0.1 mol% of Atto-633-DOPE, for the preparation of phase-separated SLBs. The chloroform
was evaporated by dry nitrogen gas depositing a thin film of lipid at the bottom of the glass
vial followed by vacuum desiccation for a minimum of 2 h. After complete evaporation of
the organic solvent, a 10 mM suspension of DMoPC multilamellar vesicles (MLVs) was
prepared by dissolving the lipid film in a suitable amount of 10 mM HEPES with 150 mM
NaCl buffer, adjusted to pH 7.4. The solution was vigorously vortexed and heated to 60 ◦C
to obtain a homogeneous suspension of MLVs. Aliquots of 1 mM lipid concentration were
prepared by diluting the solution 10 times with the previously mentioned buffer solution
and stored at −20 ◦C in sterilized glass vials for further use. In order to obtain small
unilamellar vesicles (SUVs) from MLVs, the aliquoted lipid solution was bath-sonicated for
at least 10 min until the solution became clear. A thin sheet of freshly cleaved mica was
glued to a coverslip using UV-activated glue Norland 68. A half-cut Eppendorf tube was
attached and sealed with silicone adhesive on top of the coverslip. At room temperature,
100 µL of 1 mM SUVs solution was deposited on mica followed by immediate addition of
0.2 µL of 0.1 M CaCl2 in a buffer. After 30 s, 400 µL of HEPES-NaCl buffer (pH adjusted to
7.4) was added to the sample to prevent drying out of the SLB. The sample was incubated
for 30 min at room temperature and then rinsed multiple times with a total of 20 mL of
buffer solution. To obtain a fully hydrated sample, the Eppendorf tube sample reservoir
was completely filled with buffer, closed with another coverslip, and sealed by silicone
adhesive.

2.2.2. SLBs Hydration State Control

Precise control over the hydration state of the sample was achieved using a home-built
humidity control set-up. Nitrogen gas of desired relative humidity (RH) was purged inside
the open half-cut Eppendorf tube of the sample. The relative humidity of the nitrogen gas
was regulated by mixing wet (~90% RH) and dry (2%–3% RH) nitrogen with a suitable
ratio. The flows of wet and dry N2 gas were individually adjusted using two manual
valves while monitoring the readings shown in the two flowmeters connected to the wet
and dry N2 flow paths. A third flowmeter along with a manual valve were used to keep
the final flow of N2 gas constant at ~1.2 L/min throughout the experiment. An electronic
hygrometer (0%–95% RH range and 1% precision) was employed to record the RH and
temperature of the final flow purged towards the sample, and it also created a feedback
loop for adjusting the amount of wet and dry N2 gas. The silicone seal of the fully hydrated
sample was cut and the buffer was pipetted out completely followed by immediate purging
of N2 gas of 90% RH. FRAP measurements were taken for SLBs equilibrated to 90%, 70%,
50%, 30%, and 0% RH at constant temperature. The dehydration and rehydration were
performed in steps of ~20% RH with change rate of 2%–3% RH/min. The sample was
rehydrated in a similar manner that is by purging N2 gas and increasing its RH. Finally the
sample was again filled with buffer and sealed to obtain bulk rehydration of the sample.
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2.2.3. FRAP Experiments

Zeiss LSM 710 (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany) microscope with 40×, 1.3 NA oil immersion
objective was used for confocal imaging and FRAP experiments. Atto-633 was excited by a
laser with a 633 nm wavelength. Laser power was adjusted to a minimum to avoid excessive
overall photobleaching of the sample during measurements. For FRAP experiments, a
selected circular spot of 10 µm diameter within a 50 µm × 50 µm area was instantaneously
bleached with maximum laser power in every measurement. In the experiment 100
consecutive fluorescence images of the same area were recorded with 0.5 s intervals. The
data were analyzed using MATLAB software and the diffusion coefficient was determined
considering free Brownian lateral diffusion of lipid molecules in the membrane, by fitting
the fluorescence recovery curve using modified Soumpasis Formula (1) [45]:

F(t) = b + a· f (t), (1)

where a is the amplitude of the recovery function, b is the remaining fluorescence after
bleaching, and f (t) is the Soumpasis function. The FRAP traces were normalized taking the
overall fluorescence intensity signal of the image except the bleached spot as the reference.
FRAP experiments were performed on one representative single component and one phase-
separated SLB throughout complete dehydration-rehydration cycles. A minimum of 5
FRAP measurements at various areas of the samples were recorded at a particular RH for
each sample.

3. Results
3.1. Measurement and Analysis of Diffusion Coefficient of Lipids at Different Hydration Conditions

In this study, lateral diffusion of DMoPC in single component SLB as well as in phase-
separated DMoPC/egg SM/cholesterol 1:1:1 SLB was investigated by FRAP experiments
at different hydration conditions, starting from fully hydrated to membrane equilibrated
to ~0% RH. In order to achieve the desired hydration state, the SLBs, immediately after
removal of bulk water from the sample, were carefully equilibrated to the atmosphere of
a nitrogen gas of specific relative humidity using our home-built hydration control unit.
SLBs dehydrated by this method can withstand multiple dehydration-rehydration cycles
without experiencing major structural damage [46].

The representative confocal images, selected from the FRAP measurement series of
single component SLB at pre-bleached, bleached, and recovered (completely or partially)
conditions are shown in Figure 1. Clearly, remarkable differences in bleaching depth
and recovery of fluorescence intensity within the bleached spot are observed. FRAP
experiments are based on measuring the recovery of fluorescence intensity in the bleached
area that is caused by lateral Brownian motion due to the reorganization of bleached and
non-bleached lipid molecules [45]. The dehydrated membrane showed higher bleaching
depth and slower fluorescence intensity recovery (Figure 1b) than a fully hydrated one
(Figure 1a). Thus, it can be concluded that there is a vivid decline in lateral mobility of
lipids in the absence of full hydration of membrane constituents. This observation is clearly
reflected in the FRAP traces for fully hydrated and dehydrated (~30% RH) membranes, as
shown in Figure 2a,c, for single component and phase-separated SLBs, respectively. In the
case of fully hydrated membranes, the fluorescence intensity recovers up to 95 ± 2% of the
initial intensity within ~50 s after bleaching, whereas more than 50% fluorescence recovery
is scarcely achieved for dried SLBs within the same time frame. For a detailed investigation
of the dependence of the lateral diffusion (D) of lipids on hydration conditions, diffusion
coefficients of DMoPC were measured for single component and phase-separated SLBs
at various relative humidity levels, starting from fully hydrated to ~0% RH via 85%, 65%,
45%, and 30% RH. The SLBs were rehydrated subsequently by increasing RH levels in
steps up to ~85%, and they were finally rehydrated fully with the addition of bulk water.
Figure 2b,d depicts the diffusion coefficients of DMoPC during a complete dehydration and
rehydration cycle for single component and phase-separated SLBs, respectively, averaged
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over at least five FRAP traces from various spots of the sample at a particular RH level. It
should be duly noted that the absolute mobility of liquid-disordered (Ld) phase lipids in
phase-separated membranes is significantly lower than in pure Ld phase, single component
membranes, as part of Lo lipids and cholesterol partition into the Ld phase, thus increasing
the order and viscosity [47].
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At the fully hydrated condition, the diffusion coefficients of DMoPC in a single compo-
nent and phase-separated SLBs were found to be 5.35± 0.79 µm2/s and 1.66 ± 0.22 µm2/s,
respectively. A roughly 3.5-fold higher D explains the shallower bleaching of fully hy-
drated single component SLB compared to the phase-separated one (see Figure 2a,c). In
spite of the difference in absolute values of diffusion coefficients of lipids for both sys-
tems, the change of lateral diffusion followed an analogous trend with dehydration and
subsequent rehydration. A strong correlation between the lipid mobility and the relative
humidity of the sample environment was observed. The D of DMoPC in the single com-
ponent SLB steadily dropped down from 4.75 ± 1.14 µm2/s to 0.25 ± 0.18 µm2/s as the
hydration of the atmosphere was lowered from ~85% RH to ~0% RH. Likewise, in phase-
separated SLBs, a sharp downfall of D was noticed from 1.52 ± 0.08 µm2/s at ~85% RH to
0.04 ± 0.01 µm2/s at ~0% RH. This firmly indicates that water molecules attached to the
polar head group of the lipid molecules play a key role in modulating the lateral move-
ment of lipids. Interestingly, with consecutive rehydration, lipid mobility increased back
following the same trend as during dehydration, with relatively lower absolute values
of D. However, with bulk rehydration, the lipids regained their natural mobility, which
is the same as for fully hydrated conditions measured before de- and rehydration. Thus,
from fully hydrated to fully rehydrated conditions, D changes reversibly with change in
native hydration state of the membrane. The strong dependence of D on the membranes’
hydration state can be associated with a reversible change in the local hydration structure
around the lipid head group caused by de(re)hydration [46]. Furthermore, it is clearly
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evident from Figure 2b,d that the most dramatic change of D values took place in the range
of 100–50% RH; lowering the relative humidity below this range hardly affected the lateral
diffusion of lipids. This breaking point at ~50% RH can be correlated with the breaking of
clathrate cage structure around the phosphocholine group of DMoPC molecule [46]. We
note that at the salt concentrations used in the buffer for experiments (10 mM HEPES and
150 mM NaCl), lipid diffusion remained unaffected by the change in ionic strength [48].
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The presented results reveal that the lateral diffusion of lipids in the Ld phase of
the zwitterionic lipid bilayer is particularly sensitive towards the hydration state of the
membrane, or more precisely, of the lipid itself. Moreover, the dependence of D on the
hydration of the membrane constituents uniformly applies to phosphatidycholines (PC)
in a completely liquid-disordered environment as well as in phase-separated membranes,
irrespective of the presence of Lo domains slowing down the overall mobility.

3.2. Hydration Sensing

Our results reveal a significant dependence of the diffusion coefficient of lipids on their
local hydration state. Thus, it gives the possibility to be exploited as a technique to quantify
the hydration level of the membrane by using D as a hydration indicator. In previous X-ray
diffraction [49] and infrared spectroscopy [30] studies, the RH of the membrane environ-
ment has been correlated with the number of water molecules present in the hydration
shell of a single lipid molecule, specifically in its head group region. Approximately 10.5,
6.3, 3.6, and 2.4 water molecules, averaged from the results of the above-mentioned experi-
mental studies, were found per PC lipid when stacked lipid membranes were exposed to
an atmosphere with 95%, 75%, 50%, and 25% RH, respectively. Marrying these findings
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with our results, the number of water molecules per lipid head group corresponding to
a particular RH can be correlated with D. Consequently, the precise determination of the
lipids’ diffusion coefficient can give insights into the local hydration state of the membrane.
The changes in the lipids’ mobility can be used as a local hydration sensor not only in
biomimetic membranes, but also in native cell membranes. The general concept of our
approach is depicted in Figure 3. It should be noted here that while extrapolating the
above experimental results for membranes equilibrated with 0% RH, one would expect
the membranes to be free of water. However, previous molecular dynamics simulations
revealed, even after drastic drying, up to 3–4 water molecules per lipid remain strongly
hydrogen bonded to the carbonyl and/or phosphate group [22,35]. Hence, for membranes
equilibrated to RH < 25%, one can state that there are not more than four water molecules
associated with the lipids.
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the hydration sensing concept. (a) Once the bulk water is removed, sample is inserted
into the microscope system and subjected to a controlled dehydration/rehydration process using nitrogen gas of known
humidity. (b) At each hydration state, FRAP measurements are performed. (c) From FRAP traces acquired for a particular
humidity, the diffusion coefficient (D) of lipids is calculated. (d) The diffusion coefficient is then presented as a function of
relative humidity (RH) of the sample environment, which in turn can be directly related to the number of water molecules
hydrating a single lipid molecule. Thus, using this calibration plot, the hydration of the lipid membrane can be determined
from the measured lipid lateral diffusion coefficient.

3.3. Validation of Hydration Sensing Approach

The reversibility, repeatability, and response time of the sensor are crucial criteria
to validate a sensing technique. To check these parameters, a single component DMoPC
SLB was exposed to high (80%) and low (5%) RH alternatively several times. The RH
was instantaneously adjusted from 80% to 5% by closing the N2 flow through the water
reservoir and only letting dry N2 flow over the membrane. A humidity sensor attached
to the flow tube close to the outlet was used to continuously monitor the RH of N2 gas.
The set RH (5% or 80%) was reached typically within 1 min. Subsequently, the RH was
kept constant for the next four minutes after each consecutive RH alteration, and two
FRAP measurements were performed. Figure 4 shows the change of D over time upon
sudden increase or decrease in RH in several dehydration-rehydration cycles. Clearly, the
successive de(re)hydration cycles do not leave a permanent effect on the lateral diffusion
of lipids, instead, a variation of D is absolutely reversible and repeatable. We note that
the measured D at high/low RH appeared to be lower/higher than the average D values
at these two hydration levels, as shown in Figure 2b. This results from the fact that the
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RH of the purged nitrogen gas was swapped quickly (75% RH change in 1 min), and the
FRAP measurements were started immediately before the SLB was fully equilibrated to
the particular RH provided. This is also evident from the fact that the second FRAP trace
always yields higher (for 80% RH) and lower (for 5% RH) D, while the membrane still
undergoes equilibration. Generally, in our experiments, we noticed that the equilibration
time at a particular RH was around 10 min. Nevertheless, the prompt change of D, shown in
Figure 4, within 1 min of changing RH is sufficient to unambiguously indicate a significant
change in the hydration state of the system. This confirms that a quick response in D is
expected as soon as the hydration state is altered.
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Figure 4. Diffusion coefficients of single component DMoPC SLB exposed to a successive switching
between high (80%) and low (5%) RH over time. Each data point corresponds to the diffusion
coefficient derived from a single FRAP trace. The confidence bounds of the fits of the FRAP traces
were used to form the error bars for the data points. One minute time was taken to alter the RH
from 80% to 5%. In the following four minutes, two FRAP measurements were performed before
re-altering the RH.

4. Discussion
4.1. Applicability and Measurement Criteria

Transient, local dehydration of membranes is one of the most important intermediate
steps in numerous biological processes, for example, endo- and exocytosis, fertilization,
viral entry, biogenesis of muscle tissue [50], etc. The central mechanism of these processes
constitutes membrane fusion. The lipid layers merge, overcoming a specific hydration
barrier. This results from the removal of water molecules from lipid head groups when the
hydrophobic tails come into contact with the water-caged hydrophilic head groups of the
two lipid layers [51]. A molecular-level understanding of such processes requires quan-
tification of the local hydration state in terms of the number of water molecules attached
per lipid in each intermediate step of the process. Our hydration sensing methodology
forms a solid base for developing a complete stepwise map of hydration structures of
lipid molecules in the course of membrane fusion or any other process that involves local
dehydration of the membrane. Here, we verified the hydration sensing approach for
DMoPC as a representative PC lipid, being one of the most abundant group of lipids found
in biological cell membranes. As water molecules present in the clathrate cage around
phosphocholine head group are related to lipid mobility, it is expected for other PC lipids
to show dependence of the diffusion on hydration. It is important to note that the observed
correlation between the diffusion coefficient and hydration state of the membrane is equally
valid for a single component membrane as well as for more complex, multicomponent
lipid bilayers that exhibit phase separation and formation of domains.

A few criteria of measurement conditions should be considered for an effective and
fruitful hydration sensing. Apart from the hydration level, several additional parameters
affect lipid dynamics in a membrane. The presence of saturated and unsaturated lipids,
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cholesterol, membrane proteins, and phase separation in membranes influence the absolute
values of the diffusion coefficients of lipids. In presence of various ions in the medium,
the complex formation of an ion binding with more than one lipid may slow down the
mobility of lipids and weaken the polarization of water molecules in the interior of the
membranes [48]. Moreover, physical factors such as temperature variation also affect the
diffusion of lipids. In order to obtain a clear picture of the hydration state of lipids in a
membrane, lipid diffusion should be measured keeping all other parameters constant. In
complex biological membranes, where a variety of parameters modulates lipid dynam-
ics, the presented approach still enables comparative studies of hydration structure and
hydration heterogeneity between various membrane sites. The high sensitivity of this
methodology (few water molecules per lipid) allows for the qualitative determination of
the hydration state.

4.2. Perspectives

From the technical standpoint, it must be emphasized that our approach is not limited
to using the FRAP technique. In fact, it could be easily transferred to any method that en-
ables quantitative analysis of lipid diffusion, such as, for instance, fluorescence correlation
spectroscopy (FCS). Although both FRAP and FCS techniques meet the temporal resolution
needed to resolve membrane dynamics, their spatial resolution, when performed with
conventional confocal microscopes, is diffraction limited [52]. Consequently, the hetero-
geneity of diffusion, and thus the heterogeneity of hydration that can occur at the nanoscale,
may be overlooked due to the inherent ensemble averaging across the entire illumination
area [53,54]. One of the strategies to breach the diffraction limit barrier is a coupling of the
well-established FCS approach with super-resolution imaging technique such as stimu-
lated emission depletion (STED) nanoscopy [52,55,56]. STED-FCS has been successfully
applied to model biomembranes for studying nanoscale lipid dynamical heterogeneities
induced by pore-forming proteins [56], as well as to the plasma membrane of living cells to
discern nanoscale molecular diffusion modes [52]. An alternative approach is marrying the
aforementioned FSC with near-field scanning optical microscopy, capable of confining the
illumination light at the nanoscale [54,57]. High spatial resolution has also been achieved
with a single-molecule FRAP (smFRAP) approach, which was employed to determine
the distribution and translocation rates of inner and outer nuclear membrane proteins
in live cells in real-time conditions [58]. An alternative solution is to trace the motion of
individual particles attached to the lipids of interest using the single-particle tracking (SPT)
technique [59]. Although conventional SPT yields a limited temporal resolution (often
in the millisecond range), solutions have already emerged to improve it by combining
SPT with interferometric scattering microscopy (iSCAT) techniques. Using the SPT–iSCAT
approach, microsecond temporal resolution with simultaneous sub-1 nm spatial precision
of lipid localization has been achieved [60–62].

Clearly, the possibilities are tremendous. Synthesizing the evidence from our studies
with single-molecule approaches could truly provide capabilities to sense biomimetic
and biological membrane hydration at the single-molecule level. Adsorption of large
biomolecules (such as proteins) onto the membrane often disturbs the hydration layer
locally in the vicinity of the binding site [63]. Using single-molecule approach, it is feasible
to sense hydration changes even in the case of single biomolecule–membrane interactions.

For using lipid diffusion as a hydration marker, two distinct approaches can be
undertaken. One of these approaches is to provide an absolute number of water molecules
per lipid in a membrane looking at the diffusion coefficient of the very lipid. However, as
the exact number of water molecules per lipid varies depending on the lipid structure and
its surroundings, the number of water molecules per lipid at different relative humidity
levels should be determined precisely for that specific system. Additionally, to gain
information on the number of water molecules correlated with diffusion coefficient of
lipids accurately, calibration for complete dehydration and rehydrated cycle is essential.
On the other hand, for a system that is homogeneous in terms of diffusion-affecting
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parameters other than hydration state, by local probing of lipid diffusion in different sites
of interest, a qualitative comparison of the hydration structure and state can be revealed.
In this scenario, the method becomes self-referential and the requirement for calibration is
eliminated.

5. Conclusions

We developed a novel approach for sensing the hydration state of lipids and hydration
heterogeneity within lipid membranes, based on the strong correlation between lateral
mobility of phospholipids with the number of water molecules forming the hydration
shell around lipids’ polar head groups. Hence, the diffusion coefficient of a lipid can be
considered as a measure of its hydration state at a molecular level. The change in lateral
diffusion coefficients of lipids with the number of water molecules hydrating a lipid is
fully reversible and repeatable. For a comparative study of hydration heterogeneity of
different sites within the membrane, the methodology is self-sufficient and self-referential.
Finally, the presented approach can readily be equipped with a single-molecule hydration
sensing capabilities if the diffusion coefficient is measured with single-molecule sensitivity
approaches such as SPT or FCS. Thus, the approach for hydration sensing possesses an
enormous potential for quantitative, molecular-level studies of the (de)hydration-mediated
processes in lipid membranes.

6. Patents
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Chapter 9

Cooperativity between sodium ions and
water molecules facilitates lipid mobility
in model cell membranes

Figure 9.1: A schematic illustration summarizing the key
results of publication 3.

An aqueous buffer solution
containing various ions is present
around the cellular membranes,
often with an ion concentra-
tion gradient across the mem-
brane. It is well-established that
these ions modulate the local
and global properties of mem-
branes, including their hydration
properties[104]. At the same time,
interactions of interfacial water
with lipids in biomembranes play a
vital role in modulating the struc-
ture and dynamics of the mem-
brane [212]. Hence understand-
ing the 3-fold interplay between
water-lipids-ions is crucial to elucidate its influence on the lipid diffusion. In Publication
3, I investigated the effect of various biologically relevant monovalent and divalent cations
(Na+, K+, Mg2+ and Ca2+) on the lateral diffusion of PC lipids in phase-separated mem-
branes at varying hydration conditions. I performed a systemic studies on the structural
organization and lipid dynamics in phase-separated membranes using confocal imaging
and FRAP experiments. I found that with increase in NaCl concentration, the average Lo

domain area and the total Lo phase area increase, which is a manifestation of an enhanced
phase separation. At fully hydrated condition, the presence and changes to concentration
of Na+ ions have little or no effect on the D values of the PC lipids. But intriguingly,
after removal of the bulk water, lipid mobility is retained only in the presence of a certain
amount of NaCl. However, even with increasing concentration of NaCl, the lipid mobility
could not be maintained below 50% RH, indicating that Na+ ions and water molecules
work in a concerted manner to facilitate the lateral diffusion of lipids at water scarcity
conditions. Na+ ions strengthen the water hydration shell structure around the phospho-
choline headgroup of PC lipids, which in turn supports lipid mobility. K+ ions also show
the similar effect. Interestingly, Ca2+ and Mg2+ ions are unable to maintain lipid mo-
bility at perturbed hydration conditions. Ca2+ ions bind to more than one lipid oxygen
and replace the water molecules in the lipid headgroup region. Thus they destabilize the
hydration shell around the lipid headgroup causing very low mobility in the absence of
bulk water. Mg2+ ions having a high energy barrier to bind with lipid oxygen, neither
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stabilize or destabilize the lipid hydration layer. I concluded that the ion-specific depen-
dence of lipid mobility at lower hydration conditions results from the competition between
lipid binding affinity and the hydration energy of the ions. For a detailed description of
the above results, the full-length, peer-reviewed article (Publication 3) and the associated
supplementary information, published in the Chemical Science journal are attached below.
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Cooperativity between sodium ions and water
molecules facilitates lipid mobility in model cell
membranes†

Madhurima Chattopadhyay, * Emilia Krok, Hanna Orlikowska-Rzeznik
and Lukasz Piatkowski *

Cellular membranes are surrounded by an aqueous buffer solution containing various ions, which influence

the hydration layer of the lipid head groups. At the same time, water molecules hydrating the lipids play

a major role in facilitating the organisation and dynamics of membrane lipids. Employing fluorescence

microscopy imaging and fluorescence recovery after photobleaching measurements, we demonstrate

that the cooperativity between water and sodium (Na+) ions is crucial to maintain lipid mobility upon the

removal of the outer hydration layer of the lipid membrane. Under similar hydration conditions, lipid

diffusion ceases in the absence of Na+ ions. We find that Na+ ions (and similarly K+ ions) strengthen the

water clathrate cage around the lipid phosphocholine headgroup and thus prevent its breaking upon

removal of bulk water. Intriguingly, Ca2+ and Mg2+ do not show this effect. In this article, we provide

a detailed molecular-level picture of ion specific dependence of lipid mobility and membrane hydration

properties.

Introduction

Biological membranes are self-assembled structures composed
of various lipids embedded with proteins. They act as dynamic
barriers separating intra- and extra-cellular matrices and
encapsulate various subcellular organelles. A large variety of
lipids in terms of chain length, chain saturation, headgroup
structure, and charge is present in biomembranes. The struc-
tural lipid heterogeneity, in particular the length mismatch
between the hydrophobic tails of the lipids, promotes the
formation of lipid domains in response to their unfavourable
interactions with the membrane aqueous hydration layer – the
so-called “hydrophobic mismatch”. Saturated lipids, such as
sphingomyelin (SM) along with cholesterol form more compact
liquid ordered (Lo) phase domains in the sea of more uid
liquid disordered phase (Ld) composed predominantly of
unsaturated lipids.1 The Lo domains are believed to be plat-
forms for various important biological processes like the
attachment of proteins, cell signalling, ion channel regulation,
pathogen entry, and many more.2 The extent of phase separa-
tion in membranes is modulated not only by lipid composition
and structure, but also by various other physicochemical

factors, such as temperature, pH, and the ionic strength of the
environment.3 The latter in particular is an important factor
known to alter various structural as well as functional properties
of membranes. The interactions between lipids and ions
modulate the local and global properties of the lipid bilayer
such as thickness, packing, phase transition temperature, acyl
chain ordering, headgroup tilt or swelling,4–7 but also take part
in the regulation of ion channels, and signal transduction.4,8,9

Several molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have claimed
that various ions have also a profound effect on the dynamics of
the lipids in the membrane.10,11 A number of ions, predomi-
nantly Na+, K+, Ca2+, Mg2+, and Cl−, are found at the membrane
interface with different intracellular and extracellular concen-
trations. The asymmetric distribution of lipids with different
charge characters, as well as the different concentrations of
various ions across the membrane, generate a suitable
membrane potential for biochemical reactions.12,13

Ions are known to affect the structure and dynamics of the
hydration layer of lipid headgroups. The presence of Na+ and
Ca2+ ions signicantly inuences the hydration and orientation
of the phosphate group of DPPC lipids.14 Song et al. showed that
slowing down of water molecules present within 10 Å of the
hydrophilic surface of lipid vesicles was modulated by the
presence of different ions following the order of the well-known
Hofmeister series.15 At the same time, water molecules
hydrating the lipids play a major role in determiningmembrane
structure, organization, and lipid dynamics.16 Intriguingly,
recent MD simulations showed that hydrogen-bonded water
network directly hydrating the membrane exhibits both
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structural and dynamical heterogeneity.17,18 Clearly, both in
native as well as in biomimetic membrane systems water–
lipids–ions interactions are strongly interdependent. Hence
numerous endeavors were made to elucidate the exact nature of
the effect of a particular ion on lipid–water interactions and the
resulting alterations of the lipid bilayer properties. Yet, the
existing studies are mostly limited to molecular dynamics
simulations, except few experimental works,7,14 which mainly
addressed the effect of salts on the lipid–water interplay in the
excess of water. While most common biological conditions
indeed involve full hydration, nature exhibits several
phenomena of “anhydrobiosis”, where living organisms, such
as tardigrades, nematodes, yeasts, bdelloid rotifer, seeds or
pollens survive complete dehydration.19–21 In addition, many
biochemical processes, such as cell fusion or adsorption of
macromolecules, involve both local variations of ion concen-
tration as well as local and transient membrane
dehydration.22–24

Clearly, it is very important to obtain an explicit picture of
how ions affect lipid–water interactions at the molecular level
under different membrane hydration conditions. To date,
however, the understanding of lipid–ion interplay in the pres-
ence and absence of water has remained rather poor due to the
unavailability of suitable membrane hydration modulation
technique. Exploiting the recently developed protocol of prep-
aration of desiccation-tolerant membranes,16 the present work
pioneers the experimental study of ion–water–lipid interactions
under low hydration conditions.

Herein, using uorescence imaging and uorescence
recovery aer photobleaching (FRAP) experiments we showed
howNa+ and Ca2+ ions affect the structure and lipid dynamics of
phase-separated solid supported lipid bilayers (SLBs) at fully
hydrated and dehydrated conditions. We addressed not only
how a specic ion inuences the lipid–water interactions but
also focused on how the entire process of lipid dehydration
modulates diffusion of phospholipids (14 : 1 PC) in membranes
at various hydration conditions as well as with varying
concentrations of Na+ ions. We discovered that Na+ ions play
a crucial role in retaining the water hydration layer around the
phosphocholine moiety in membranes subjected to dehydra-
tion. Surprisingly, Ca2+ cation, although comparable in size
with Na+, does not exhibit hydration structure-promoting
capabilities. This behavior of Na+ and Ca2+ ions is confronted
with the activity of K+ and Mg2+ ions. As such our ndings
highlight the unique characteristic of Na+ ion–lipid interactions
based on its specic charge density, binding affinity, and
hydration energy. Our study provides molecular-level insights
into a scarcely studied but important topic of the specicity of
the ionic composition of membrane local environment modu-
lating the hydration properties and lipid diffusion within the
membrane.

Results and discussion
Impact of Na+ ions on the structure of SLBs

To understand how the ion–lipid–water interactions relate to
the structure and lipid dynamics in biomimetic cell

membranes, SLBs were reconstructed from 14 : 1 PC, egg SM
and cholesterol and characterized with uorescence imaging
and FRAP experiments. At room temperature, the prepared
lipid membranes undergo a prominent phase separation due
to the considerable difference in 14 : 1 PC and SM hydrophobic
chain lengths and packing. Unsaturated 14 : 1 PC forms Ld
phase, saturated SM forms Lo domains, while cholesterol
partitions in both phases, with a strong preference for the Lo
phase. The membranes were prepared either in Milli-Q water
or in a buffer with the addition of 5 mM up to 1.5 M of NaCl. As
the pH of the buffer has a prominent effect on the phase
separation in lipid membranes,25 10 mM HEPES buffer was
used to keep the pH of the medium constant at pH= 5.2, equal
to that of Milli-Q water (see Experimental section in ESI†).
Representative confocal images of the phase-separated SLBs
prepared in Milli-Q water as well as in buffers of different
composition are shown in Fig. 1A. Qualitatively, the size of Lo
domains (black patches) for SLB prepared in Milli-Q water
(sample #1) is the same as for the SLB prepared in 10 mM
HEPES buffer (sample #2). Similarly, the domain size of SLB
prepared in 150 mM NaCl solution (sample #5) is very similar
to that prepared in 10 mM HEPES–150 mM NaCl buffer
(sample #6). These observations indicate that HEPES salt itself
does not have a noticeable effect on the phase separation of
lipids in the reconstructed SLBs. At the same time, the average
domain size in SLBs hydrated with buffer containing NaCl
(sample #6) is signicantly higher than for the SLBs hydrated
without the addition of NaCl (sample #2). Quantitative anal-
ysis conrms the strong dependence of the phase separation
architecture on the NaCl content – the average domain area
and the total Lo phase area % (percentage of the total image
area covered by the Lo phase) increase signicantly with an
increase in NaCl concentration (Fig. 1B and C). The average
size of domains for SLBs prepared in Milli-Q and in 10 mM
HEPES–1.5 M NaCl buffer are 0.45 ± 0.15 mm2 and 3.79 ± 0.36
mm2 respectively, showing over an eightfold increase. Simi-
larly, the percentage of area occupied by the Lo phase domains
increases with an increase in NaCl concentration (Fig. 1C).
Between SLBs prepared in Milli-Q and in 10 mM HEPES–1.5 M
NaCl buffer the area occupied by the Lo phase increases over 3
times.

To further corroborate that the increase in average domain
area is caused solely by the addition of NaCl, we prepared SLB in
Milli-Q water and imaged it before and aer replacing the water
by 10 mM HEPES–150 mM NaCl buffer (Fig. S1A†). Directly
upon buffer replacement, the domain size did not increase
considerably, but when imaging aer ∼20 hours, signicantly
(nearly 4 times) bigger domains were present. The difference in
domain area (∼4×) is fully consistent with domain area varia-
tion observed in membranes prepared directly in Milli-Q water
and in HEPES/NaCl buffer (sample #1 vs. sample #6, Fig. 1B).
For the reference sample, which was kept in Milli-Q water, the
domains grew merely 1.5 times over the same time span. Like-
wise, the area occupied by the Lo domains increased by ∼68%
upon buffer change, whereas for the reference SLB it remained
unchanged (Fig. S1B†). The two quantities, the average domain
area and the percentage of the total area occupied by the Lo
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phase, are very much related, but a comparison of the two can
provide more information about the system. The total area %
occupied by the Lo phase may increase from merging of the
small lipid clusters (below the diffraction limit) into bigger,
resolvable entities. Likewise, the average domain area also
increases when domainsmerge into bigger ones and/or with the
inow of unresolvable SM entities dissolved within the Ld
phase. However, increase of the average domain area does not
necessarily guarantee the increase of the total Lo phase area. If
only the average domain area increases, but not the total Lo area
%, only merging of Lo domains takes place. On the other hand,
if only total Lo phase area increases but the average domain size
remains the same, formation of new, resolvable domains would
be the dominant process.

With an increase in NaCl concentration, both the average
domain area and percentage of the area occupied by the Lo
phase increase, which unambiguously conrms the presence of
unresolvable Lo phase entities within the Ld phase, which upon
addition of NaCl and enhancement of phase separation, cluster
and merge into bigger (resolvable) domains. In contrast, at
lower salt concentration, saturated and unsaturated lipids have
stronger tendency to be mixed i.e. more SM entities remain
unresolvable. At the experimental pH (∼5.2), HEPES acts as
a monoanionic species. Hence the solution around SLBs
contains Na+, Cl− and HEPES− ions. MD simulations showed
that Cl− hardly penetrates into the bilayer due to its larger size
compared to Na+. Instead, Cl− ions remain mostly in the water
phase and weakly interact with the choline group of PC lipids.26

Analogously, HEPES− is also expected to be prevalent in the
aqueous phase without much interaction with the membrane.
This is consistent with our observation of no signicant
difference in domain size for SLBs prepared in the presence and

absence of HEPES for a constant NaCl concentration (Fig. 1,
samples #1 vs. #2 and #5 vs. #6). Evidently, Na+ ions are the key
players that inuence the degree of phase separation in SLBs.

With the increase in NaCl concentration, we observed that
the extent of phase separation increases, which can be
explained by more favourable PC–PC and/or SM–SM interac-
tions and less favourable PC–SM interactions. Due to the
densely packed structure of the Lo phase, Na

+ ions preferentially
interact (in terms of intercalation between the lipid head-
groups) with the Ld phase.26,27 Hence, it is reasonable to assume
that the PC–PC interactions are affected much more than the
SM–SM interactions upon increase in Na+ concentration. Both,
PC and SM have choline moieties and consequently their
headgroup hydration properties should be rather similar.
However, PC and SM have distinct structural difference in their
hydrophobic chain saturation – the two hydrocarbon chains of
SM are saturated, whereas 14 : 1 PC has unsaturated hydro-
carbon chains. The lipid tail saturation is one of the main
determinants of the packing and order of the membrane.
Consequently, SM forms densely packed, highly ordered and
thicker Lo phase with preferential partitioning of cholesterol,
and PC forms more uid Ld phase with looser packing. This
inter-phase height mismatch, enhanced by the intrinsic
hydrocarbon chain length difference between SM and 14 : 1 PC
(16 vs. 14 carbons), leads to the exposure of part of SM hydro-
phobic tail to water and results in energetically unfavourable
interactions at the boundary zone between PC and SM mole-
cules. This hydrophobic mismatch affects the local hydration
properties between the interfacing PC and SM molecules, but it
also likely inuences how Na+ ions interact with these two
lipids. In case PC–SM interactions would be strongly affected by
the addition of NaCl, we would expect to see a change in

Fig. 1 (A) Fluorescence images of phase-separated SLBs (Ld phase– green; Lo domains– black) prepared in Milli-Qwater and HEPES buffer with
various NaCl concentrations. Scale bar represents 10 mm. Dependence of the Lo phase domain size (B) and percentage of area occupied by the Lo
phase (C) on the buffer composition. The error bars reflect standard deviations calculated from 10 images (50× 50micrometers) from each of at
least three samples with a specific buffer composition.
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circularity parameter of the domains. However, we do not
observe any changes to the Lo phase domains shape and
circularity as a function of salt concentration (Fig. S2†). There-
fore we conclude that the PC–PC interactions are the ones that
are most sensitive to the presence of Na+ ions. This is under-
standable – when Na+ ions bind to PC lipids, rst the electro-
static repulsion between the headgroups is screened by the Na+

ions and second, the van der Waals interactions between
hydrophobic tails increase,28,29 altogether making the PC–PC
interactions more favourable. Our observations are consistent
with the general understanding that the increase in NaCl
concentration leads to a decrease of the area per lipid, both in
case of saturated and unsaturated lipids. This conclusion
comes from experimental10,30,31 and theoretical works,10,31–35 for
saturated,36 partially saturated,32,33 and unsaturated lipids.31,35,37

Usingmolecular dynamics simulations Böckmann et al. showed
that the area per POPC (unsaturated lipid) decreases from 0.655
± 0.011 nm2 in the absence of NaCl to 0.625 ± 0.011 nm2 at
50 mM, and nally to 0.606 ± 0.009 nm2 at 220 mM of NaCl,10

consistent with other works on POPC membranes.32,33 A similar
trend was observed for unsaturated DOPC lipid bilayers.35,37

These ndings were corroborated experimentally using small
angle X-ray diffraction (SAXD)30 and heat capacity measure-
ments10 on POPC bilayer, as well as more recent uorescence
correlation spectroscopy measurements on DOPC
membranes.31 In parallel, thickening of the POPC bilayer by 1.1
Å and 2.2 Å was observed with the addition of 50 mM and
220 mM NaCl respectively.36 These observations are generally
attributed to the reduction of electrostatic repulsion between
the lipid head groups, which leads to more favourable interac-
tions between the PC lipids (PC–PC affinity increases) and
consequently to the enhancement in phase separation. The
decrease in area per lipid and thickening of the membrane is
associated with the tighter packing of lipids within the Ld phase
and potentially could lead to a displacement of cholesterol
molecules and to a change in cholesterol partitioning. To verify
this hypothesis we performed additional experiment using u-
orescently labeled cholesterol (TopFluor cholesterol) as a func-
tion of NaCl concentration (see Fig. S3A and B† for
representative confocal images). We found that there is a small
decrease, on the order of ∼8–10% (see Fig. S3C†), in partition-
ing of cholesterol in the Ld phase when increasing NaCl content.
The observed decrease in cholesterol partitioning is fully
consistent with the decrease in area per lipid and thickening of
the membrane and thus somewhat tighter packing of lipids
within the Ld phase with increasing NaCl content in the
membrane hydration buffer.

It is clear that in water-rich conditions Na+ ions modulate
phase separation in lipid bilayers. The question arises whether
Na+ ions have the same ability when hydration conditions are
altered. To this end, SLBs with varying NaCl concentration were
imaged aer removing bulk buffer and equilibrating them to
relative humidity (RH) of 85% (see Experimental section in
ESI†). In such conditions only a single hydration layer around
lipid headgroups is present, comprising of about 12 water
molecules coordinated by a single PC lipid.16,38,39 No structural
changes were observed for the SLBs prepared in buffer solutions

of different salt concentrations apart from domain size varia-
tion similar to that observed for fully hydrated membranes
(Fig. S4†). We note, however, that mechanical stability was lower
for dehydrated membranes prepared in buffer with low Na+

content (see ESI, Note 1†).

Impact of Na+ ions on the dynamics of lipids in SLBs

Given that structure of membranes and affinity for phase
separation is strongly altered by the presence of Na+ it is ex-
pected that it may also have a prominent effect on the lateral
dynamics of lipids within the membrane. In earlier FCS studies
on fully hydrated, single phase POPC bilayers slowing down of
lipid mobility was observed with increasing NaCl concentra-
tion.10 On the other hand, MD simulations of lipid–ion inter-
actions in POPE bilayers suggested that presence of cations
leads to the decrease inmembrane uidity, likely due to the ion-
induced lipid dehydration.11 Despite a few studies investigating
the role of ions affecting lipid mobility at fully hydrated
conditions, the inuence of ions on lipid mobility at lower
hydration conditions has so far remained unexplored. We thus
examined the dynamics of the Ld phase lipids both in fully
hydrated and in dehydrated phase-separated membranes.
Exemplary FRAP traces are shown in Fig. 2A. For fully hydrated
membrane, the diffusion coefficient (D) remained similar
within the error bars (conrmed by the statistical analysis – t-
test) – it varied in the range of 2.3–2.8 mm2 s−1 for SLBs prepared
in Milli-Q water to 10 mMHEPES–150 mMNaCl buffer. Only for
1.5 M NaCl D was reduced by about 30% of the average value for
other buffer compositions, which could be explained by Na+–
lipids complexations in the presence of excess NaCl.10 The
mobile fraction was high (>90%) and did not change with NaCl
concentration (Fig. 2C, magenta squares).

While for fully hydrated membranes in the presence of Na+

ions lipid mobility is hardly affected, for dehydrated
membranes the picture is drastically different. The membranes
prepared in different buffers were exposed to and carefully
equilibrated with the environment of high relative humidity
(∼85%). Remarkably, in the absence of Na+ ions lipids become
nearly immobile, D reaches very low value of <0.2 mm2 s−1

(Fig. 2B, green circles). Similarly, Ld lipids exhibit very little
mobility in the membrane exposed to buffer containing low (5
mM) concentration of NaCl. However, for the membranes
exposed to higher NaCl concentrations ($20 mM), lipid
mobility is signicantly higher reaching value of about 1.5 mm2

s−1 (vs. ∼2.5 mm2 s−1 observed in fully hydrated membranes). A
similar trend is observed for the mobile fractions (Fig. 2C, green
circles). For the membranes containing little or no NaCl, mobile
fractions (MF) are considerably lower (MF ∼ 45%) than for the
membranes containing more NaCl (MF > 80%). Here we recall
that PC lipids exposed to high RH, close to 100%, are hydrated
with a single hydration shell containing about 12 water mole-
cules.29,30,36 For the membranes equilibrated with the RH of
85%, this hydration shell starts to be affected and becomes
unstable.16 Based on the changes of D, it is evident that as soon
as bulk hydration is removed and the rst hydration shell starts
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to disintegrate, the presence of Na+ ions is crucial for the lipids
to maintain their mobility.

To underpin the key role of Na+ in promoting the lipid
mobility aer bulk dehydration, an SLB prepared in 10 mM
HEPES buffer was dehydrated to 85% RH followed by 6 h of
purging of wet N2 gas through a buffer solution containing

150 mM NaCl. The wet N2 gas contains tiny droplets of the
buffer, which over time blend with the hydration layer of the
membrane. While initially lipids in the SLB exhibited no
mobility, aer 6 h of purging with the N2 rich in buffer aerosol,
a clear difference in the uorescence recovery (Fig. 3A) was
observed with an increase of D from 0.03 ± 0.03 mm2 s−1 to 0.24
± 0.07 mm2 s−1. It may seem that the sole presence of Na+ ions is
sufficient for the lipids to maintain their lateral mobility in
water scarcity conditions. To verify such a possibility we deter-
mined the diffusion coefficients at varyingmembrane hydration
levels for SLBs prepared in HEPES buffer with an addition of
50 mM, 150 mM and 1.5 M of NaCl. Fig. 3B shows the extracted
diffusion coefficients as a function of membrane hydration
level. Interestingly, the change of D follows the same trend,
irrespective of the salt concentration. D drops abruptly at the
initial stages of dehydration and then below approximately 50%
RH it remains largely unchanged. The gradual disintegration of
the lipid hydration shell leads to a sharp decline in the lateral
diffusion coefficient of PC lipids, underlining that the presence
of the hydration shell is absolutely necessary for the lipids to
maintain their mobility at mild dehydration conditions, in
agreement with our previous work.16 However, this experiment
unambiguously shows that Na+ ions alone cannot facilitate lipid
mobility once dehydration progresses. Instead, Na+ ions and
water molecules need to work in tandem to support lipid
mobility when the membrane is subjected to mild dehydration.

To clear up the molecular picture and to nd an explanation
for the extraordinary ability of Na+ ions to shape lipid mobility
aer dehydration, it is important to understand how various
ions bind to PC lipids. Based on the different MD simulation
studies, it is generally accepted that Na+ ions can penetrate
bilayer interfacial region and localize in the vicinity of the
phosphate and carbonyl oxygens of the PC headgroup.35,40

Consequently, Na+ as well as phosphate and/or carbonyl
oxygens become partially dehydrated. According to the free
energy of ion binding calculations, the most stable state for Na+

in the vicinity of a fully hydrated lipid bilayer, is to be fully
hydrated in bulk water with a hydration coordination number of
5.41 However, Na+ can also attach to 4 water molecules and one
lipid oxygen with energy higher by only 1–2 kcal mol−1 (Fig. 4B).

Fig. 2 (A) FRAP traces for membrane in full hydration state and for membranes equilibrated to 85% RH. Diffusion coefficient (B) and mobile
fraction (C) of Ld phase lipids at fully hydrated condition and at 85% RH condition for SLBs prepared in HEPES buffers of different NaCl
concentrations. Each data point is an average of at least 10 values obtained from each of minimum two samples. The error bars denote the
standard deviation of an average value.

Fig. 3 (A) FRAP traces for partially dehydrated SLB prepared in HEPES
buffer and subsequently purged with wet N2 gas enriched with NaCl.
(B) Diffusion coefficients of Ld phase lipids at different hydration
conditions for SLBs prepared in HEPES buffer with the addition of
50 mM (red), 150 mM (blue) and 1.5 M of NaCl (green). Each data point
is an average of at least 6 FRAP traces at different areas of one sample
for each buffer composition. The error bars represent the standard
deviation of the data. The D values for SLB prepared in Milli-Q water at
fully hydrated condition and at 85% RH (highlighted by black arrows)
are shown by black circles for comparison.
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Thus, there is little energetic penalty for the Na+ ions to be (at
least partially) dehydrated. Considering other local minima of
ion binding free energy, Na+ ions bound to lipid bilayer can
coordinate up to 5–6 oxygen atoms, 1–3 from phosphate/
carbonyl oxygen atoms from same or neighbouring lipid
molecules and the rest (2–4) of the coordination is lled by
water molecules. In fully hydrated conditions, the binding of
the Na+ ions with PC is in a dynamic equilibrium with
a maximum residence time of 10−4 s at the polar group.42 This
could explain the fact that at fully hydrated condition, water
plays the main role in shaping the lipid mobility with a little or
no change in D upon a moderate increase in Na+ concentration.
On the other hand, upon removal of the bulk water due to the
unavailability of excess water the binding probability of Na+ to
the lipids and the residence time of Na+ at the bilayer interface
will increase. In order to keep the free energy of binding lowest,
Na+ ion bound to phosphate oxygen (OP) will preferably coor-
dinate 2–5 water molecules to fulll its coordination instead of
binding with other lipid oxygens. Further membrane dehydra-
tion leads to increased coordination of Na+ by lipids' oxygens.

It is widely accepted that for zwitterionic PC lipids, the rst
hydration shell around the phosphocholine moiety, contains
∼6–7 water molecules.16 This hydration shell is oen referred to
as water clathrate cage/structure. However, given its highly
dynamic nature it should be viewed rather as a uid hydration
shell. This hydration layer is held in place through OP–H2O H-
bonds and van der Waals interactions.29 The water molecules
attached to OP-bound Na+ ion, being polarized and slower,43

also bind to other water molecules through H-bonds. Thus, with
the introduction of coulombic interactions between OP–Na

+–

H2O, together with the OP–H2O and H2O–H2O hydrogen bonds,
the PC–Na+–water clathrate complex becomes stronger than
simple PC–water clathrate complex. In other words, sodium
ions strengthen and stabilise the hydration structure around
the PC moiety, preventing immediate disintegration of this
hydration shell upon bulk dehydration (Fig. 4A). As the
membrane becomes dehydrated further, coulombic interac-
tions between lipids, Na+ ions and water molecules fail in sta-
bilising the hydration layer leading to a sharp decline in lipid
mobility. The same trajectory of changes in D, regardless of Na+

concentration, highlights that the role of Na+ ions is only
related to holding the adequate number of water molecules
around the phosphocholine group, but not controlling the lipid
mobility directly. Consequently, Na+ ions themselves do not
promote lipid mobility at very low hydration conditions (#50%
RH). Hence, it has to be emphasized that it is not just Na+ ions
that maintain lipid mobility aer the removal of bulk water but
the perfect balance between sodium and hydration play the key
role. Both sodium and water molecules complement each other
to promote lipid mobility aer the removal of the outer hydra-
tion layer of the lipids. On the other hand, in the absence of Na+

ions, the hydration structure, bound by only weak van derWaals
interactions and H-bonds, falls apart already aer the removal
of bulk water, resulting in very low lipid mobility at 85% RH
(Fig. 4A).

Impact of Ca2+, Mg2+ and K+ ions on the dynamics of lipids in
SLBs

An additional reason for high mobility at ∼85% RH could be
that the presence of ions polarizes the water around the lipid
headgroups, which in turn shields the electrostatic repulsion
between adjacent lipids better. Naturally, in that case, divalent
ions, due to higher charge density, should be more efficient in
supporting lipid mobility aer dehydration. To verify this
possibility, we measured the lateral diffusion of lipids at fully
hydrated and dehydrated conditions for SLBs prepared in
10 mM HEPES buffer containing 150 mM of CaCl2. Ca2+ is
a divalent ion but has a very similar ionic radius to Na+. The
average domain size in the SLB prepared in buffer containing
150 mM of CaCl2 was 0.82 ± 0.13 mm2, which is smaller
(approximately by a factor of 2) than the average domain size in
SLB prepared with 150 mM of NaCl (Fig. S5†).

The D value at fully hydrated condition was found to be 1.18
± 0.22 mm2 s−1, which is around half of the D observed for the
same concentration of Na+ ions. Consistently, the mobile frac-
tion was also slightly lower (∼85%) than that in the presence of
NaCl. Strikingly, aer the removal of bulk water, lipid mobility
was almost ceased already at 85% RH (D = 0.11 ± 0.08 mm2 s−1,
∼10 times drop), similar to the SLB hydrated with Milli-Q water
(Fig. 5). This indicates that Ca2+ ions are unable to contribute to

Fig. 4 (A) Illustrative pictures of the hydration structures of PC headgroups equilibrated to 85% RH after removal of bulk water in the absence of
ions as well as in the presence of Na+ and Ca2+ ions, (B) comparative, simplified schematic diagram of free energies of ion hydration for different
coordination scenarios (by water molecules and lipid oxygens) for Na+ and Ca2+ ion. The scheme is based on the MD simulations data of free
energies for Na+ and Ca2+ ions at various lipid and water coordination by Yang et al.41
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the stabilisation of the hydration layer around lipid head-
groups. Previous studies showed that the binding constant of
Ca2+ to the membrane is much higher than for Na+ and that
Ca2+ preferentially binds to the lipid oxygens rather than to
water molecules, leading to dehydration of the phosphate
region.14 Similar conclusions have been reached in infrared
studies on bulk lipid paste in different hydration conditions
and containing various ions.44 Recent MD simulations showed
that the lowest free energy state for Ca2+ is when it binds to 4
lipid oxygen and 2 water molecules to have its coordination
number of 6 lled (see Fig. 4B).41 The other energy minima, 2–
4 kcal mol−1 higher in energy than the global minimum,
correspond to binding with 3–5 lipid oxygens with total coor-
dination number 4–6, leaving the number of water molecules
attached to Ca2+ close to 0. This in return leads to destabilisa-
tion of the complex hydration structure, which can no longer
anchor to the phosphate oxygens. Hence, it is of no surprise that
in the presence of Ca2+ ions the hydration shell disintegrates
immediately aer bulk water removal causing very low lipid
mobility already at 85% RH. Moreover, preferential binding of
Ca2+ to phosphate and carbonyl oxygens of lipids promotes the
formation of Ca2+ complex with more than one lipid,7,45,46 which
also explains the lower (approximately 2-fold) diffusion coeffi-
cient in the presence of 150 mM of Ca2+, already in full hydra-
tion conditions. Last but not least, the divergent action of CaCl2
with respect to NaCl also conrms that Cl− has no noticeable
effect on the dynamics of the membrane constituents, in
agreement with the MD simulation, which showed that Cl−

being larger in size mostly resides in the bulk water.40

Evidently, strengthening of lipid hydration structure in the
presence of Na+ is not related directly to the size or charge of the
cation, but it is the hydration energy and the lipid binding
energy of these ions that play the key role here. To further
corroborate this conclusion we measured D of Ld lipids in
membranes hydrated with the buffer containing another two

biologically relevant ions K+ and Mg2+ (10 mM HEPES–150 mM
KCl and 10 mM HEPES–10 mM MgCl2), but for which very
different hydration energies have been reported (for represen-
tative confocal images of thesemembranes see Fig. S5†). K+ ions
have similar hydration energy and lipid binding affinity as Na+

ions,41 thus one could expect that the lipid diffusion could also
be promoted by the presence of K+. On contrary, for Mg2+, which
has very high energy barrier (>25 kcal) to bind with a single lipid
oxygen in transition from the fully hydrated state (in compar-
ison to only 1–2 kcal energy barrier in case of Na+ and K+), one
would expect similar behavior as for Ca2+ or for the membrane
with no salt present in the buffer, that is low lipid mobility in
the absence of bulk water. The experimental data fully conrm
these expectations – aer the removal of bulk water in the
presence of K+ lipid mobility was mere ∼1.5 times lower,
whereas for Mg2+ over 10 times lower diffusion coefficient was
measured (Fig. 5). Clearly, K+ has similar effect on the lipid
mobility upon membrane dehydration as Na+, whereas the
activity of Mg2+ resembles that of Ca2+. It should be noted that
though in the presence of divalent cations Ca2+ and Mg2+ lipid
diffusion drops down to a very low value upon removal of bulk
water, the underlying mechanism of action is likely different.
Mg2+ does not bind to the membrane lipids, thus it neither
stabilize nor disrupt the lipid hydration shell. On the other
hand, Ca2+ having stronger lipid oxygen binding affinity than to
water molecules, it destabilizes the lipid hydration structure.
Altogether our observations conrm the importance of the free
energy difference between the lipid-bound states and fully
water-coordinated state of the investigated cations in deter-
mining the ability to support lipid mobility at reduced hydra-
tion conditions. We note here, that at fully hydrated conditions,
lipid mobility was found to be consistently smaller in the
presence of KCl, MgCl2 and CaCl2 (∼1.3 mm2 s−1) compared to
NaCl (2.3 mm2 s−1), however the origin of this difference is
unclear.

Furthermore, it is interesting to address how Lo phase lipid
mobility is affected in the presence of various cations. Therefore
we determined the mobility of lipids in single (Lo) phase SLBs
composed of 1 : 1 SM/cholesterol and with the addition of
uorescent lipid analogue NBD–DPPE. The experiments were
performed in the presence of 10 mM HEPES–150 mM NaCl and
10 mM HEPES–150 mM CaCl2 since Na+ and Ca2+ showed very
different effect on the lipid mobility in case of the Ld phase. At
fully hydrated conditions, both for Na+ and Ca2+ present in the
buffer the D values were very similar (∼0.18 mm2 s−1) and fully
consistent with the typical values obtained for the Lo phase
lipids.16,47 Aer removal of bulk water, unlike what was observed
for the Ld phase, in the presence of NaCl lipid diffusion ceases
indicating that even Na+ can not assist in maintaining lipid
mobility in the Lo phase. The relative (full hydration vs. 85%
RH) large decrease (∼9-fold) in diffusion coefficient is very
similar for both Na+ and Ca2+ (Fig. S6†). This experimental
observation is understandable and corroborates the MD simu-
lation nding – the Na+ ion binding to the more densely packed
Lo phase is much less probable than it is to the loosely packed
Ld phase.26

Fig. 5 Comparison of D values of Ld phase lipids for 10 mM HEPES
buffer containing 150 mM of NaCl, KCl, MgCl2 and CaCl2 for fully
hydrated SLBs and equilibrated to 85% RH. Each bar represent the
average D value over at least 6 FRAP traces acquired from each of
minimum three samples for each buffer and hydration conditions. The
error bars denote the standard deviations of the obtained D values.
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Conclusions

In summary, we demonstrated that the cooperativity between
water and specic ions (sodium and potassium) is an essential
factor that controls lipid mobility in membranes under water
depletion conditions. Na+ ions reveal their importance already
in fully hydrated membranes, in which the extent of phase
separation increases signicantly with an increase of Na+

concentration. At the same time, in these conditions, Na+ ions
have hardly any effect on the mobility of lipids. In stark
contrast, the true capabilities of Na+ ions are revealed upon
membrane dehydration, when they actively penetrate the inter-
lipid headgroup region. There, both Na+ and K+ ions act to
stabilise the hydration shell structure around the lipid head-
groups, thereby facilitating lipid diffusion. However, we
emphasize that the ability of these cations to promote lipid
dynamics aer membrane dehydration does not nullify the
principal role of water in supporting lipid mobility. At very low
hydration conditions, where not enough water molecules are
present to form the hydration layer, Na+ and K+ ions alone fail to
retain lipid mobility even at high concentration. Clearly, it is
a cooperative effect, in which down to a certain dehydration
level water and Na+/K+ ions work in a concerted manner in
promoting lipid diffusion. The uniqueness of these monovalent
cations is evident when compared to the activity of divalent Ca2+

or Mg2+ cations. Ca2+ despite having similar ionic radius to Na+,
has the tendency to destabilise the hydration structure around
the lipid headgroups due to its greater binding affinity to lipid
oxygens than to remnant water molecules. Mg2+ ions on the
other hand prefer to be fully hydrated by water and need to
overcome a very high energy barrier in order to bind to the
lipids. Consequently, in the presence of Ca2+ or Mg2+ lipid
mobility drops to very low values upon membrane dehydration.
We can thus conclude that while Na+ and K+ promote uidity of
the membrane when its hydration layer is perturbed, Ca2+ or
Mg2+ rather lead to gelication (in terms of mobility) of the
membrane. Importantly, confronting the activity of the studied
cations it is evident that it is not the charge or the ability to
polarise the local environment but purely the competition
between ion hydration and ion binding to lipid oxygens that
cause such a divergent activity of various cations.

This work unveils the important and unique role of specic
cations in modulating the membrane structure as well as lipid
dynamics and emphasizes the importance of local ion compo-
sition and concentration for membrane biophysical homeo-
stasis. Numerous reports underpin the importance of ions in
various biological cell fusion events such as during viral entry,
neurotransmission or fertilisation, processes where two
merging lipid bilayers undergo transient membrane dehydra-
tion.24 Specically, it has been proposed that the presence of
NaCl promotes fusion of E. coli membranes and the local
aggregation of the bacterial potassium channel KcsA.48 This was
ascribed to Na+-induced lowering of hydration repulsive forces
and modulation of the local water structure. Recently it was
reported that the infection by bunyavirus depends on the local
ion composition. It was shown that viral spike–membrane

interactions are enhanced in the presence of locally elevated K+

concentration.49 On the other hand, the presence of Ca2+ ions is
known to be one of the important factors in neurotransmission
events, where also transient dehydration occurs during
membrane fusion.50 It is thus feasible that depending on the
particular mechanism underlying the fusion process it may
involve either maintenance or a local decrease in membrane
uidity.

Our ndings have also important implications for biological
systems where water activity can be very low such as in cyto-
plasm moieties for instance Golgi apparatus or the intracellular
leaet of the membrane, which interacts strongly with the
cortical actin. Another example, where low hydration is
accompanied by high ion concentrations is the case of
amphibian oocytes, where the cytoplasm contains approxi-
mately half of the water content compared to the nucleus,
whereas the Na+ concentration is 5–10 times higher than in the
cytoplasm.51

Thus overall, the presented results provide important
implications and new molecular-level perspective for reviewing
biochemical processes involving biomembranes subjected to
transient dehydration. Yet, the challenge remains in being able
to monitor locally hydration, ion composition, and lipid
membrane properties in living cells.
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Experimental procedures 

Materials: 1,2-Dimyristoleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (14:1 PC), egg yolk sphingomyelin (SM), and cholesterol were 

purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids, Alabaster, AL, USA. 1,2-dioleoyl-snglycero-3-phosphoethanolamine labeled with Atto 633 

(DOPE-Atto 633), 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)piperazine-1-ethanesulfonic acid (HEPES), sodium chloride (NaCl), calcium chloride 

(CaCl2), Magnesium chloride (MgCl2), potassium chloride (KCl), 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3- phosphoethanolamine-N-(7-nitro-

2−1,3-benzoxadiazol-4-yl)-ammonium salt (18:1 NBD DOPE), 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-(7-nitro-

2-1,3-benzoxadiazol-4-yl)-ammonium salt (16:0 NBD DPPE), TopFluor cholesterol and chloroform (HPLC grade) were 

purchased from Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany. All the materials were used without further purification.  

 

Vesicle Preparation: Vesicle deposition method following a formerly established protocol with suitable adaptations was used 

to prepare SLBs1. 14:1 PC, SM, and cholesterol were mixed at a molar ratio 1:1:1 with an appropriate fluorescent label (0.5 

mol% of NBD-PE or 0.1 mol% of TopFluor cholesterol) in chloroform solution. The chloroform was evaporated by blowing 

nitrogen gas and to ensure complete removal of the solvent, the dried thin film of lipids deposited on the bottom of the vial 

was desiccated under vacuum for at least 2 h. The lipids were dissolved in an approapriate buffer solution (pH adjusted to 

7.4) to form multilamellar vesicles (MLVs) of overall 10 mM lipid concentration and were heated to 60°C on a hot plate and 

vortexed for a few cycles to obtain a completely homogeneous aqueous solution of lipids. The MLV suspension was 

distributed as aliquots into sterilized glass vials and those were stored at −20 °C for further use.  

 

Preparation of SLBs of varying salt concentration: HEPES buffers of varying Na+ ion concentrations were prepared by adding 

suitable amounts of NaCl salt with HEPES in fresh Milli Q water. Buffer solutions containing 5 mM, 20 mM, 50 mM, 150 mM 

and 1.5 M NaCl with 10 mM HEPES were used to investigate the effect of sodium ions on SLBs. Additionally, fresh Milli Q 

water, 10 mM HEPES buffer, 150 mM NaCl solution in fresh Milli Q water as well as 10 mM HEPES buffer solutions with 150 

mM CaCl2, MgCl2 and KCl were also used. The pH of the buffer solutions was around 5.2 naturally after disolving HEPES to 

fresh Milli Q water. The pH was not adjusted to the biological pH range (pH ~7.4) to refrain from altering the sodium ion 

concentration by adding excess NaOH. Another reason was to keep the pH comparable to the pH of Milli Q water, which 

came down to around 5.5 soon after the collection due to absorption of atmospheric CO2. The frozen 10 mM MLV aliquots 

were thawed and diluted 10 times (final concentration of lipids 1 mM) using a suitable water/ buffer solution with desired 

salt concentration. These cloudy MLV suspensions were bath-sonicated for 10 mins to generate a clear solution of small 

unilamellar vesicles (SUVs). A half-cut Eppendorf tube was placed on a coverslip with a freshly cleaved mica sheet glued on it 

by UV-activated glue (Norland 68) and was sealed with silicone. At room temperature, 100 µL of SUVs solution in the desired 

buffer was deposited on the mica followed by immediate addition of 2 µL of 0.1 M CaCl2 solution. 400 µL of Milli Q water or 

buffer solution of desired salt concentration was added to it after around 30 sec and then the sample was incubated for 30 

minutes. The bilayer was rinsed with total of 20 mL of specific buffer solution to eliminate excess unburst vesicles. The 

Eppendorf tube reservoir was fully filled with desired buffer solution and sealed with a glass coverslip and silicone to prepare 

a fully hydrated sample. 

 

Preparation of SLBs of different hydration states: The SLBs were dehydrated by the removal of bulk water/buffer solution 

using pipette and immediate purging with nitrogen gas using our home-built humidity control setup by the method of slow 

and gradual decrease of the relative humidity2. SLBs were equilibrated for about 10 mins to 85%, 70%, 50%, 30% and 3% RH 

before FRAP measurements were performed. 
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Fluorescence Microscopy and FRAP: Fluorescence imaging and FRAP experiments were performed on SLBs in buffer with 

varying salt concentrations using an upright Zeiss LSM 710 (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany) microscope with 100x, 1.3 NA oil 

immersion objective. Fluorescent dyes NBD-DOPE, NBD-DPPE and TopFluor cholesterol were excited by laser of wavelength 

488 nm. Confocal imaging and FRAP experiments were performed on at least three samples of each salt concentration at 

fully hydrated condition to obtain the average domain size and diffusion coefficient. Minimum 10 different, 50x50 µm areas 

were imaged for each sample for domain size determination. The original confocal images were converted to 8-bit black and 

white binary images. Domains were identified by adjusting the threshold of contrast, and the domain sizes were obtained 

using the ImageJ software3.  

FRAP experiments were performed on at least 6 different, 50 µm × 50 µm areas of each hydrated and dehydrated sample by 

bleaching a circular spot of 10 µm diameter. Diffusion coefficients of lipids were quantified by fitting the fluorescence 

recovery curves assuming free Brownian lateral diffusion of lipid molecules in the membrane using modified Soumpasis 

formula4: 

 

𝑓ሺ𝑡ሻ = 𝑎 ∙ 𝑒
2𝜏𝐷
𝑡 ቆ𝐼0 ൬

2𝜏𝐷
𝑡
൰ + 𝐼1 ൬

2𝜏𝐷
𝑡
൰ቇ (1) 

 
where 

𝜏𝐷 =
𝑤2

4𝐷
 (2) 

 
 

where 𝑎 is an amplitude of the fitted recovery curve, 𝑏 is the fluorescence intensity remaining after photobleaching, 𝑤 is 

the radius of the bleached area, and 𝐼0ሺ𝑡ሻ and 𝐼1ሺ𝑡ሻ are modified Bessel functions. Intensity of the bleached spot was 

normalized with respect to the reference intensity signal of the whole image excluding a circular area around the bleached 

spot with radius 2𝑤. 

 

Results and Discussion 

 

 

Supplementary Note 1 
 

Preparation of SLBs in buffer conditions depleted in ions and control over their hydration state do not pose major difficulties. 

At the same time it should be noted that membrane preservation after dehydration appeared to be more difficult for SLBs 

with lower salt concentrations. Often, in large area of the sample, a dense layer of aggregates was observed on top of the 
membrane and membrane coverage of the solid support (mica) was lower. This suggests decreased mechanical stability of 

the membrane in the absence (or low content) of ions. This observation is consistent with previous atomic force microscopy, 

transmission IR and force  spectroscopy studies, which showed that presence of ions leads to an increase of the mechanical 

strength of SLBs. This has been ascribed to the decrease in intermolecular distances due to screening of polar head groups 
and enhancement of the order of hydrocarbon tails in presence of various cations5,6. 
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Figure S1. Average domain area (A) and total Lo phase area % i.e. percentage of area of the Lo phase with respect to the area 
of the entire image (B) before (0), immediately after (1) and 20 hours after (2) replacing Milli Q water with 10 mM HEPES 150 
mM NaCl buffer (blue and cyan in panel A and B, respectively) in comparison to control experiments with no buffer change 
(grey and purple in panel A and B, respectively). Clearly, upon buffer exchange, the average domain area and total Lo phase 
area % increase, whereas SLBs left in Milli Q water did not show any significant change of the average domain area or the 
total Lo phase area %. 

 
Figure S2. Circularity parameter, which is indicative of line tension along the domain boundary, as a function of SLB buffer 
composition. The domain circularity was determined using FIJI (ImageJ) software from minimum 10 confocal images from 
each of at least three SLBs prepared at each buffer composition1. The error bars stand for the standard deviations calculated 
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from the circularity values for all images at a particular buffer composition. No significant changes were observed when 
changing buffer composition, indicating that the PC-SM interactions do not get significantly affected by the addition of NaCl 
salt.  

 

Figure S3. Phase separated SLBs with fluorescently labeled cholesterol analog (TopFluor cholesterol) were imaged in 10 mM 
HEPES buffer containing 0 mM, 150 mM and 1.5 M of NaCl. The fraction of cholesterol in the Ld phase was calculated as 
𝐼𝐿𝑑 ሺ𝐼𝐿𝑑 + 𝐼𝐿𝑜ሻΤ , where 𝐼𝐿𝑑and 𝐼𝐿𝑜are the intensity in Ld and Lo phase, respectively. Minimum 5 Ld and 5 Lo phase areas from 

at least 5 images for each buffer composition were analysed using FIJI (Imagej) software3. The error bars represent the 
standard deviation of the calculated fractions. Statistical analysis (t- test) confirms that the calculated Ld fractions for different 
buffer compositions are significantly different. 

 

Figure S4. Confocal images of SLBs prepared in 10 mM HEPES buffer with 1.5 M NaCl (left) and without NaCl (right) after 
removal of bulk water and equilibration to 85% relative humidity (RH). The Lo domain size is bigger at higher NaCl 
concentration. No other structural changes were observed after removal of bulk water, except the variation in domain size, 
analogously to fully hydrated membranes in different buffer conditions. 

Figure S5. Representative fluorescence image of the fully hydrated, phase-separated SLBs prepared in the presence of 10 
mM HEPES 150 mM CaCl2, 10 mM HEPES 150 mM MgCl2 and 10 mM HEPES 150 mM KCl buffer. 
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Figure S6. The average diffusion coefficient (D) values for 1:1 egg SM/cholesterol Lo phase SLBs in the presence of 10 mM 
HEPES buffer with addition of 150 mM NaCl or 150 mM CaCl2 (B) in comparison to the Ld phase (A) at fully hydrated condition 
and at 85% RH.  
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Chapter 10

Phospholipids undergo anomalous
sub-diffusion at reduced hydration
conditions in model membranes

10.1 Abstract

Figure 10.1: A schematic representation of the
main findings from the experiments presented in
this chapter.

Lipid diffusion plays a central role in
shaping the structural reorganization of the
cell membrane, maintaining lipid homeosta-
sis, and helping in cellular transport and
signalling. Lateral mobility of phospho-
lipids in membranes was shown to be highly
dependent on their local hydration level.
Moreover, the activation energy of diffusion
increases at reduced hydration conditions,
suggesting that the underlying mechanism
of diffusion changes upon membrane dehy-
dration. Using two variants of fluorescence
correlation spectroscopy (point FCS and
scanning FCS) and two benchmark dyes,
I show that after the removal of bulk wa-
ter, the mechanism of the lipid diffusion in
the phase-separated biomimetic cell mem-
brane is altered and lipids undergo anoma-
lous sub-diffusion instead of free Brownian
motion. I propose that dehydration leads to the formation of temporarily immobile lipid
pockets in the membrane that underline the anomaly of lipid diffusion. Thus, these results
provide important insights into the mechanism of lipid diffusion in membranes undergo-
ing local and transient dehydration, which is an important intermediate step of various
biological processes, e.g. neurotransmission, fertilization or viral entry.

10.2 Introduction

Lateral diffusion of lipids is a fundamental process that leads to continuous reorga-
nization of cell membrane components and modulates membranes’ structural flexibility.
Due to its immense importance in, for example, cell signalling, membrane trafficking and
structural reorganization, lipid dynamics has been broadly studied in cellular as well as
model membrane systems[134, 135]. Lipid dynamics can be affected by various physico-
chemical parameters - lipid composition, fluidity, viscosity, presence of nano-hindrance and
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compartmentalization, to mention a few[137]. It has been reported that the diffusion co-
efficients of lipids and proteins in cells are significantly lower than those observed in a
model system[148, 146]. Moreover, the lateral diffusion of membrane constituents in cel-
lular systems does not always show free diffusion, but often time-dependent mean square
displacement (MSD) is observed, where MSD is proportional to tα, with α <1[152, 153].
Such diffusion processes are termed as anomalous sub-diffusion and α is the anomaly pa-
rameter. The general reason of this anomaly of lipid diffusivity is believed to be the highly
complex microenvironment that lipids experience in the plasma membrane. The presence
of slow-moving obstacles, impermeable domains, transient immobilization, interaction with
the cytoskeleton, compartmentalization etc. are commonly attributed to the anomaly of
lipid dynamics, although all the possible influencing factors are still not clear[213, 150, 151].

To investigate the lateral diffusion of lipids fluorescence-based optical microscopy tech-
niques, such as FCS, FRAP and SPT are typically deployed, as discussed in chapter 5[214].
FCS and SPT are particularly useful for recognizing and understanding the anomalous
sub-diffusion of lipids and proteins. Information about both D and α can be obtained by
constant monitoring of the fluorescence fluctuations of particles in the microscope observa-
tion volume or over a line of a few micrometers in length, for point FCS and scanning FCS
(s-FCS), respectively, followed by appropriate modelling of the auto-correlation curves. In
case of SPT, the labelled fluorophore is monitored over time at a single molecule level,
providing detailed information about the time dependence of the moving particle. Both
of these techniques can precisely distinguish Brownian and non-Brownian (anomalous sub-
diffusion) motions in cellular as well as in model membrane systems[181, 215, 216].

Biomimetic model membrane systems, such as SLBs, have been widely exploited to
study the anomalous diffusion behavior of lipids and to understand its plausible origins[215,
217, 143, 218]. FCS combined with stimulated emission depletion microscopy (STED-FCS)
revealed that in phase-separated SLBs on mica lipids in both Lo and Ld phase move freely,
whereas in SLBs on glass, they showed anomalous sub-diffusion[186]. Moreover, intro-
ducing heterogeneities in a form of different lipid phases with varying lipid composition
or membrane associated proteins, has been observed to cause anomaly in lipid lateral
diffusion[151, 215, 219]. Similar results were obtained from molecular dynamics (MD) sim-
ulations. Anomalous sub-diffusion of lipid binding Pleckstrin homology (PH) domains was
reported in phosphatidyl-inositol phosphate (PIP) containing lipid bilayer[138]. System-
atic MD simulation studies on membranes of varying lipid composition showed that lipid
sub-diffusion is dependent on lipid chemistry, phase and the presence of cholesterol in the
membrane[220]. Using Monte Carlo simulations Nicolau et al. demonstrated the expected
extent of anomaly caused by the interactions with fixed obstacles, rafts, and collisions
with picket fence posts[150]. Simulations involving varying number and size of immobile
obstructions and different percolation thresholds have been performed and showed the
enhancement of hindered diffusion with an increase of the number and decrease in the
size of the obstructions[221]. However, in spite of extensive research on anomalous dif-
fusion in membranes caused by various compositional and mechanical factors, the effect
of physicochemical parameters, such as viscosity, temperature and in particular hydration
has remained unexplored.

Among many physicochemical parameters affecting lipid diffusion, water molecules
present near the polar head group of lipids play a crucial role in modulating the lat-
eral diffusion of lipids[212]. Intriguingly, many biochemical processes, such as cells fusion
or adsorption of macromolecules, are associated with the local and transient dehydration
of the membrane. Therefore, given its biological significance, it is crucial to gain knowl-
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edge of the precise diffusion behavior of membrane components under scarcely hydrated
conditions. Regrettably, studying the effects of local (de)hydration on the mobility of
membrane components has so far been hampered by the lack of methodology for prepar-
ing lipid membranes with a well-defined hydration conditions. In this work, employing
our recently devised strategy of slow and gradual dehydration of SLBs, I investigated the
characteristics of lateral diffusion of phospholipids in SLBs on mica substrate under lower
hydration conditions. For this purpose, I used two variants of FCS technique - point FCS
and s-FCS, to verify the consistency of the results and two benchmark fluorescent dyes
Atto-633 and Abberior STAR RED (ASR) to ensure that the results are independent of
the fluorophores used. As already discussed, FCS is an excellent tool to discern free dif-
fusion from anomalous sub-diffusion both in model membranes and in cellular systems.
Atto and abberior dyes were also proved to be perfect choices for reliable FCS experi-
ments for their photostability and high quantum yield[186]. With careful analysis of FCS
curves, I revealed that the phospholipids undergo a transition to anomalous sub-diffusion
in the absence of bulk water, and exhibit free diffusion after rehydration with bulk water.
I speculate that such anomaly is caused by the formation of transient nano-hindrance at
lower hydration conditions. This study provides deeper understanding of the lipid diffu-
sion behavior in membranes with perturbed hydration states, relevant to the biological
phenomena involving membranes’ fusion events.

10.3 Experimental section

10.3.1 Materials

1,2-Dimyristoleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (14:1 PC), egg yolk sphingomyelin (egg
SM), and cholesterol were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids, Alabaster, AL, USA. 1,2-
dioleoyl-snglycero-3-phosphoethanolamine labeled with Atto 633 (DOPE-Atto 633), Alexa
488 fluorescent dye, 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)piperazine-1-ethanesulfonic acid (HEPES), sodium
chloride (NaCl) and chloroform (HPLC grade) were purchased from Merck KGaA, Darm-
stadt, Germany. 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine (DPPE) conjugated
with the Abberior STAR RED fluorescent dye (ASR-PE) was bought from Abberior GmbH,
Göttingen, Germany. All the materials were used without further purification.

10.3.2 SLB preparation

Previously documented vesicle deposition method with the required adaptations was
used to prepare SLBs on mica substrate[222]. Chloroform solutions of 14:1 PC, egg SM, and
cholesterol at 1:1:1 molar ratio with 0.002 mol% of ASR-PE and 0.01 mol% of Atto-DOPE
were mixed separately followed by evaporation of the chloroform by blowing nitrogen gas
for at least 50 mins to guarantee complete removal of the solvent. The dried thin film
of lipids deposited on the bottom of the vial was dissolved in aqueous buffer (10 mM
HEPES and 150 mM NaCl buffer solution, pH adjusted to 7.4) to form multilamellar
vesicles (MLVs) of 10 mM lipid concentration. The MLVs suspension was vortexed well to
produce a completely homogeneous aqueous solution of lipids, diluted 10 times to obtain
1 mM final lipid concentration and then distributed as aliquots into sterilized glass vials
that were stored at −20◦ C for further use. The MLVs suspensions were bath sonicated for
10 minutes at maximum power to produce a solution of small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs).
Freshly cleaved mica was adhered to the #1.5 coverslip by UV-activated adhesive Norland
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68 and a quarter-cut Eppendorf tube was attached on top of it as a water reservoir using
silicone glue. 100 µL of SUVs solution was deposited on the mica followed by the addition
of 2 µL of 0.1 M CaCl2 solution and 400 µL of the buffer. The sample was incubated for
30 mins and then rinsed well with 10 ml of the buffer to remove unfused vesicles.

10.3.3 Preparation of SLBs with lower hydration conditions

To obtain SLBs with lower hydration, the bulk part of the buffer was removed from the
top of the SLB with a pipette and the sample was immediately purged with N2 gas of high
(>90%) relative humidity (RH). The RH of the N2 gas was monitored and controlled using
our home-build humidity control set-up[212] and gradually decreased to 80% and 70% RH,
followed by increasing back to 85% RH. SLBs were equilibrated for about 10 mins to a
particular RH% before taking the measurements. Finally, 200 µL of the buffer was added
on top of the SLB to obtain ‘bulk rehydration’ of the membrane.

10.3.4 Point and scanning FCS data acquisition and analysis

Fluorescence imaging and FCS measurements were performed on SLBs of varying hy-
dration conditions using an inverted LSM 780 (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany) microscope with
40X 1.2 NA water immersion objective with correction collar. Fluorescent dyes Atto633
and ASR were excited by He-Ne laser of wavelength 633 nm and Argon laser (488 nm)
was used for Alexa 488 dye. For both point FCS and s-FCS experiments, the pinhole was
set to be 1 airy unit. The pinhole and objective correction collar adjustments were per-
formed routinely before all FCS experiments. Calibration of the confocal volume and the
structural parameter was routinely performed using a 5 nM aqueous solution of standard
calibration dye Alexa 488 before the FCS measurements on SLBs based on the formula
τD = ω2

4D
, where τD is the diffusion time and ω is the confocal volume. The obtained τD

of Alexa 488 and its D value in aqueous solution (known from literature) are used later
to calculate the D value of the sample. Point FCS measurements were taken using the
FCS module in Zen software (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany). Each point FCS measurement
was taken for a duration of 5-10 s with 5 times repetition in a particular spot, at low laser
power (2-5 microwatts). For each hydration level, point FCS measurements were recorded
at minimum 6 different areas of the sample. The s-FCS experiments were performed in line
scan mode by continuously imaging a 2.8 µm line 100,000 times with the highest scanning
speed attained by the microscope. The line was imaged with 36 pixels and 5.64 µsec pixel
dwell, resulting in 1032 Hz scanning frequency and a total measurement time of 96 s. All
s-FCS measurements were done in photon counting mode. The point FCS correlated data
were fitted by FoCusPoint software[223]. The s-FCS data were analysed in FoCusScan
software[224], where correlation carpets were generated after reprocessing the fluorescence
fluctuations data with binning 5 and local averaging (10 s) method of photobleaching cor-
rection. The extracted correlation curves from a single carpet were averaged and then
fitted using a suitable auto correlation function model[224]. The diffusion time for lipids
obtained from the FCS data fitting was converted to diffusion coefficient using

D =
430 · τDA−488

τDsample

(10.1)

where the diffusion coefficient of Alexa dye is 430 µm2/s[225], τDA−488
is the diffusion time

of Alexa-488 dye in an aqueous solution, routinely measured during calibration procedure
prior to FCS experiments and τDsample is the diffusion time of the lipids in the sample.
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10.4 Results

In this study, deploying point and scanning FCS, I investigated the nature of lipid dy-
namics at varying hydration conditions in phase-separated SLBs of an equimolar mixture
of 14:1 PC, egg SM and cholesterol. Two standard dyes for FCS measurements, Atto-633
and ASR, conjugated with lipid analogs DOPE and DPPE, respectively, were chosen for
separate experiments to eliminate the possible influence of the fluorophore characteristics
on the lipid diffusion mechanism. In this context, it should also be noted that ASR dye
is more hydrophilic in nature compared to Atto-633 dye[186], which might result in dif-
ferences in their behavior for experiments involving dehydration. Due to the differences
in hydrophobic chain saturation and length, the so-called hydrophobic mismatch, 14:1 PC
forms highly fluid Ld phase and egg SM forms compact Lo phase with higher cholesterol
content. Atto-633 being conjugated with unsaturated lipid DOPE partitions selectively
to the Ld phase. Although linked to a saturated lipid, given the difficulties of the large
fluorophore entering compact Lo phase ASR-DPPE also gravitates toward the fluid and
less constricted Ld phase[62]. Since after dehydration the mobility in the Lo phase drops
to extremely low values[212], hampering the accurate determination of the diffusion coef-
ficient using FCS, the lipid diffusion in the Ld phase was specifically investigated in this
work.

Point FCS and s-FCS experiments were performed on SLBs at fully hydrated condition
and SLBs equilibrated to 90%, 80%, 70% RH during dehydration trajectory, to 85% RH
during rehydration and then finally SLBs experiencing bulk rehydration. The structure of
the SLBs remained unaffected on a micrometer scale (Figure10.2) upon removal of bulk
water following our slow and gradual dehydration protocol[212]. As discussed in chapter

Figure 10.2: (A) Confocal images of SLBs at varying hydration conditions.

5, FCS is highly sensitive to photobleaching of the fluorescent probes. After removal of
the bulk water both Atto-633 and ASR dyes showed significant photobleaching, though
ASR was subject to higher photobleaching than Atto-633. For Atto-633 reliable point and
scanning FCS curves could be obtained down to 70% RH. Below 70% RH, the curves took
shape indicative of huge photobleaching (Figure 10.3A-B), hindering the reliable analysis
of the FCS data. In contrast, for ASR dye, no credible point FCS curves could be obtained
after removal of bulk water due to high photobleaching during the experiment (Figure
10.3C. However, s-FCS being comparatively less sensitive to photobleaching, allowed me
to obtain reasonably good quality FCS curves for membranes with ASR down to 70% RH,
provided that appropriate photobleaching corrections were used for analysis. The increase
in photobleaching of the dyes upon dehydration could be caused by the slower diffusion of
lipids resulting in longer residence time within excitation spot . Moreover, a change in the
photophysical properties of these dyes is suspected upon dehydration due to a change of the
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polarity of their environment, an effect that needs further investigation. The photostability
and high quantum yield of ASR dye in aqueous solution is well studied and it has been
observed to be significantly more photostable than Atto dye[186]. But given the highly
hydrophilic nature of the ASR, in comparison with moderately hydrophilic Atto-633, it is
understandable that the photostability of ASR is more sensitive to changes in its hydration
than Atto-633.

Figure 10.3: Representative point FCS (A) and s-FCS (B) curves for SLBs with Atto-633-DOPE
at lower hydration conditions (<70% RH). For Atto-633, extensive photobleaching hinders the
acquisition of good-quality FCS curves below 70% RH. (C) Representative point FCS curves for
SLBs with ASR-DPPE at 90% RH. For ASR dye, photobleaching becomes prevalent just after
the removal of bulk water inhibiting the acquisition of reliable point FCS curves.

10.4.1 Point FCS measurements

FCS is based on the temporal fluorescence fluctuations at the observation spot/volume
of the microscope, caused by the movement of the fluorophores attached to the target
molecules (Figure 10.4A). In other words, the lateral diffusion is calculated based on the
similarity of the fluorescence intensity fluctuations over time. Point FCS measurements
were performed on 6 SLBs doped with Atto-633-DOPE, among which for 3 samples data
were taken for all the above mentioned RH levels and the other 3 samples were measured
only at fully hydrated conditions and 90% or 80% RH. Figure 10.4B depicts non-averaged,
normalized FCS curves for a single SLB containing Atto-633-DOPE at fully hydrated con-
dition (red), at 90% (blue) and 80% (green) RH during dehydration, and finally bulk
rehydration (magenta). The FCS curves shift to the longer diffusion time (to the right,
highlighted by blue arrow) with dehydration and return back to the shorter diffusion time
range (to the left) with rehydration, reconfirming the hydration-dependence of the lateral
diffusion of lipids, in agreement to our previous work[212]. Intriguingly, not only the diffu-
sion time, but a clear change of the shape of the FCS curve upon dehydration is observed
(highlighted by orange arrow), which is reversible with bulk rehydration. The change of
the shape of the autocorrelation curves gives first indication that the nature of the diffusion
of the lipids at perturbed hydration conditions is different than in fully hydrated mem-
brane. The obtained FCS curves for fully hydrated SLBs could be fitted well with single
component free diffusion model (Figure10.4C). However, the FCS curves for SLB after re-
moval of bulk water could not be described well with a single free diffusion model (Figure
10.4C). Consequently, for the FCS curves obtained for SLBs at reduced hydration states
we attempted to fit the data with two models, considering i) single component anomalous
diffusion and ii) two component free diffusion. In the 1st model, instead of keeping alpha
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Figure 10.4: (A) Schematic representation of the point FCS experiment on SLB. (B) Normalized
autocorrelation curves obtained from point FCS measurements on SLBs doped with Atto-633-
DOPE at fully hydrated condition (red), RH 90% (blue), RH 80% (green) and bulk rehydration
(magenta). Blue and orange arrows indicate the shift and shape change of the FCS curves upon
dehydration, respectively. (C)-(D) FCS autocorrelation curves and fitting residuals for SLBs at
fully hydrated (red) condition and equilibrated to RH 90% (blue) and RH 80% (green) fitted with
α=1 (C) and floating values of α (D) respectively. D (E) and α (F) values for Ld phase lipids at
varying hydration conditions.

constant at 1, α parameter is released, which accounts for the time-dependence of the D
value. And in the 2nd model two separate populations of freely diffusing particles are con-
sidered and their fractions are released, while α is kept constant at 1. Both free α (Figure
10.4D) and two component free diffusion (Figure 10.5) models mathematically fitted the
FCS curves well. Hence the next step was to check the credibility of the obtained D values
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in a physical sense. The D values obtained from the two component free diffusion model
did not fall within the generally accepted range of lipid diffusion times in either gel or in
fluid phase[186]. The fast component (∼25% fraction of total lipids) was shown to be 7-10
times faster than the standard lipid diffusion in the Ld phase, and the slower component
(∼75% fraction) was 5–10 times slower. Moreover, such a huge increase in D value of the
first component upon dehydration is physically impossible. Hence, the possibility of two
free diffusion was discarded. On the other hand, D values obtained by fitting the FCS

Figure 10.5: Results of the fitting with two component free diffusion model and residuals of
representative point FCS curves for lipids in SLBs at fully hydrated condition, at 90% RH and
80% RH.

curves with floating α parameter were physically understandable and matched with our
previous results from FRAP measurements[212, 226]. Therefore fitting with floating α pa-
rameter was chosen. With careful analysis of the FCS curves, a two-fold drop in D values
was observed from 2.77 ± 0.79 µm2/s (fully hydrated) to 1.35 ± 0.70 µm2/s (70% RH) and
then D increased back with rehydration (2.97 ± 1.05 µm2/s for bulk rehydration) (Figure
10.4E). The relative change of D values is in complete accordance with our previous FRAP
results[212, 226]. Noticeably, the α parameter was found to be very close to 1 for fully
hydrated SLBs (1.05 ± 0.17) (Figure 10.4F), indicating free Brownian diffusion of lipids.
Interestingly, upon removal of bulk water, α decreased to 0.69 ± 0.14 at 90% RH (Figure
10.4F). Upon further dehydration to 70% RH (0.74 ± 0.15) followed by rehydration to
85% RH (0.71 ± 0.16) α remained largely constant within the error bar. Again after bulk
rehydration, it came back to 1.03 ± 0.09. The observed significant (yet reversible) lowering
of α strongly indicates that lipids undertake anomalous sub-diffusion in the absence of bulk
water layer. To rule out the fluorophore bias in these experiments, the same point FCS
measurements were attempted using ASR-DPPE fluorescent probe, but reliable data could
not be obtained due to huge photobleaching of the fluorophore, as discussed above.
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10.4.2 Scanning FCS measurements

Scanning FCS is an impressive method that has been previously used to distinguish free
diffusion and hindered diffusion[227]. In this technique, instead of recording fluorescence
fluctuations at a single point, fluorescence intensity of a selected line is collected systemat-
ically multiple times and the auto-correlation carpet with several auto-correlation curves is
generated correlating fluorescence fluctuations at each pixel of the line (Figure 10.6A-B).
Then the diffusion time information is extracted by fitting these correlation curves simi-
larly as in the case of point FCS data. Thus, insights into the spatial heterogeneity as well
as a significant statistical average of the mobility data are collected, while making a little
compromise on the temporal resolution.

Crucially, in the context of these particular experiments, since in scanning FCS a single
observation spot is not continuously illuminated with the laser excitation light, the effect
of photobleaching is less pronounced. Hence, in order to validate our findings from point
FCS, s-FCS measurements were performed on 3 SLBs with Atto-633-DOPE and one SLB
with ASR-DPPE. Thanks to comparatively lower photobleaching of ASR-PE during s-FCS,
much more reliable correlation data could be obtained in this case. To tackle the noise of
the data upon dehydration, for both dyes, the correlation curves from a single correlation
carpets were averaged into a single curve. Though by such averaging the spatial informa-
tion about the diffusion is lost, the averaging was done considering the fact that the spatial
heterogeneity was not prominent in the correlation carpets. Representative correlation
carpets for a fully hydrated SLB and SLB equilibrated to 80% RH, containing ASR-DPPE
dye, are presented in Figure 10.6B. The averaged and normalized, auto-correlation curves
for Ld lipids in SLBs with ASR-DPPE dye at fully hydrated, 90% RH and 80% RH con-
ditions are shown in Figure 10.6C. The FCS curves shift to the right with decrease in
RH% indicating lowering of the diffusion coefficient value. Moreover, clearly, a noticeable
change in the shape of the correlation curves, similar to point FCS data, is observed upon
SLB dehydration, validating the point FCS results. Analogously to the point FCS curve
fitting, the correlation curves were fitted with both floating α (anomalous diffusion) and
two component free diffusion models. However, the fitting of the two component free dif-
fusion model was abandoned due to similar reason as in case of point FCS - the D values
obtained were not consistent and often out of the physically acceptable range of D values
for lipids. The same correlation curves, shown in Figure 10.6C, fitted with α fixed at 1
and α floating are shown in Figure 10.6D-E, respectively. Similarly, for SLBs with Atto-
633-DOPE dye, fitting of three representative auto-correlation curves, each averaged over
single carpet, with α = 1 and α floating are presented in Figure 10.6E-F. From the fits and
their residuals, it is evident that at fully hydrated condition free diffusion model (α fixed
at 1) fits well to the experimental data, but the fitting is not satisfactory at 90% RH and
80% RH levels. At the same time letting α free significantly improves the fit quality for the
lower hydration conditions. Thus FCS curves fits for both dyes confirm the appearance of
anomalous sub-diffusion at perturbed hydration conditions. The diffusion coefficient and α
values for Atto-633-DOPE and ASR-DPPE dyes as a function of the SLB hydration state
are plotted in Figure 10.7A-B and 10.7C-D, respectively. The D values are numerically
lower than the values obtained from point FCS measurements, but they follow the same
trend with dehydration and rehydration as for point FCS results, irrespective of the dye
used. Moreover, α was also found to be around 1 (0.97 ± 0.12) at fully hydrated condition
(0.87 ± 0.11 after bulk rehydration) and lower at lower hydration conditions (0.85 ± 0.12
at 80% RH). I would like to note here, that the numerical values obtained from the data
analysis are largely dependent on the photobleaching corrections performed on the raw
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Figure 10.6: (A)-(C) Schematic representation of scanning FCS on SLB; (B) Representative cor-
relation carpets for SLBs doped with ASR-DPPE at fully hydrated condition and at 90% RH;
(C) Normalized correlation curves, each averaged from single correlation carpets at fully hydrated
condition (red), RH 90% (blue) and RH 80% (green). Blue and orange arrows indicate the shift
and shape change of the FCS curves upon dehydration respectively. (D)-(E) s-FCS curves for
SLBs with ASR-DPPE at fully hydrated (red) condition and equilibrated to RH 90% (blue) and
RH 80% (green) fitted with α=1 (D) and floating values of α (E); (F)-(G) s-FCS curves for SLBs
with ASR-DPPE at fully hydrated condition (red) and equilibrated to RH 90% (blue) and RH
80% (green) fitted with α=1 (F) and floating values of α (G).
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Figure 10.7: D (A) and α (B) values obtained from s-FCS measurements for Ld phase lipids at
SLBs with Atto-633-DOPE at varying hydration conditions. D (C) and α (D) values obtained
from s-FCS measurements for Ld phase lipids at SLBs with ASR-DPPE at varying hydration
conditions.

data. The data analysis procedure is still being improved to obtain more reliable results,
free from any bias caused by the photobleaching correction method. Hence the absolute
values of these results are subject to slight changes upon further analysis. However, in
spite of these difficulties in the analysis, the scanning FCS results completely support the
findings from the point FCS measurements.

10.5 Discussion

The similar trend in D values acquired from point and s-FCS data for different SLB
hydration states agree well with the trend of the lateral diffusion found in my previously
reported FRAP measurements, validating the FCS data at lower hydration conditions[212,
226, 228]. Both point FCS and s-FCS data confirm that in the presence of bulk water on
top of the SLB, Ld phase lipids undergo free diffusion on mica substrate. On the other
hand, upon dehydration, anomaly parameter α drops significantly for both point and s-
FCS, strongly indicating that PC lipids undergo anomalous sub-diffusion in the absence
of bulk water. Moreover, the changes of α parameter are completely reversible, that is
α reaches back to the value of 1 upon bulk rehydration. Now, concerns may surface as
to whether these lower values of α are the actual representation of the nature of lipid
diffusion or whether they are a result of the experimental artifacts or properties of the
fluorescent dyes at lower hydration levels. Despite the relatively poor quality and signal-
to-noise ratio of the FCS data under dehydrated conditions, the strong reproducibility
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and reversibility of the results with de(re)hydration for point and s-FCS and for the two
benchmark dyes Atto-633 and ASR provide strong arguments in favor of the conclusion that
the lower values of α represent the true diffusion information of the lipids in SLBs with
reduced hydration. Additionally, our previous experiments reported that the activation
energy of diffusion increases with dehydration, which is strongly indicative of the change
of the diffusion mechanism[212]. This further demonstrates the veracity of the anomalous
sub-diffusion results.

Anomalous diffusion is mostly observed in the presence of some mobile or immobile ob-
struction traps, domains and alike features[151]. Upon removal of water, the emergence of
nanoholes in the membrane, which could prevent lipids from diffusing freely, would be the
first place to look for the cause of the anomalous diffusion behavior of the lipids. However,
using atomic force microscopy, we established that no nanoscopic holes emerge in the Ld

phase during dehydration[212, 229], which rules out the hypothesis that the anomaly is re-
lated to structural defects (holes or nanodomains) acting as excluded area for the diffusion.
Hence, it has to be some other membrane feature causing transiently mobile or immobile
hindrance or trap for the lipid movement. In previous study, I have also demonstrated that
the mobile fraction of lipids decreases with dehydration, i.e. at a particular time, higher
number of lipid molecules become transiently immobile[212]. At full hydration, the PC
lipid headgroups are surrounded by 10-12 water molecules per lipid, among which around
6 water molecules form a clathrate-like shell structure around the phosphocholine group, as
choline group can not form hydrogen bonds. Some of these water molecules, loosely bound
with van der Waals interactions slowly start to desorb as the hydration level decreases from
90% RH, leaving gradually more and more lipids without shielding water layer around their
headgroups. Missing the water molecules around, electrostatic repulsion emerges between
the lipid headgroups, which increases the energy requirement for the diffusion step. This
could lead to either transient immobilization of those lipids or they become completely
immobile. If these lipids become immobile, the other lipids will find them as obstructions
causing anomalous diffusivity pattern.

However, in reality, the water clathrate cage around the lipid headgroups is not exactly
a concrete or discrete cage structure, rather the water molecules form an exchangeable
water shell around the headgroups. Upon dehydration, the hydration shell of some of the
lipids undergo a momentary perturbation. Again this transient disturbance in hydration
shell is released when water molecules come in from the hydration layer of neighboring
lipids, making the hydration shell of those neighboring lipids water deficit. Such transient
water-deficit condition of lipid headgroups passes on from one lipid to another by the
exchange of water molecules in their hydration shells. The lipids with compromised water
availability around the headgroup, and/or their neighboring lipids stop for a while when
they feel electrostatic repulsion. Now it is very obvious to rationalize that their diffusion
pattern would be far from free diffusion. Additionally, these momentarily immobilized lipid
pockets can act as nano-hindrance for the other mobile lipids, leading to severe anomalous
behavior.

Previous research on the phase transition temperature, height mismatch between the
Lo and Ld phase and fluorescence spectra of the Ld phase lipids at dehydrated conditions
indicate a liquid-disordered to gel phase transition[12, 14, 15, 229]. If the fluid lipids
would gradually transform into gel phase, the two component free diffusion model with
D values matching the fluid and gel phase diffusion would describe the diffusion data,
with a gradual increase in fraction of lipids with gel-phase-like diffusion coefficient values.
However, my experimental data clearly shows that this is not the case. Rather single
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component anomalous sub-diffusion was found to better describe the lipid dynamics after
dehydration. Therefore, our data suggest that more and more lipids undergoing phase
transition from fluid to gel phase is not the most prominent change in lipid diffusion
behavior upon dehydration. Rather it indicates that all Ld phase lipid molecules behave
as a single population undergoing anomalous sub-diffusion. Losing their screening water
molecules around the headgroups, the lipids momentarily stiffen and gellify, which act as
hindrances to the other still mobile lipid molecules, leading to anomalous diffusion. And,
since these transient halts are temporary, and are passes on from one lipid to another, all
the Ld phase lipids behave as a single population.

It is noticeable that α drops down to ∼ 0.7 already after removal of bulk water and
remains more or less constant afterwards, though the diffusion coefficient decreases steadily
as the hydration level decreases. If we assume that with dehydration, more and more
lipids feel the electrostatic repulsion around the head groups which act as obstacles, the
α could also gradually decrease as the mobile fraction goes down. Generally, the anomaly
parameter decreases with an increase in obstacle concentration at longer measurement time
scale, until the percolation threshold of anomaly is reached, when the diffusion becomes
anomalous at all time scales[230]. Hence, constant α suggests that as soon as bulk water
is removed, the number of obstacles i.e. transiently immobile lipid pockets already reaches
the percolation threshold of anomalous diffusion, and naturally with further dehydration,
even if the number of immobilized lipid pockets increases, α does not decrease anymore.

To look for the reason of anomalous sub-diffusion of scarcely hydrated lipids, another
possibility that can not be neglected is the chance of altered interaction of the lipids with
the mica substrate at reduced hydration conditions. Though it is presumed that a thin layer
of water is present between the lower leaflet and mica, the interactions of the lower leaflet
lipids with the substrate are not well understood. However, Honigman et al. showed free
diffusion of PC lipids on mica in fully hydrated conditions whereas on acid-cleaned glass
surface the same lipids undergo anomalous sub-diffusion[186]. Both point and scanning
FCS experiments with two fluorescent dyes reconfirm that at fully hydrated conditions,
the diffusion is free on mica. At lower hydration conditions, the interaction between PC
lipids and mica might change, but in that case anomalous diffusion of lipids in lower leaflet
would be more prominent, and the diffusion coefficient should be lower for the lipids in
the lower leaflet. My previous study of lipid diffusion in a lipid bilayer with fluorescence
quenched upper leaflet showed that mobility of the lower leaflet follows the same trend as
the whole bilayer during dehydration[212]. This hints that the anomaly in lipid diffusion
is not, at least solely, an effect of changes in the lipid-mica interactions upon dehydration.

After establishing the presence of anomalous sub-diffusion of lipids at scarcely hydrated
membrane, the next step is to find out the type of the anomaly of lipid dynamics. Spot
variation FCS, in other words, STED-FCS has been used previously to discern various types
of anomalous sub-diffusion such as hop diffusion or transient immobilization[162, 157, 160].
A detailed understanding of the type of anomalous behavior of the lipid diffusion could be
extracted from STED-FCS measurements on dehydrated membranes. Hence, STED-FCS
experiments were planned, but could not be performed due to low photostability of the
chosen dyes at reduced hydration conditions. In STED-FCS, very high laser power is used
to vary the observation spot size. Hence, the strong photobleaching of ASR and Atto-633
dyes upon dehydration makes the experiment extremely challenging. Consequently, the
quest for finding a suitable dye, that is photostable at lower hydration conditions and
when exposed to high laser power, goes on.
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10.6 Conclusion

Using point FCS and s-FCS measurements with two benchmark fluorescent dyes, I
showed that PC lipids in SLBs on mica substrate undergo moderate to severe anomalous
sub-diffusion at reduced hydration conditions, in contrast to free diffusion at fully hydrated
conditions for the same system. This anomaly of lateral diffusion of lipids, I postulate, is
caused by the dehydration-induced transiently immobile lipid pockets that act as nano-
hindrance to moving lipids causing obstructed diffusion pattern. Transient dehydration
is an important intermediate step for any cell fusion based biological phenomena, neuro-
transmission, fertilization or viral entry, to mention a few. Hence, the detailed molecular
level understanding of the lipid dynamics at dehydrated conditions is crucial to unravel the
mechanisms underlying such biological events. This study offers a new insight into the lipid
diffusion pattern of PC lipids in dehydrated membranes. Moreover, it contributes to the
field of in vitro research and to the quest for determining the diverse causes of anomalous
diffusion in biological systems. Further research on these systems with a suitable fluores-
cent dye, employing spot-variation FCS/STED-FCS, in my opinion, will shed additional
light on the precise nature of the anomaly observed in the diffusion of scarcely hydrated
lipids.

Note

It should be noted that the presented discussion and conclusions are based on the
preliminary analysis of the obtained FCS data. The data, especially the s-FCS data are
still to be analysed further aiming to improve the photobleaching correction and to obtain
more reliable results. Though, after improvement of the data analysis process, the absolute
values of D and α may slightly change, I am convinced that the main conclusions are still
valid.
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Conclusions and outlook

11.1 Conclusions

To summarize, in this thesis, I present several experimental works elucidating the role
of biological water on the lateral diffusion of lipids in biomimetic cell membranes, which
I believe, are important contribution to the biomimetic biophysics field. In the course of
my doctoral studies, together with my group members I have developed a new method of
preserving lipid membranes at dehydrated condition without any external chemical or me-
chanical modification, which led to the understanding of lipid behavior at lower hydration
conditions. I discovered that lateral diffusion of PC lipids is highly responsive to membrane
water content and that the water molecules forming the hydration shell structure around
the phosphocholine moiety facilitate lipid diffusion by screening the inter-lipid electrostatic
repulsion between neighboring lipid headgroups (chapter 7). Moreover, I demonstrated
that the preservation of this diffusion-defining hydration shell is highly dependent on the
presence of biologically relevant ions (chapter 9). Na+ and K+ ions support mobility at
reduced hydration condition by stabilizing the hydration shell. In contrast, in the presence
of Mg2+ and Ca2+ ions, lipid mobility ceases after the removal of bulk water. Furthermore,
I have exhibited that the free diffusion of PC lipids in phase-separated SLBs on mica is re-
placed by anomalous sub-diffusion at lower hydration conditions (chapter 10, manuscript in
preparation). Moreover, I proposed a novel approach of molecular-level hydration sensing
in biomembranes using lateral diffusion of lipids as a measure of local hydration (chap-
ter 8), an approach that has a tremendous potential to be utilized in studying step-wise
mechanisms of various biological and cellular processes like cell fusion, viral entry, fertiliza-
tion, neurotransmission, exocytosis; processes that involve local and transient membrane
dehydration.

The works presented in this thesis show a pioneering approach to elucidate the role of
biological water and lipid-ion-water interplay in lipid diffusion in biomimetic membranes
and contribute significantly to the fields of membrane biology and biophysical chemistry.
The showcased works provide new, molecular-level insights into the role of water in de-
termining membrane properties, in particular lipid dynamics and overall phase-separation
architecture in biomimetic membranes. Furthermore, they provide a detailed molecular-
scale picture of the de/rehydration process involving the evolution of the lipid hydration
structure in the presence and absence of various ions as well as activation energy of dif-
fusion of PC lipids in biomimetic cell membranes. Our successful dehydration method
of SLBs does not require any additional chemical modifications of the lipid structure or
external physical or mechanical confinement of the lipid membranes. Hence this method
offers a great opportunity to study lipid membranes in well-defined hydration conditions
without altering their native behavior. Thus this approach opens up a doorway to a wide
range of experiments on biomimetic membranes addressing various physical properties and
structural parameters at lower hydration conditions, for instance, changes in hydrophobic
mismatch, line tension or lipid-protein/lipid-lipid interactions. Addressing these proper-
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ties of cell membranes has been so far elusive as any dehydration attempts have resulted
either in the curling up of membranes during dehydration or the membrane structure had
to be modified. Thus, clearly, research covered in this doctoral thesis not only provides
molecular insight into the physical chemistry of lipid-water-ion interactions but possesses
far-reaching biological and technological implications.

11.2 Outlook

As discussed above, the work presented in this thesis is only the tip of the iceberg –
a number of follow-up studies await to be explored in order to gain deeper understanding
of the role of biological water in modulating lipid dynamics and consequently the cell
membrane properties. To mention some specific directions for future research, the first
question that comes to mind is – how the lipids with a different type of the head group
(and hence different hydration shell structure) would react, in terms of lateral diffusion, at
reduced hydration conditions? It would be very interesting to investigate the mobility of
positively and negatively charged lipids such as DOTAP, DOPE, DOPG, DOPS, which do
not have a water clathrate cage structure around their headgroups. Instead, these lipids
being both donors and acceptors of H-bonds, form strong H-bonds with water molecules
and adjacent lipids. Hence, it is tempting to speculate that dehydration of a membrane
composed of those lipids may not have as dramatic effect on their lateral diffusion as in
the case of PC lipids. Otherwise, one could also expect a more linear and gradual decline
in lipid mobility. This would also validate my results pointing at the central role of the
water molecules comprising the water shell structure in facilitating lipid diffusion. Yet the
challenge lies in preparing single-component SLBs with the above mentioned lipids, as their
structural curvature inhibits the formation of stable SLBs[157].

Another interesting follow-up study could focus on the differentiation between the effect
of de/rehydration on the two leaflets of the bilayer separately. In publication 1 (supporting
information), by irreversible fluorescence quenching of the fluorescent dye in the upper
leaflet, I showed that during dehydration lipid diffusion in both lower and upper leaflet
is affected similarly. But additionally, preliminary results indicate that the lipid diffusion
in the lower leaflet does not increase back to its initial value after rehydration (Figure
11.1B). Further investigations are required to confirm this observation. This experiment
would provide answers to the question if the thin layer of water between mica support
and the lower leaflet of the bilayer is permanently removed upon dehydration altering the
interactions between mica and the lower lipid leaflet.

Additionally, measuring lipid diffusion in the presence of H2O vs D2O could be inter-
esting as another follow-up study. These experiments could indicate the role of H-bonded
water molecules in modulating lipid diffusion as, on average, the H-bond strength is higher
in case of D2O. Moreover, spot variation FCS (STED-FCS) experiments on dehydrated
SLBs could provide information about the exact nature of anomalous diffusion of lipids
and information about the lipid dynamics at the Lo-Ld boundary zone under varying hy-
dration conditions, as discussed in chapter 10. How dehydration affects the mobility of
cholesterol in the presence and absence of various ions would be an interesting question to
address as well.

It is clear that having the possibility to alter membrane hydration state allows to
address a number of interesting research questions regarding the structural and dynamical
properties of lipid membranes. Thus the methodology and investigations presented in this
thesis build an important initial step towards many interesting follow-up studies for deeper
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understanding of the effect of hydration on physico-chemical properties of lipid membranes.

Figure 11.1: A) Changes in D as a function of hydration for both leaflets of the lipid bilayer
(from Publication 1), B) Preliminary results showing D as a function of hydration of the
lower leaflet, after irreversibly quenching the dye from upper leaflet of the bilayer.
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Chapter 12

Scientific achievements

12.1 Publications

12.1.1 Articles

1. Hanna Orlikowska-Rzeznik*, Emilia Krok, Madhurima Chattopadhyay and Lukasz
Piatkowski*, Laurdan discerns lipid membrane hydration and cholesterol content,
Journal of Physical Chemistry B, 2023, volume 127, issue 15, page 3382-3391,
IF 3.466

2. Madhurima Chattopadhyay*, Emilia Krok, Hanna Orlikowska-Rzeznik and Lukasz
Piatkowski*, Cooperativity between sodium ions and water molecules facilitates lipid
mobility in model cell membranes,
Chemical Science, 2023, issue 14, page 4002-4011, IF 9.969

3. Emilia Krok*, Agnieszka Batura, Madhurima Chattopadhyay, Hanna Orlikowska
and Lukasz Piatkowski*, Lateral organization of biomimetic cell membranes in vary-
ing pH conditions,
Journal of Molecular Liquids, 2022, volume 345, page 117907, IF: 6.633

4. Madhurima Chattopadhyay*, Emilia Krok, Hanna Orlikowska, Petra Schwille,
Henri G. Franquelim and Lukasz Piatkowski*, Hydration layer of only few molecules
controls lipid mobility in biomimetic membranes,
Journal of the American Chemical Society, 2021, volume 143, issue 36, page
14551-14562, IF: 16.383

5. Madhurima Chattopadhyay*#, Hanna Orlikowska#, Emilia Krok and Lukasz
Piatkowski*, Sensing hydration of biomimetic cell membranes,
Biosensors, 2021, volume 11, issue 7, page 241, IF: 5.743

12.1.2 Conference papers

1. Madhurima Chattopadhyay*, Emilia Krok, Hanna Orlikowska-Rzeznik and Lukasz
Piatkowski*, Sodium ions support lipid mobility in dehydrated biomembranes,
FEBS Open Bio, 2022 volume 12, issue 270, P-04.2-009, IF: 2.792

2. Lukasz Piatkowski*, Madhurima Chattopadhyay*, Emilia Krok, Hanna Orlikowska-
Rzeznik and Agnieszka Lester, How the absence of just a few water molecules affects
the structure and dynamics of cell membranes,
FEBS Open Bio, 2022 volume 12, page 268, P-04.2-005, IF: 2.792

3. Emilia Krok*, Madhurima Chattopadhyay, Hanna Orlikowska, Lukasz Piatkowski*,
Decreased hydration causes nanoscale structural rearrangement within biomimetic cell
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membranes,
FEBS Open Bio, 2022, volume 12, issue 1, ShT-04.2-1, IF: 2.792

4. Agnieszka Lester*, Emilia Krok, Madhurima Chattopadhyay, Lukasz Piatkowski*,
Engineering cell membranes–the effect of pH on the formation, structure, and mobil-
ity of biomimetic cell membranes,
FEBS Open Bio, 2022, volume 12, page 269-270, P-04.2-008, IF: 2.792

5. Hanna Orlikowska-Rzeznik*, Emilia Krok, Madhurima Chattopadhyay, Agnieszka
Lester, Lukasz Piatkowski*, Direct effect of biomimetic cell membrane hydration on
Laurdan fluorescence,
FEBS Open Bio, 2022 volume 12, page 269, P-04.2-007, IF: 2.792

*corresponding author(s)
#Co-first authors

12.2 Patent applications

1. Madhurima Chattopadhyay, Emilia Krok, Hanna Orlikowska, Lukasz Piatkowski,
Method for measuring the local hydration of lipid layers of biomimetic and biological
systems,
patent application (Poland), P.437600, 2021

2. Madhurima Chattopadhyay, Emilia Krok, Hanna Orlikowska, Lukasz Piatkowski,
Method for measuring the local hydration of lipid layers of biomimetic and biological
systems,
patent application (Poland), P.437601, 2021.

3. Emilia Krok, Agnieszka Batura, Hanna Orlikowska, Madhurima Chattopadhyay,
Lukasz Piatkowski,
The method of formation of solid supported lipid membranes with controlled size of
laterally separated domains,
patent application (Poland), PL438733, 2021

12.3 Participation in conferences

Talks:

1. Hydration layer of few molecules controls lateral diffusion of lipids in biomembranes,
National Science Day Seminar, organized by the Indian Photobiology Society, Kolkata,
India, 03-05 March 2023

2. Hydration layer of few molecules controls lateral diffusion of lipids in biomembranes,
Chemistry World conference, 13-14 June 2022, invited talk

3. Hydration layer of few molecules controls lateral diffusion of lipids in biomembranes,
FEBS advanced course: Functional Imaging of Cellular Dynamics, Van Leeuwenhoek
Centre for Advanced Microscopy (LCAM) and the University of Amsterdam, The
Netherlands, 12-18 June 2022
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4. Lateral diffusion of lipids senses local hydration in biomembranes,
Molecular biosensing: from theory to practice”, International symposium organized
by University of Jena, Germany, 17-19 November 2021

5. Water facilitating lateral diffusion in biomembrane,
Young Scientists’ Conference Biology, Chemistry, Environment – the Perspective of
Young Scientists/ Konferencja Młodych Naukowców nt. Biologia, Chemia i Środowisko
- Spojrzenie Młodych Naukowców), Krakow, Poland, 24-25 April 2021

6. The Effect of Environmental Conditions on the Structure and Dynamics of Biomimetic
Cell Membrane,
11th National Conference Young Scientists in Poland - Research and Development/XI
Ogólnokrajowa Konferencja Młodzi Naukowcy w Polsce - Badania i Rozwój, Poznan
(Poland), 30 March 2020

Poster presentations:

1. Cooperative effect of Na+ ions and water support lipid mobility at sparsely hydrated
biomembranes,
#RSCPoster Twitter conference 28 February - 01 March 31, 2023

2. Sodium ions support lipid mobility in dehydrated biomembranes,
IUBMB-FEBS-PABMB Biochemistry Global Summit, Lisbon, Portugal, 09-14 July
2022

3. Water and Na+ collectively control the lateral diffusion of lipids in dehydrated biomem-
branes,
FEBS advanced course: Functional Imaging of Cellular Dynamics, Van Leeuwen-
hoek Centre for Advanced Microscopy (LCAM) and the University of Amsterdam,
The Netherlands, 12-18 June 2022

4. Sodium ions support lipid mobility after membrane dehydration,
#RSCPoster Twitter conference 01-02 March, 2022

5. Lipid diffusion indicates local hydration in biomembranes,
Systems Chemistry Virtual Symposium, Strasbourg, France, 7-9 July 2021

6. Water facilitates lateral diffusion in biomembranes,
Time-Resolved Vibrational Spectroscopy (TRVS) International Conference, Michi-
gan, USA, 13-18 June 2021

7. Lipid mobility as a hydration sensing tool in SLBs,
Young Scientists’ Conference Biology, Chemistry, Environment – the Perspective of
Young Scientists/ Konferencja Młodych Naukowców nt. Biologia, Chemia i Środowisko
- Spojrzenie Młodych Naukowców), Krakow, Poland, 24-25 April 2021

8. Lipid mobility as hydration sensing tool in SLBs,
Chemical Systems Meeting - NanoGee conference, Spain 22-23 March 2021

9. Effect of hydration on structure and dynamics of biomimetic cell membranes,
System chemistry Symposium “Life-like emergent behavior in complex molecules and
ensembles”, International symposium organized by City University of New York,
USA, 18-20 May 2020
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10. Lipid mobility as hydration sensing tool in SLBs,
Chemical Science conference, ChemSci2020: Leaders in the Field Symposium, Inter-
national Symposium organized by IISER Kolkata, India, 07-10 September 2020

11. The Effect of Environmental Conditions on the Structure and Dynamics of Biomimetic
Cell Membrane,
The 11th National Conference Young Scientists in Poland - Research and Develop-
ment/XI Ogólnokrajowa Konferencja Młodzi Naukowcy w Polsce - Badania i Rozwój,
Poznan, Poland, 30 March 2020

12.4 Participation in courses

1. FEBS Advanced Course – Functional Imaging of Cellular Dynamics at the
University of Amsterdam, the Netherlands, 12-19 June 2022

2. Course for reviewers ACS Reviewer Lab organized by American Chemical Society,
26 June 2021

3. Summer School in Protocell Models: Coacervates and Vesicles organized
by Max Planck Institute of Molecular Cell Biology and Genetics, Dresden,
Germany, 05-08 April 2021

4. FSK3533 New Super-resolution, Light-sheet, STED-FCS and FRET-FCS
methods from Scilifelab, Stockholm, Sweden, 31 May-04 April 2021

5. Online workshop Good practices in the writing of scientific articles, organized
by National Institute of Geriatrics, Rheumatology and Rehabilitation, TERMEDIA
Publishing House, Warsaw, 18-19 November 2020

6. Academic English - Practical course, organized by Academia Internacjonalizacji,
Poland, 10 April 2020

7. 22nd Neutron Scattering Lab Course conducted by JCNS-1, 03-14 September
2018, Forschungszentrum Juelich and MLZ Garching, Germany

12.5 Research internships

1. Research internship on project “Elucidating the interplay between biological water
and nanoscale lipid dynamics in cellular membranes” at SciLifeLab, Karolinska
Institute, Stockholm, Sweden at the group of Dr. Erdinc Sezgin, funded by
EMBO Scientific Exchange Grant (August - October 2022)

2. Research internship on “Conformational Analysis and Study of Photochemical Changes
of some Biologically Significant Molecules Using Ion Mobility Mass Spectroscopy” at
the Indian Association for the Cultivation of Science, Kolkata, India with
Prof. Tapas Chakraborty Group (January - April 2019)

3. Summer internship project on "Stability Analysis of a FRET-Based Glucose Sensor
Protein" at Forschungszentrum Juelich, Juelich, Germany with Dr. Andreas
Stadler, funded by BIOSOFT Guest Student Program (July - September 2018)
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12.6 Grants

Mobility grants:

1. European Molecular Biology Organization (EMBO) Scientific Exchange Grant
for a three months foreign research internship EMBO-SEG, grant number: 9439,
Elucidating the interplay between biological water and nanoscale lipid dynamics in
cellular membranes,
principal investigator: M.Sc. Madhurima Chattopadhyay

2. Erasmus+ Stuff Mobility Teaching grant for 5 days 10 hours teaching at the
Department of Physics, IIT (ISM) Dhanbad, India, under the framework of Staff
Training Assignments (STA), project KA 107 2019,
grantee: M.Sc. Madhurima Chattopadhyay

Co-investigator in research grants:

1. First Team grant, Foundation for Polish Science, grant number: POIR.04.04.00-
00-5D32/18-00,
HYDRA – Elucidating the role of hydration heterogeneity and hydrophobic mismatch
in biomimetic cell membranes organization,
principal investigator: Dr. hab. Eng. Lukasz Piatkowski (prof. PUT)

2. Installation Grant, European Molecular Biology Organization (EMBO IG), grant
number: IG 4147,
Biological water: the role of hydration in cell membrane organization,
principal investigator: Dr. hab. Eng. Lukasz Piatkowski (prof. PUT)

3. Projekt w ramach wydzielonych z subwencji Wydziału Inżynierii Materiałowej i Fizyki
Technicznej środków na prowadzenie badań naukowych lub prac rozwojowych oraz
zadań z nimi związanych, służących rozwojowi młodych naukowców finansowanych
w wewnętrznym trybie konkursowym w 2020 roku (SBAD-MK), grant number:
0512/SBAD-/6209,
Badanie wpływu cząsteczek wody na formowanie dwuwarstw lipidowych na podłożu
stałym oraz określenie ilościowe ich nawodnienia przy pomocy mikrowa-gi kwarcowej,
principal investigator: M.Sc. Eng. Hanna-Orlikowska Rzeznik

4. Projekt w ramach wydzielonych z subwencji Wydziału Inżynierii Materiałowej i Fizyki
Technicznej środków na prowadzenie badań naukowych lub prac rozwojowych oraz
zadań z nimi związanych, służących rozwojowi młodych naukowców finansowanych
w wewnę-trznym trybie konkursowym w 2022 roku (SBAD-MK), grant number:
0512/SBAD-/6212,
Biomimetyczne błony komórkowe w warunkach ekstremalnego odwodnienia – analiza
nanoskopowych zmian strukturalnych,
principal investigator: M.Sc. Eng. Emilia Krok

12.7 Awards and distinctions

1. EBSA Student Bursary award for participation in EBSA congress 2023 in Stock-
holm, Sweden, covering all costs of accommodation and congress registration fees
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2. Best oral presentation award at the National Science Day Seminar 2023 organized
by the Indian Photobiology Society, 03-05 March 2023

3. Scholarship from INPUTDOC project in the frame of the STER program "Inter-
nationalization of the doctoral students" co-financed by NAWA for scientific achieve-
ments being the result of international cooperation, December-May 2023

4. The Rector’s Award as a team of the Poznan University of Technology for out-
standing scientific achievements, October 2022

5. Molecular Biology Organization Scientific Exchange Grant (EMBO-SEG)
for a three months foreign research internship on “elucidating the interplay between
biological water and nanoscale lipid dynamics in cellular membranes” at Dr. Erdinc
Sezgin’s laboratory at Karolinska Institute, Stockholm, Sweden, August-October
2022

6. Erasmus+ stuff mobility teaching grant for teaching at IIT (ISM) Dhanbad,
India, July 2022

7. Front cover of the Journal of American Chemical Society , Volume 143, Issue
36, 2021

8. Best poster presentation award at Young Scientists’ Conference Biology, Chem-
istry, Environment – the Perspective of Young Scientists (Konferencja Młodych Nau-
kowców nt. Biologia, Chemia i Środowisko - Spojrzenie Młodych Naukowców),
Krakow, Poland, 24-25 April 2021, for the poster presentation titled “Lipid mobility
as a hydration sensing tool in SLBs”

12.8 Scientific outreach

1. Organization and hosting of an online, bimonthly seminar series, namely,
“Ph.D. students forum” for creating a platform to discuss research and mental health
challenges faced by graduate students, since January 2023

2. Participation in European Researchers’ Night at SciLifeLab, Karolinska Insti-
tutet, 30 September 2022

3. Erasmus+ stuff mobility program – 5 days, 8 hours teaching for M.Sc. and PhD
students at the Department of Physics, IIT (ISM) Dhanbad, India, 18-22 July 2022

4. Invited live webinar for high school students on Prospects/scopes of higher
studies and research in chemistry in India and abroad organized by ASED
Kolkata Association for Science and Environmental Development, 31st July 2021
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